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SOFTBALL SPLITS
LIPSCOMB TAKES ONE

PINS FOR THE WINS
Wrestling repeats as national champion
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Former Senate speaker sets record straight on resignation

(

MARK JUSTICE
Staff Writer
t

(.

Former Senate Speaker Sean Lavin
is speaking candidly ab01,1t the circum;stances that led to his resignation.
The current s~nator compares his
'.t erm as speaker to wearing a pair of
"golden handcuffs," an analogy he
·explains passionately.
"When I ran for Senate in 2003, I
had no idea the speaker got $1,400 a

month, was issued an SGA PDA and
laptop or received an extravagant
office that would make any executive
jealous,'' he said. "Reflecting on my
quick rise to the top of the Legislative
Branch, I now realize that all of those
luxuries are just links in the 'golden
handcuffs' that ultimately consume
the entire life of the speaker, and while
I loved advocating for my fellow students as speaker, the position became
my life's top priority, instead of my

family, friends and education."
Recently, Lavin removed those
golden handcuffs by resigning from
the top position after a motion for a
vote of no confidence was brought
against him by Sen. Stefanie
Matthews.
A vote of no confidence is less serious than the process of impeachment,
in which formal papers are filed
against a public figure for corrupt
activity that if passed, would remove

an offic1al from office for a full year.
No allegations of improper activity
were made against Lavin. However,
some senators felt it was time to
explore additional candidates for the
office of speaker by pursuing a vote of'
no confidence against him.
When questioned about her decision to bring the vote against Lavin,
Matthews said, "The Senate has been
frustrated for a long time." She added
that no one who is better qualified to

serve in the role of speaker had been
. "brought to her attention" until
recently.
The shortage of possible spe_aker
candidates came to an end at the
March 10 SGA meeting where SGA
President Kevin Peters appointed former Comptroller Nick Merolle to the
Senate. Shortly after Merolle's confrrmation as a senator, Matthews leveled .
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List of stolen items
include textbooks,·
·purses and laptops
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NATALIE ZFAT

Boxer gained experience and friends
while he continues to chase a dream

Staff Writer

UCF Police, along with the help of
UCF Library management, have initiated safety measures.to avoid theft
incidences in the campus library.
Kerry Wilson of Libraiy Copy Services has decided to take action by
placing notes on unattended bags and
backpacks that he has found at the
library.
The notes, which can double as
bookmarks, read: "Theft is a problem
everywhere. Please ... do not leave
property, such as backpacks, purses or
books unattended." The note also
leaves the phone number for UCF
Police, 407-823-5555, which students
can call to report suspicious activity.
Meg Scharf, associate director for
Public Services at the library, said that
several times she has seen an unattended laptop-and stayed with it until .
the student returned. Since staff cannot stay with every unattended item,
the library has assembled a group of
student assistants to patrol and monitor the library at all times.
"If the group sees an unattended
backpack, they leave a note explaining
to students that they need to stay with
their backpacks," Scharf said. "I think
that has raised awareness. I think students feel secure in our building, but a
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Staff Writer
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ohamad Elmahmoud is a fighter-in
the ring he's driven, and that determination carries him through life's many
·
challenges.
As one of the 12 contestants on the boxing reality
TV show The Next Great Champ, which aired last fall
on Fox, he's made friends, faced a fear and had a
chance to pursue a career in the sport he loves.
Elmahmoud, who graduated from UCF in 2003,
made it halfway through the series before he was
eliminated after losing a boxing match.
Although competing and wanting to win was the
driving force .behind the show, Elmahmoud gained
more than a boxing experience. He met Louis Corps,
and now the two are close friends. Elmahmoud
recently moved to Miami last month, and Corps
helped him find a new gym and trainer.
Paul Scianna, another boxer from the show, is letting Elmahmoud crash on his couch while he looks
for a place to live. Scianna said he knew Elmahmoud
was going to be tough competition from the start.
"You see guys looking at you, seeing how you work,"
he said. "But Mohamad was focused on his own
training. He wasn't looking around."
The opportunity to be on the show almost passed
Elmahmoud by. "Since I missed the auditions in.
Florida, I decided to stop in Las Vegas to audition,"
the 23-year~old said. He was on his way to Sacramento, Calif., for an internship.
It was difficult at first, he said, because he had to
train in front of the cameras for the audition; heH
only been training consistently for two weeks before
the audition.
Elmahmoud said he was surprised when he got to
Los Angeles. Contestants stayed in a loft in the art
. district, the homeless area in Los Angeles. "We
would drive down the street and see· swarins of
homeless people," he said "It wasn't very encourag-
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But his girlfriend, Amanda Cooper, was able to fill
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BRUCE RABIN
Contributing Writer
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, Caribbean sounds resonate throughout campus
Weeklong event displaying tradition
BRUCE RABIN
Contributing Writer
<

r

BRUCE-RABIN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Chau~tae Smith, 20, wears a native costume while participating in traditional native dances ofTrinidad.•
(

ASSISTANTS ON Al

On Monday, the Caribbean Student
Association converged in force on the
Student Union patio to kick off CSA
Week 2005, its annual weeklong celebration of modem Caribbean culture,
with a dedicated Market Day and
parade.
·
At 10:30 a.m., CSA members set up
20 tables laden with Caribbean-style
snacks and displays to educate fellow
students about their respective homelands. Students represented countries
including Trinidad, Tobago, the
Bahamas, Jamaica, Aruba, the Virgin
Islands, Belize, the Dominican Republic and Pan.ama Nearly 100 students

.socialized while greeting and entertaining fellow students with a dance
exhibition and live steel drum and
reggae band, Tropical Rhythm.
"We are trying to give the students
a sampling of the beautiful cultures.
that make up the Caribbean,'' said
Alexis de Lisser, CSA president.
By 12:30 p.m., acting mistress of
ceremonies de Lisser commenced the
parade and CSA club members represented their native .homelands by
showing off flags, banners, native costumes and traditional dance skills.
Dancers Chauntae Smith, 20, a communicative disorder major from
Trinidad, and event organizer Tiflany
PLEASE SEE
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The Body of Animal Rights Campaigners at UCF successfully raised
more than $1,000 at Lake Lilly Park
during its latest protest march, held
before Spring Break.
BARC met its goal of being able to
finance a pro-vegetarian billboard to
educate people about the horrors of
factory farms. There was a strong
turnout from club members as well as
from people who had heard about the
planned fundraising march from
friends or from leaflets.
The club was joined by its sister
club from Valencia Community College, the Orlando Animal Rights
Alliance. Marchers began gathering at
the annual Orlando Meatout Walk as
early as 10 am, setting up displays of
animal rights brochures, environmen-'
tal literature and vegan food and products.
Together, about 50 marchers circled
Lake Lily in less than an hour, holding
PLEASE SEE
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Around Campus
News and notices for
the UCF'community

. Artist at work
Anschion E. Maiden, a South
African artist, will display her
• tribal artwork at 3:30 p.m. today
. in Classroom Building I Room
: 207.
For more information, contact Eric Main at 407-823-3544.

' Advisers on location
Advisers will be on hand to
, ,provide academic advising and
support for students at 10 a.m.
today in the Student Union
' Pegasus Ballroom ABC.
For more information, contact Amy Buford at 407-823-3789.

Purim spectacular
Join Hillel and Chabad for a
costume
party
featuring
Megillah reading, free food,
drinks and music at 7 p.m. today
in the Live Oak Room, behind
the Marketplace. Admission is
free.
For more information, contact Noah Saposnik at 407-3623317.

Concert band
The UCF Concert Band will
present a concert led by their
conductor Richard Greenwood
at 7:30 p.m today in the Visual
Arts Building Auditorium
For more information, contact Richard Greenwood at 407, 823-3243.

· Fashion show
The International Students
' Association hosts its annual
fashion show, "Celebrations
Around the World," to help promote cultural diversity on campus. The event is held at 7 p.m.
fomorrow in the Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom. Admission is
free.
For more information, contact Cornelius Mamboleo at 407443-3953 or Wendy Greenidge at
407-376-2594.

Volunteers needed
.
·
,
·

Students are needed to help
set up, run games and help distribute food and prizes for Kid's
Day at noon Saturday at the
Lake Claire Pavilion 2.
For more information, e-mail
Sarah
Gautier
at
UCFHelp@yahoo.com.

Breaking up is hard to do
The Counseling Center presents a program, Self-Discovery
Knights: Relationships that End,
How to Deal with Break-Ups
and Make-Ups, at 7 p.m. Monday in the Student Union Key
West Room 218A
For more information,
Andrew Blair or Vivian Yamada
at 407-823-2811.

The late night
Join Conan O'Brien's Max
Weinberg and Bruce Springsteen's E Street Band for an
exciting show at 7 p.m. Monday
in the Live Oak Room, behind
the Market Place. Free admission, autographs, pictures and
food will be offered.
For more information, contact Noah Saposnik at 407-3623317.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
colunln, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

Women earn South title
Rugby wins grudge match with College of Charleston for championship
JESSICA DOWLING
Contributing Writer

The UCF women's rugby
team went back-to-back this
weekend as they won the USA
Rugby South Division II
Championships for the second year in a row.
The ladies will advance to
nationals once again, this time
at University of CaliforniaSanta Cruz. Undefeated in
regular season play, UCF went
to Greenville, S.C., seeded No.
1 in the South.
In the semi-final round on
Saturday, the Knights took on
the University of Georgia.
UCF established an early lead,
but the game was hard-fought
with the forwards scrumming
down over and over again.
The hard work of the pack
allowed the backs to get the
ball down the field and score
on the Bulldogs. Georgia's
only points were from two
penalty field goals, leaving the
final score 38-6.
Sunday brought UCF faceto-face with the College of
Charleston, the team that cost
them the championship in

COURTESY UCFWOMEN'S RUGBY

UCF women's rugby players celebrate after dominating the ti~ in this year's USA Rugby South Division II Championship last week.

2003. UCF beat Charleston
this February, so it came out
strong, confident that it would
dominate Chaileston. once
again. This game gave UCF a
chance to play its entire bench

as it forged ahead easily.
Charleston scored with a
penalty kick and a late try, but
UCF's superior ball-handling
skills and strong breakaways
left the score at 61-8. As well as

the South Championships title
and trophy, the girls will have
the honor of representirig the
South in the National Championships on April 16 in Santa
Cruz.

Lavin begins new chapter in Senate life
FROM

Al

her motion for a vote of no
confidence against Lavin.
A number of senators have
said they would have stood
with Lavin against such a vote,
but the former speaker
resigned his position before
the issue was debated, later
adding, "It was time for me to
let it go, break free and move
on."
Although the news of
Merolle's appointment came
as a shock to students, few
within the Senate seemed surprised.
"At the last meeting, I
removed the golden handcuffs
by resigning as speaker, and it
was obvious Nick Merolle
would stop at nothing to make
sure he would be the one to
wear them next,'' Lavin said.
Sen. Matthews explained
that the decision to appoint

Merolle as speaker "didn't happen overnight." Regardless of
the methods employed to
appoint a new speaker, few
were expecting the resignation
of Sen. Lavin.
Justifying his resignation,
Lavin said, "It's no surprise
that in politics there will
always be a group that would
like to see you gone and their
person in your place; it's been
like that iii Senate since day
one. Unfortunately, to remain
in a position like speaker, you
have to be prepared to play
politics when others make
their move to go to the top."
"I've gotten to the point,
however, where I've outgrown
dealing with that type of activity, and I see my time better
spent on school and preparing
for the real world than by playing politics in the: student Senate," he added.
Sen. Matthews considers

herself a friend ofLavin's since
first meeting him during
spring of their freshman year.
Lavin, who
recruited
Matthews to run for Senate
last fall, said he was surprised
she would have played such an
integral role in the plan to
replace him. Nonetheless, he
has "been able to work things
out and piece back the friendship" even though he "couldn't
understand how she carried
out the plan without telling me
it was coming."
Lavin also believes that it is
important that senators maintain some level of friendship
because it makes for a more
productive SGA. He also worries that the continuation of
the behavior displayed at the
March 10 meeting might "tear
the Senate apart."
In reference to Lavin's
ouster, Matthews said she
acted because she felt strongly

it was "in the best interest of
the Senate." She is a firm
believer that in matters such as
these, one must separate personal life and j)usiness for the
good of the organization.
Looking beyond the drama
and controversy surrounding
his resignation, Lavin is optimistic for the future.
Lavin said: "When I reflect
on my entire SGA experience,
I am thankful for the chance to
experience and help influence
something I believed in so
much. The Senate that exists
today represents so much
more of the campus than the
Senate I fought my way into
the year before, and I can
proudly say that I rni.d an influence on that. I am confident
that I helped SGA change for
the better; maybe now that I'm
not wearing the golden handcuffs, I'll be able to fully enjoy
it."

Police Beat

Drunken drivers on campus shun sobriety
.

AMBER FOSTER

~~

fie.Officer
Donald
i![~~ Massey approached
Oviedo resident Walter ;1i/(!qf?1~iql' Pico's car, immediately
smelled alcohol coming
David Pico was charged \ (!(fjp;!
withdrivingundertheinflu- ' 1 ,,.
from the suspect and saw
ence with a blood alcohol level an open bottle of Inglenook
over .20, obstructing the flow of Cabernet Sauvignon in the car,
traffic and possessing an open the report stated.
Pico failed field sobriety tests
container on March 14.
According to the police and was transported to the
report, Pico was on his way Orange County DUI testing cenhome from working at the Olive ter, where his blood alcohol conGarden when he parked his tent was measured at .208 and
vehicle on the side of a UCF .210 at 4:46 a.m. and 4:49 a.m.,
street, blocking the flow of traf- respectively.
Staff Writer

Dude, where's my lawyer?
Kyle Daniel Lambert, 19, was
charged with driving under the
influence on the UCF main campus Feb.16.
The police report stated that
Officer Samuel Gonzalez
stopped Lambert after he failed
to stop at a stop sign. · In his
report, Gonzalez wrote that
Lambert said he hadn't been
drinking and that his friends had
accidentally spilled their drinks
on him
Lambert refused to submit to
field sobriety tests and said he

I

wanted to speak to a lawyer.
He also refused to take a
breathalyzer test at the Orange
County DUI testing center. Lambert's bail was set at $500.

Police Beat update
Jason Atlass, . who was
involved in the Feb. 12 arrests of
Jeffery Tuchklaper and Scott
Mahler, was charged with possession of cannabis under 20
grams and possession of drug
paraphernalia
The report was featured in
the Feb. 22 column.

Nation &World
Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

Family of Red Lake victim upset
over imposed media limits

RED LAKE, ¥inn. - pie •
father and sister ofa _11.ed Iiake
school shooting victim on
·Wednesday criti~d qfficials on this Indian . eser\ra- •
tion for the stric, limits
they've placed on joi.irnalists
trying to cover the 'story.
•
A day earlier, police with
guns drawn arrested two
photographers and oonfiscatcamera
equipment. •
. ed
Reporters and phbtographers
have been corralled in a parking lot at the reservation jail
and have been told not .to
leave Minnesota 1, the main
highway, as they enter and
exit the reservation.
Francis Brun and Victoria .•
Brun, the father and sister of
Red Lake High School security guard Derrick Brun, said •
they and other family members want to share stories of
those who were killed.

•

American chess legend Fischer
could be released by weekend
TOKYO :.;... After nearly
nine months in a Japanese
detention cell, American
chess legend Bobby Fischer
appears to have cleared the
final httrdle on his way to
freedom.
Iceland's parliament voted
Monday to give Fischer citi. zenship as he fights an order
to deport him from Japan to
the United States.
Masako Suzuki, one of Fischer's lawyers, ·said sP,e .
expected Fischer would be
released within the week.
Bolstered by the news,
supporters visited Fischer at
the immigration detention
center on the outskirts of
Tokyo. Miyoko Watai, his
longtime companion, said
Fischer was "very happy"
after hearing the news.
Fischer, 62, has been in
Japanese custody since his
arrest at the Tokyo airport in
July. He is wanted in the U.S.
for violating sanctions against
the former Yugoslavia by
playing a chess match there.

Fugitive arrested in Chicago 20
years after prison escape

•

•

•·
•

"
~

,.

•

•

BOSTON - A twice-convicted murderer who vanished 20 years ago after
escaping from prison was •
· caught in Chicago, living as a
poet and ·anti-war protester.
Undercover police arrested
Norman Porter on Tuesday.
Porter's whereabouts have
been a mystery to police since
he walked away from a prerelease center in Walpole in
December 1985. Ever since his
escape, he has been at the top
of the Massachusetts State •
Police's "Most Wanted" list.
In 1960, at age 21, Porter
shot and killed a store clerk
during a robbery of a clothing •
store.
While he was awaiting
trial, Porter and another
inmate escaped from · jail. •
They overpowered the jail
master, then. shot and killed
him with a smuggled gun.
Porter,
who
wasn't
accused of pulling the trigger
in the killing, eventually
pleaded guilty to . second- •

•
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Animal rights club will
protest at April's circus

· "Keller's is right on que"
"Real Perfection" -Scott Joseph, Orlando Sentinel
-Orlando Weekly
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signs and posters with some
club members dressed in complete animal character costumes. Passersby joined in the
BRUCERABIN I CENTRALFLORIDAFUTURE
march by walking with their Members of BARC, top, marched on campus as part of their Meatout event. Co-president Sara
pets and children. The event Beniamino, above left, and BAR(, above, raised $1,052 in order to raise a vegan billboard.
took place at 1 p.m. after the
free vegan lunch and ended at 2 board] to try vegetarian diets,"
p.m. with a raffle featuring
The Farm Animal Reform
health food and natural skin .Movement is backing BARC's
·
care products donated by local billboard.
merchants.
"For every $1,000 BARC can
Afterward, people mingled raise, FARM will pay for a bill~
and discussed common cop- board for a month on a major
cerns dealing with animal Orlando or Central Florida
rights, nutrition and the envi- road," Holbert said.
FARM is a national organironment.
Trey Hayworth, 21, a junior zation dedicated to animal
at UCF said, "We made it, of rights, activism and environcourse, for the animals."
mental causes.
Altogether the club raised
"Next month, our circus
$1,052, not counting the money demonstration is coming up,"
collected in pink piggy banks Beniamino said. "Every year at
strategically positioned around the UCF Arena, the Shriner's
town at vegan-friendly busi- Circus comes there and forces
nesses.
the animals to perform multi"People m;:i.de donations ple shows daily for a whole
even after paying the registra- weekend in April. The thing
tion fee," said Sara Beniamino, about the Shriner's Circus is
BARC co-president. "The that they contract out their anivegan hot dog guy [vendor] mals, and last year, both of the
gave us 50 percent of his sales, elephants had tuberculosis.
People coming out of the show
more than $100."
At about 3 p.m. when the said the animals looked cripcash tally was close to $700, an pled and worn out."
anonymous donor offered to
Beniamino added: 'We like
match any donations. The bal- to be there to explain to people
ance of the $1,000needed to get what goes on behind the circus,
the billboard was raised quick- how the animals are forced to
ly after that announcement.
stand on their legs in unnatural
Dan Holbert, BARC co- positions and made to do
president said, "We're very things they would not normally
pleased that thousands of peo- do in the wild for human enterple driving through the Orlan- tainment. We go and pass out
do area will be able to see the literature and talk to people to
cruelty of factory farming and let them know what's really
be encouraged [by our bill- going on."

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!!
If you are struggling due to all inabilitY
to focus or organize your studies....
You may be one of the
millions of young adults
who have ADHD.
To find out more abOut
ADHD, contact CNS
Healthcare for a free
confidential assessment.

7756 University Blvd.,Ste.104 • (407) 388··1222

Call us to cater vour parties &events

Shoot a basket for up to
$200 OFF YOUR RENT!!
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What's in the news at
colleges around the country
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Iowa State to revive festival
that led to four riots

>

AMES, Iowa - Iowa
State University will revive a
student festival that erupted .
last year in rioting, causing
$250,000 in damage to the
downtown area and leading
to 37 arrests, President Gregory Geoffroy announced
Wednesday.
The festival will resume
on April 22, 2006, Geoffroy
said.
·
Veishea is a spring tradition that dates to 1922. The
name, pronounced VEE'sha,. is an acronym for the
colleges then at Iowa State.
The event was suspended this year after the worst
riot in the festival's 82 year
history. A mob formed in the
early morning hours of April
18, smashing windows,
pulling down streetlights
and setting fires.
Riots also broke out in
1988, 1992 and 1994, and a
man was fatally stabbed during the 1997 celebration.

Professor faces two sex
charges involving a minor
MILWAUKEE - A University of Wisconsin-Madison professor has acknowledged e-mailing naked
photos of himself to a 14year-old boy, according to a
criminal complaint filed in
Milwaukee County Circuit
Court.
Lewis Keith Cohen was
charged with one count of
using a computer to facilitate
a child sex crime and one
count of child enticement
with intent to expose a sex
organ to a child and cause a
child to expose a sex organ.

Afghan students to take part
in Washington law contest
KABUL, Afghanistan 'Five Afghan law students,
including two women, will
pit their skills against contemporaries from around
the world in a prestigious
competition in the United
States.
The five are among 500
students taking part in this
year's Philip C. Jessup Moot
Court Competition in Washington. Afghan students also
took part last year, but with
an all-male team.
Three years after the fall
of the fonner ruling Taliban,
Afghanistan is casting off the
fundamentalism that once
barred women from public
life and kept girls out of
school.

BYU student dies of injuries
in football game on campus
PROVO, Utah A
Brigham Young University
student has died of injuries
suffered during a football
game on campus.
The freshnian from Glenwood, Iowa, hit his head on
the ground on the field outside Deseret Towers during
the game Saturday after·
noon.
He died Monday night.
The student started at the
quarterback position for
three years at Glenwood
High School in Iowa, and he
was playing that position
during the game on Saturday.

Family denies rumor that
missing student found alive
MADISON, Ind. - The
family of a missing college
student denied a rumor that
she had been found alive, a ·
. story someone pretending to
be a family member had told
at least one city merchant.
The Eastern Kentucky
University student was last
seen the.evening of July 6,
2004, walking to an Indianapolis fast-food restaurant
to apply for a job.

Police arrest man in slaying
of Johns Hopkins student
BALTIMORE - Police
arrested a 27-year-old man
on Wednesday for the January killing of a Johns Hopkins University student in
her off campus apartment.
Police arrested the man in
Baltimore
Wednesday
morning, police spokesman
Matt Jablow said.
Police have been investigating the slaying of 21-year- ·
old Linda Trinh, a biomedical engineering major from
· Silver Spring, since her body
was found Jan. 23 in her
apartment.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Loris Campagna empties a bucket during the cleaning of a Saturn Vrocket at NASA's Johnson
Space Center in Houston on Monday. It is undergoing restoration after falling into disrepair.
FROM A2

degree murder in both cases
and was sentenced to consecutive life terms. However, in 1975,
then-Gov. Michael Dukakis
. commu~ed one of those sentences.

Bush, Fo~, Martin vo.w.cooperation
on secunty, economic issues
WACO, Texas - President
Bush, seeking smooth relations
with U.S. neighbors despite
dustups over iµimigration,
trade and defense, announced
a pact with Canada and Mexico
to broaden cooperation on
security and economic issues.
Neither Mexico nor Canada
backed Bush's decision to
invade Iraq, and that chilled
relations between Bush and the
two nations early in his first
term.
Relations have generally
remained amiable, however,
and all three leaders appeared
cheerful when they met with
report~rs after their trilateral
meeting.
The need for strong relations among the three North

American neighbors will outlast political developments,
Bush said.

Militants killed in clash; politicians
search for deal to curb insurgency
BAGHDAD, Iraq - U.S. and
Iraqi forces raided a suspected
guerrilla training camp and
killed 85 fighters, the single
largest one-day death toll for '
militants in-months and the latest in a series of blows to the
insurgency.
The
U.S.
military
announced late Tuesday that
its air and ground forces
backed Iraqi commandos during a noontime raid on the suspected training camp near Lake
Tharthar in central Iraq.
Seven commandos died in
fighting. It did not give a death
toll for the militants.
Iraqi officials said Wednesday that 85 insurgents died in
the clash - the largest number
killed in a single battle since the
U.S. Marine-led November
attack on the former militant
stronghold ofFallujah left more
than 1,000 dead.

------------Call 407-823-2701 for Appointments
services provided by Marc c. Anders, o.c.
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of a Drunken Girlhood, the 24year-old Kore~ Zailckas draws
a clear picture of her drinking
days in college. She writes,
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer
"Most every girl I've known
drank as an expression of her
Binge drinking can impair unhappiness. I too drank in no
cognitive performance and small part because I felt
result in plunging moods, shamed, self-conscious and
shows a new study of young small." '
Susan Reimer, a columnist
alcohol drinkers. The same
study shows that women are for the Baltimore Sun says of
more affected than men.
Zailchas' book, "She never
Authors of the study point . knew that alcohol affects young
out that binge drinking was women in so many different
seen mostly among the male ways that are different from
population, but "they are. very what it does to guys: that
much being caught up by women get drunk faster on less
women." And what worries alcohol and are more vulnerathem most is the fact that ble to alcohol poisoning; that
women are impaired more than women are more vulnerable to
males by binge drinking, cogni- liver disease, breast cancer and
tively and emotionally. .
brain damage. And no one ever
The conventional definition talked to her about how vulnerof binge drinking is drinking · able alcohol makes women to
four or more alcoholic drinks' in violence and rape."
one sitting for women and five
Another study published in
or more for men. But the the Journal ofAmerican College
authors of this study define it as Health, reveals that college
"getting drunk by downin.g women who binge drink "are
large amounts of booze quickly, more likely to engage in
followed by days ofabstinence." unplanned sexual activity,"
According to researchers, this especially without protection.
behavior can be considered as Researchers also point out the
"undergoing repeated alcohol academic-related effects of
withdrawal," which is known to binge drinking, which usually
affect the brain and cause nega- lead to a GPA lower than 3.0,
tive moods.
·
poor performances in schoolBut there is more to this work and missed classes.
According to Schaus, the
problem. According to Dr.
James Schaus, a physician at academic side of binge drinking
UCF Student Health Services, still remains a "chicken and
women who drink to the point egg" issue. Researchers still
ofbeing drunk usually are more aren't sure whether binge
prone to become victims of a drinking causes lower grades,
sexu~ assault.
' or students with low academic
Schaus said that women try performance tend to participate
to drink as much as men, not in behaviors like binge drinkrealizing that they have lower ing.
Scientists also caution that
alcohol capacity and are more
easily intoxicated. He added . despite the mounting· evidence
that women metabolize alcohol of negative side effects of binge
differently - slower - which drinking, the rates of binge
explains their capacity.
drinking are increasing among
In her book Smashed: ·Story young adults.

..

Science Spotlight
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ADAM KRAUSE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

, For UCF alum Mohamad Elmahmoud, the challenges he faced as a contestant on the FOX reality boxing series The Next Great Chomp were nothing compared to his challenges growing up.
FROM

Al

• the gap. Each contestant could
bring one p'e rson for support,
and he said Cooper stood in the
comer of the ring and helped
; him push to the next challenges.
It was the first time she'd seen
him fight in person "I thought it
might be hard to see, btit I was
.really pumped up," she said. "It
was exciting to see him achieve
that and to be able to go through
• the experience."
·
On the show, contestants
were put to the test through a
series of physical and mental
) challenges. For one challenge,
Ehnahmoud strapped on a vest
attached to a truck and had to
pull the truck one-fourth of a
mile.
Contestants also tried to
punch a speed bag without stop, ping while suspended in the air
in a glass case. "If you messed up
•the bottom would drop, and
you'd bungee jump down," he
said. Ehnahmoud believed it was
the hardest mental challenge,
and after getting up there, he
·~ asked to come down
Cooper explained that her
boyfriend is afraid of heights.
But she looks back and laughs,
• saying it didn't deter him from
· pressing on
Elmahmoud is focused, but
he doesn't forget that being driv) en isn'.t enough to succeed. "Dis-

Week in Health
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

Chemicals in tattoo ink scrutinized

.

After a closer look at the
chemical composition of a variety of tattoo inks, a group of
researchers suggested that
closer regulatiol). of the tattoo
industry may be needed. The
research. team is studying 17
inks from five different manufacturers, and its goal is to characterize the diversity of tattoo
inks and determine if any of
> them pose health threats.
Although tattoo inks are
subject to regulation by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration,
the agency has not traditionally
regulated them. This means
that licensed tattoo artists can
inject whatever they deem
appropriate under the skin
A number of potential side
effects can result from unregu' lated inks. There have already
')

cipline and heart-those are two
things that every fighter needs,"
he said.
It takes discipline to train and
fight effectively. 1'In the ring, you
know, any split second I can get
hurt," he said. "I have to be on
guard."
And heart, he explained, is
getting back up. "It's never quitting and coming back to win"
· Has he ever wanted to quit?
No, he was quick to point out.
Discipline and heart are elements he's learned in and out of
the ring. Rigid training helps his
body prepare for a fight. During
a normal week, he'll train four to
five days for about two hours at
a time.
While it's important to step
into the ring physically ready,
perhaps nothing could've prepared him more than the struggles his family has overcome
together.
Elmahmoud was born in
Saudi Arabia in 1981, but his family moved to Lebanon shortly
after. They lived in Lebanon during a civil war - for five
years before moving to the United States.
·
But inl992, they learned what
it truly meant to pull together.
His father was the sole income
provider, and he was working
seven days a week, Ehnahmoud
said. While working one night,
. his father was shot during a rob-

bery.
In a family of four brothers
and one ·sister, Elmahmoud's
older brother, Chehab or "Charlie" said Elmahmoud was the
over-achiever. "Growing up, he
didn't have the most athletic
skills," Charlie said. "But when
he decided he wanted to do
something, he put it on himself
to get better."
. Boxing wasn't the first sport
Ehnahmoud fell in love with. In
middle school he played basketbaR and in high school he was
linebacker for the football team.
He worked out all summer so he
could get better, Charlie said,
then he came back his senior
year and made the all-star team.
It's easy to hear the camaraderie between Elmahmoud
and his brother - both brothers
began boxing together, but they
make it clear that family comes
first.
His father, mother and
youngest brother went back to
Lebanon to be with his grandmother, who had breast cancer.
His grandmother died a year
later and his rather and brother
returned home, but Ehnahmoud
hasn't seen his mother in six
years.
"Discipline's helped me get
through it,'' he said. "We were
always close, but we became
even closer." His youngest
brother, now six years old, came

back to the United States two
years ago, and Ehnahmoud has
been getting to know him ever
since. "1 showed him baseball
and Chuck E. Cheese's,''.he said.
. The future looks bright for
Ehnahmoud. After the show he
moved to Miami to train at a
well-known camp, and now he's
preparing for his next fight in
April
And boxing isn't all there is to
Ehnahmoud. He had a chance to
travel to the Grand Canyon and
Yosemite after the show and
wants to travel more.' "I like to
see things and experience
things," he said. He also uses his
finance skills to invest in the
stock market, and in one year he
will complete his MBA and master's degree in sports management.
When he's ready to hang up
the gloves, Ehnahmoud said he'd
like to become a boxing promoter. His finance degree has prepared him for this next challenge. "You need to understand
finances when you put on a
[boxing] show," he said. "You
have to make [the numbers]
work"
He knows it will be a challenge - getting his name out
and building a clientele will take
time. He aqmits that he'll probably be in debt at first, but Elmahmoud has never been one to
back down from a challenge.

been claims of an allergic reaction to ink components, a brirning sensation during MRis and
the migration of inks to different tissues in the body.
Knowledge of the composition of tattoo inks can also help
doctors choose removal treatments that are most effective
and least painful. The team has
already found some indication
of the presence of metals in
some of the inks and is running
more tests to identify these
metals.

drinking raw duck blood, a
local delicacy. Another nurse
who cared for him also tested
positive for the bird flu. So far,
this virus has killed 47 people
in Asia, despite the slaughter of
millions of poultry and has
spread across nearly half of
Vietnam.

environmental factors.

Nurse suspected to have bird flu
A second Vietnamese nurse
who tended a bird flu patient
has tested positive for the virus
and was hospitalized. Although
officials are not sure whether
she contracted the virus from
her patient or not, they are concerned that the virus might
have mutated, allowing it to be
transmitted from person to
person.
She cared for a 21-year-old
man who caught the virus after

Got religion in your genes?
As adolescents grow into
adults, genetic factors become
more important in determining
how religious they are, while
environmental factors wane,
suggests a new study. Previously, scientists assumed that religious behavior was the product
of one's socialization, but
recent studies of adult twins
who were raised apart shows
genes contribute about 40 percent of the variability in a person's religiousness.
According to other studies,
religious people tend to share
other
personality
trains,
although it is not clear whether
these arise from genetic or

Asia ahead in science, technology
The United States seems to
be losing its innovative edge as
Asian countries China,
South Korea, Japan, Taiwan, -Singapore and India - show
particular gains in science and
technology.
In addition, the number of
Asian students who study for
doctoral degrees in the United
States dropped 19 percent, from
1994 to 1998. These students
made up for the lack of US.born students enrolled in science and engineering. Also, the
Asian countries are beginning
to collaborate more among
themselves, instead of going to
the United States.
Officials at the 229th annual
meeting of the AmeriCan
Chemical Society said that the
United States is still .a very
competitive country, but "it's
important to look at the longrange implications" of the
changes.
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Dancers moved to soca music
while mingling with friends
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BRUCE RABIN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

CSA members, top, dance as part of a parade outside the Student Union on Monday.Tiflany
Fablaus, bottom, 19, struts her stuff representing Trinidad in the Market Day celebration.
FROM

Al

Fablaus, 19, a marketing major
also from Trinidad, strutted
and caused quite a commotion
outside the Student Union
before club president de Lisser
called for everybody to join in
the dancing and came down
from the stage herself to join in
with other club members and
onlookers.
After the exhibition a DJ
played soca music as people
continued to dance, mingle
and socialize before going back
to classes. Soca music is the
traditional music of Caribbean
carnivals and parties and has
evolved to blend with reggae
and rap to form its own genre.
"People just don't sit down
for this kind of music," said
Jade Jones, 21, a senior in business m.a nagement and CSA
treasurer from the Bahamas,
straightening her Bahamian
Junkanoo headdress and dancing her way over to a .group of
friends.
CSA
helps
members
achieve both academic sue. cesses while enriching the cultural experience at UCF for fellow students.
According to the CSA Web
site, the association had its
beginnings in the early '80s
.when it was known as the
Caribbean Club. The club

remained relatively inactive
until a few members determined to reactivate the club
came on the scene in the
spring of 1990. For the next
year-and-a-half, the club struggled to maintain its presence
on campus until spring '92.
Membership soared from 15 to
about 120 members, and today
the club has almost 300 stu.dents on its mailing list. The
club's name was then changed
to the Caribbean Students
Association because the organization was moving on to bigger and better things.
CSA gives students the
opportunity to meet and network with one another on topics concerning anything from
which teachers to take to
which parties to attend. Members are expected to act as
ambassadors
from ' their
respective countries and educate others about their cultures.
The rest of the. CSA Week
2005 promises to be busy. Students and faculty are invited to
attend all of the events.
On Tuesday, the CSA Talent
Link Up, a talent contest featuring piano players, poets,
singers, reggae artists, rappers
and dance troupes vied for a
$300 top prize. The winner of
the top trophy and $300, perf~rmance . artist
Tremaine

Berryhill, will al.so perform as
the opening act at the free
Assassin and Bungi Garlin concert scheduled for Saturday in
the Pegasus Ballroom.
Yesterday, CSA Movie
Night presented Top Shottas,
an authentic made-in-Jamaica
culturally popular gangster
movie starring rap artists
Assassin, Wyclef Jean and
Kymani Marley, son of the late
Bob Marley.
.CSA Jeopardy will commence at 7:30 p.m. today in the
Student Union Room 220. "It's
just like the game show except
it's about Caribbean popular
culture and history," Jones said.
"People can come and learn
more about the Caribbean culture."
__,
There will be the annual
CSA Banquet at 6:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the Student
Union Key West Ballroom.
The menu features traditional
Caribbean cuisine, including
baked fish and chicken, potato
salad, planta'.ins, wild rice and
string bean salad.
The dinner is free to all.
Event organizers request that
students planning to attend
RSVP
to
csabanquet@
yahoo.com, so the club is sure
how many guests to expect for
dinner.
The CSA will present a free
concert featuring Trinidadian
artist Bunji Garlin and West
Coast recording star Assassin
at 3 p.m. Saturday in the Pegasus Ballroom.
Garlin, whose influence
extends across the Caribbean,
has become the people's diampion in Trinidad and other
parts of the Caribbean. The
musically gifted youth icon
and recording artist is hailed as
one of the biggest Soca stars in
the world today and has performed all over the world,
including MTV Europe and at
the New Orleans Musi.c Festival.
An amazing performer and
lyrical master, he reaches his
supporters and critics alike
with his i~comparable stage
presence. West Coast hip-hop
recording artist Assassin will
also join the show at UCF to
represent USA West Coast rap
style. On his Web site, Assassin
says, 'M U.S. cities pop if they
have rap shows!"
The winner of the CSA and
Delta Sigma Theta talent contest held last Tuesday at the
Visual Arts Auditorium will
get to open· for both featured
acts.
The official after party featuring Wild Thing will be at
Kate O'Brien's following the
show and begins at 10 p.m.
On Easter Sunday, there will
be a traditional "lime day" pie- .
nic and church service at
Downy Park from noon to 4
p.m. Lime day is spent relaxing
with a picnic or a barbeque
where people are just taking it
easy, Jones said. "In Trinidad
they say it's a lime day when

you can just lay -out and relax,"
Jones said.
"This is the way it's supposed to be," said Kirkwood
"Kirk" Gardinier, 23, a computer networking major also from
the Bahamas. "You got to look
back where you came from so
you can appreciate where you
are today. People don't appreciate what others went through
so we can all el)joy the freedoms we have today."
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MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Library and police are trying to e1iminate a recent rash of thefts of students' personal belongings by raising awareness.

. Assistants will patrol
library to prevent theft
~ROM Al

crimes.
Sophomore Sara Wilkins<;m
false sense of security is tempt- is stunned at the idea that stu,. , ing to those who want to steal dents could be stealing from
from them.''
other students in the library.
In the two weeks leading up
. "I don't know why people
to Spring Break, several stu- are stealing laptops," she said.
;.>
dents' personal belongings "There are laptops here that
were reported missing from the they can rent. I guess I just have
library. Some of the missing to bring my stuff with me now.
items included textbooks, wal- I thought I could leave it out."
lets, purses and even a personal
Sgt. Troy Williamson of the
laptop.
, UCF Police said no suspects
Librarian Donna Goda have been apprehended at this
., admits that even she has been time. Thieves will be arrested
warned to watch her belong- and prosecuted with either a
ings.
petty theft charge (stolen prop"We got an e-mail from erty valued at less than $300) or
-.:. management that there have a felony charge (property valbeen thefts in the building,'' she ued at more than $300).
said. Goda added that she isn't
Williamson advises stu. sure ifthefts have been increas- dents who are at the campus
ing in number recently or if the library to keep their belongings
apparent increase is due to with them at all times and make
more students reporting the sure their names are clearly

.,

printed in their textbooks.
Since all three bookstores in the
UCF area ID students who are
selling their books back at the
end of the semester, having a
student's name in a textbook
ensures that the student will be
the only one compensated for a
returned book
Williamson also encourages
students who use their laptop
computers outside of their residence to stop by UCF Police on
campus and get their drivers
license number engraved into
their laptops. This service is
free and will discourage thieves
from stealing laptops that could
potentially be left around.
"Community support is the
number one key to solving
crime at UCF," Williamson
says. "If anything doesn't look
right in the library or anywhere
else on campus, give us a call."
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Garden Salad ................................................. 4.49
Side Salad
....................................................... 2.49
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Brownies ................................... 1.49
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Softball gets
asp~twith

Lipscomb
Consistency key as Atlantic Sun
season begins
MATT DUNAWAY

>

Senior Staff Writer

The .UCF softball team
opened their final season in
the Atlantic Sun by splitting a
doubleheader with Lipscomb
on Tuesday afternoon.
"This year we have shown a
pattern," shortstop Stephanie
Best said. "We have played
well against some really top
teams which are great, but we
seem to play down to the average and below average teams.
We need to find a way to be
more consistent."
UCF pounded out nine hits
in a 4-2 game-one victory, but
the bats went silent in the second game as the Knights could
only garner two hits.
"More than anything, we
have to hit ~very game," Best
said. "That was our biggest
problem today. We were very
fortunate to win that first
game, and we' saw what happens in game two when we
don't hit."
The Knights (28-18-1, 1-1 ASun) jumped out on the Bisons
early in game one as Bryttani
1

.

,.,,

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Stephanie Best continues her solid play this
season with two homers against Lipscomb.

Lindheim was hit-by-a-pitch.
Lindheim advanced .to second
on a bunt single by Cici
Alvarez. Both came around to
score when Stephanie Best
ripped a three-run homer to
left-center field, giving UCF a
quick 3-0 advantage.
"I was just thinking 'hit it
hard'," Best said. "Thankfully it
was hit that was able to score
all of us. It was a good way to
take the momentum early."
Lipscomb (13-12, 1-1 A-Sun)
PLEASE SEE
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DEFENDING ON A10

Gators chomp
on the Knights
Baseball drops
game in Gainesville
as UF offense reigns

For the second
straight year UCF
wrestling on top

JEFF SHARON
Staff Writer

ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

F

ive years ago there was no
such thing as wrestling at
UCF. Today the program
holds back-to-back national
titles for wrestling.
A dynasty may have been born earlier this month when the UCF
wrestling team won its second consecutive National Collegiate Wrestling
Association (NCWA) National Championship.
Considering that the program was ·
founded four years ago, wrestling at
UCF has come a long way. ·
UCF wrestling in its current form
originated four years ago, when it was
founded as a student run club. The
team joined the NCWA, a league ere.ated to fill the gap created by gender
equity and funding problems that colleges face. The Knights have been
dominating ever since.
"The schools . in our league are
mostly sponsored by either.student
government or a sports club organiza-

COURTESY JASON BALMA

The 2005 NCWA National Champions ;a1>9ve, just after they com~leted their championship run in Texas.

tion," Coach Johnny Rouse said. wrestling. As a student-a~tlte at UCF,
'~though about a dozen of them are
Rouse was a heavyweight on the
sponsored by their varsity athletic wrestling team in the late 1970s. After
departme:p.t.''
graduating, Rouse stayed on as an
From 1970to1986 there was a Va.rsi- assistant for four years, and even W'as
ty-wrestling program at UCF, which · the coach of the team for a year.
received funding from the university's Wrestling at UCF is recognized only
athletic department. But that program as a club by the university, but this
was dropped in mid '80s because of hard working group is just as much a
gender equity problems created by team as any of the varsity sports at
Title IX.
UCF.
Rouse, who has been the coach
Team captain and club president
since the inception ofthe club, also has
a storied place in the history of UCF
PLEASE SEE WRESTLING ON A9

UCF moved up two spots in
the latest College Baseball poll, to
20th, on Monday. The llthranked Florida Gators were not
impressed.
•
Thanks in part to a three-forfive, seven-RBI performance by
second baseman Adam Davis,
the Gators romped past the
Knights Tuesday night, 17-6,
before 1,734 fans at McKethan
Stadium in Gainesville. UF
. improved to 17-6 on the year,
while the loss dropped the
Knights to 23-5 at the halfway
mar.k of their season.
Things started well for the
Knights, as Taylor Cobb held the
Gators scoreless in his first three
innings of work on the mound,
·and after Kevin Richmond doubled home Courtney Propst in
the top of the third, Matt Ray
obliged with a two-run shot to
right to give the Knights a 3-0
· lead through three.
Things got hairy in the. fourth.
With two out and no one on,
Florida rallied with three consecutive singles - the last was an
RBI knock by Jeff Corsaletti -

setting the table for Davis, who
jacked a Cobb delivery down the
right field line. for a three-run
homer that put UF in the lead, 43.
The Knights rallied again to
tie the game at four on an RBI hit
by Ryan Bono in the fifth, but
then things got ugly.
Having chased Cobb from the
hill after just four innings, the
Gators went to work on Dominic
Petracca In the sixth, they racked
up another four runs on four hits,
highlighted by a two-RBI double
by Davis Petracca, who took his
first loss of the year, gav.e way to
Brian Brooks without getting out
of the inning.
After rain delayed matters for
nearly an hour in the middle of
the seventh, UF's bats woke up
again. Having loaded the bases
with one out without recording a
hit, the Gators started the
carousel on two straight RBI hits
by Corsaletti and Davis and a sacrifice fly by Matt LaPorta, extending their lead to 11-4. •
John-Michael Howell touched
up his ex-teammates with an RBI
single ·in the eighth, but the
Gators opened the floodgates in
the bottom of the frame, hitting
UCF up for six runs. Jeremy
Thome was victimized by a pair
of errors to go along with three
hits, a walk and a hit batsman,
PLEASESEE

Listening to millionaire athletes complain ha:S drained me
That's it. I'm done. I've had it with
all of you readers and your accusations.
I'm physically and emotionally
drained because of you people. You're
always sticking your noses in my business. You're always making up these
rumors about me, embarrassing not
only me but my wife, mistress and children.

You drum up thes,e ridiculous allegations that I've been.using steroids to
improve my writing and that I've been
rubbing a cream on my scalp to
increase the power and girth of my
brain. It's all ludicrous.
Don't you people have anything better to do than harass a mega-celebrity
like myself? Is it because I'm devilishly
handsome and my milkshake brings all
the girls to the yard? Is it because I only
need 54 more Lindsay Lohan puddingwrestling jokes to break the all-time
college student newspaper irrelevant
column jokes record?
· Why can't you people just live with
the fact that a guy like me is naturally
.

''

ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

talented and can get by without using
brain and finger-enhancing supplements to establish a career as the greatest sports writer ever? Rick Reilly
never has to deal with this. No w;e

points fingers at Bill Simmons and
accuses him of using writing-enhancing drugs.
All I ask is that you please leave my
family and me alone. If you give me.
that, I'll gladly give you this week's
Thursday tirade ...
Unless you've been living underneath Jose Canseco's steroid-riddled
rock of a head, you know that I was
poking fun at the latest Barrf Bonds
media relations disaster with my opening hissy fit. Bonds says that his injured
knee might keep him out until at least
the middle of the season, but the fact that he'.s emotionally and physically
drained because of media accusations
(J

about steroid use might keep him out
the entire season. I don't know what's
worse: that Bonds would totally screw
his teammates over like that or that the
guy who's close to breaking Hank
Aaron's home run record carries a
purse and can't handle what a bunch of
overweight hacks write about him.
Give me one-tenth of Bonds' conti:act,
and I'll let ESPN report that I injected
monkey DNA into
bladder to help
me swing from trees by my tail ...
Pierce College in Los Angeles rented its baseball field to the Spice Channel for $5,000 to be used in a porno. I

ms
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Between Barry Bonds'
whining and porn on
ball fields, I am spent

1•

DOLPHINS ON A10
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Tennis falls hard to the Vols
Men find out why
Tennessee is in
nation's top 25
BRIAN MURPHY
Contributing Writer

.,
)

As they stepped on to the
courts Tuesday, men's tennis
knew it would have its hands
full with the No. 21 Tennessee
Volunteers.
Similar to other opponents
before them, such as Florida
and Alabama, the Vols posed
another big test for the Knights
to see if they could stay with a
higher level of competition
UCF (8-7) did a good job of
battling as the day went on But
it was a slow start that was key
in the 5-2 defeat.

The meet got underway
with three doubles matches,
and with storm clouds assembling overhead, it appeared as
ifUCF was praying for rain
"We came out flat in doubles," Coach Bobby Cashman
said firmly. "Some days you try
to get pumped, and you just
can't get it going."
Senior Antonio Sierra had a
different reason for the stagFl.ant beginning: "You get a little nervous from seeing a team
like Tennessee step .on to the
court. It is a bit shocking."
No matter the reason, UCF
lost all three doubles matches.
In singles, the first point
went to the Knights with the 63, 7-5 victory of senior Joel
Allen over the Vols' Mark Dietrich, ranked No. 43 nationally.
With Allen's win came a sud-

den change in the atmosphere.
Previously, the Knights had
been uninspired, but with the
score now tied at 1, a sense of
excitement filled the courts.
Each point turned critical,
and with every baseline winner or soft drop shot, the home
crowd was drawn deeper into
the match.
But there is a reason why
Tennessee (9-2) is ranked No.
21 in the country. They're good.
. UCF definitely put forth the
effort, but the Volunteers were
better. They took the next four
match points to clinch the win
The final point of the day
was literally willed toward the
Knights by Sierra. Down a set
and with the wind knocked out
of him, Sierra rallied to even
the match in a long, grueling
second set. Sierra then plainly

outlasted his competitor Ockie
Oosthuizen, concluding with a
10-7 win in a third set supertiebreaker (3-6, 7-6, 10-7).
"I just started hitting everything hard," Sierra said of his
comeback. "I was fighting, and
I had nothing left. You got to
keep fighting."
Next up, the men will continue their fight when they
face another ranked team, the
Falcons of the Air Force Academy (13-2). Air' Force is at No.
74 in the latest Intercollegiate
Tennis Association team rankings and are riding a five-game
winning streak as they head to
Orlando.
The Knights have struggled
against ranked competition,
with a 1-4 mark this year. The
match is set for 2 p.m. today at
the UCF Tennis Complex.

Wrestling more than just a club
FROM
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Jason Balma, who also wrestles
in the 149-pound weight class,
says that the team had an identity crises in its first few years of
existence.
Balma, a senior, said that
when the club was founded
many of the wrestlers were
unsure of how to refer to themselves as a group.
'We were really careful, guys
would·say 'remember we're not
a team, we're the wrestling club
atUCF:"
.
That · mentality has since
undergone a complete overhaul
"To me there is a ·definite
negative connotation that
comes witli the word club,"
Balma said. "People think of the
Hacky Sack club, or whatever
club. So we started referring to
ourselves as a team. Regardless
of how the university views us,
we need to view ourseJves as a
team. We're doing the same
thing that every other college
wrestling team is doing."
Not only are the Knights
doing those things, but they are
doing them extremely well.
Senior captains Tom Lawlor
and Todd Hauser led the
Knights' most recent triumph
when they traveled to Arlington, Texas, for the NCWA
National Chaillpionship.
The Knights captured their
championship in dramatic fashion They trailed in the points
late, but with individual championships in the last three
weight classes UCF clinched
the National Championship.
The victory was really a
team effort, as the Knights
placed in 9 ofll possible weight
classes.
Freshman Jarren Williams,
dominated the 285-pound
weight class in his first trip to
the competition and won his
first-ever National Championship.
"Honestly, I didn't expect to

COURTESY JASON BALMA

UC F's.seniors, above, were pivotal not only in the National Championship run but also in the development of the team in the past few years.

win," Williams said "But these pie around the league knew that National Championships and 5
guys told me I would, and I did- I was the one to beat in my individual
championships
n't let it go to my head rm very weight class.
between them, the group has
.
satisfied that I won"
"It started to get into my also been strong in the classThe solid team performance head a little bit, with everyone room.
was important, but the story of gunning for me. The last couple
The seniors on the team hold
the week belonged to the con- weeks of the season I was really an average GPA of3.7.
tinuing solid performances of stressed out, which is not really
''.All the seniors on this squad
the UCF seniors.
like me. I was getting headaches, chose this school for academic
Lawlor, a senior in the 235- staying up at night, I couldn't riasons, or some other factor,"
pound weight class, won his sleep ... I went ahead and did Rouse said. "They chose this
third consecutive National everything I knew I could do in school for the reason a student
Championship, and Hauser, the finals. That was a big release should choose a college anyalso a senior, won his second for me, to fmally get that mon- . where, ~ytime. They chose this
consecutive national crown in key off my back.''
school not expecting to have the
Hauser also knows how the opportunity to wrestle, which
the 197-pound weight class.
Balma finished fourth in his 149- pressure of trying to repeat all of them love to do."
feels.
·
pound weight class.
While the program is not
"If you don't repeat, every- NCAA Division I, and it most
Repeating as a champion is
widely regarded as the hardest body thinks that you're a scrub," likely won't be anytime soon,
thing to do in sports, after Win- Hauser said. "Or that you got UCF's image is still enhanced by
ning his second consecutive lucky one year. So it is a lot of the recent domination of UCF
title last year, Lawlor was taxed pressure because you can't go wrestling.
by the journey to his third · and do better then you did, you
"During the season I get 10 ecan only match it. " ·
straight victory.
mails a day with coaches or stuOver the 'coming years, dents either congratulating us
"I felt that this year, was
more challenging on me men- wrestlers at UCF will have a or expressing interest in attendtally than anything else," Lawlor hard time living up to the legacy ing UCF," Rouse said "Our prosaid. "Especially when I got this senior class of seven has left gram is giving UCF excellent
·
toward the end of the year. Peo- behind. Along with' the two national exposure."

State & Nation
Indiana keeps Davis but
tells him to win more

St Louis to scout for candidates.
"It's a unique deal," Staub said
"They haven't had a coaching
BLOOMINGTON, Ind Mike Davis will remain Indiana's search here for basketball in quite
basketball coach, resolving some time. But rm looking fordoubts that persisted throughout ward to it We have a great opporthe Hoosiers' disappointing sea- tunity as we move into the Sun
Belt. This job has been elevated
son
A written statement from ath- . by that fact''
Staub, who will work without
letic director Rick Greenspan
included a warning that IU's 29- a formal search committee, does29 record over the past two sea- n't expect to find another coach
sons needs to improve. The · willing to stick around for 20
Hoosiers went 15-14 this season, years. But a successful hire for
which ended with a 67-60 loss to this revenue sport could be one of
Vanderbilt in the first round of the most important decisions that
Staub makes at ULM
the NIT.
"I'm looking for someone with
Greenspan said Tuesday that
he and Davis met in recent day3 Division I experience, either as an
and are committed to returning assistant or a head coach," said
Indiana basketball to the coun- Staub, who wouldn't reveal any of
the candidates he has in mind.
try's upper echelons.
''While we share this common "I'm looking for a high-energy
goal and are both confident that it individual committed to retenwill be reached, we also know tion and graduation of our stuthat our record the last two years dent-athletes:'
Vming's salary was in the
is not up to the standards to
which Indiana is accustomed and $80,000 neighborhood, but his
to which we aspire," Greenspan replacement will likely be paid
said. "This is why we have set more. The lowest salary in the
ambitious and achievable goals Sun Belt Conference for a head
for next season of competing at a coach is $150,000.
"I haven't honed in specificalvery high level in the Big Ten conference and successfully compet- . ly on what (the salary) is going to
be," Staub said "It will depend on
ing in the NCAA Tournament''
Davis, who has three years left the kinds of candidates we get.
on his contract, is 96-67 in five Obviously we have a franiework
seasons since he took over for we can work in"
ULM associate head coach
Bob Knight
Davis led the Hoosiers to the John Gullatt, Vining's assistant
2002 national championship the past 13 years, said that he will
game during his second season, pursue the job.
but his teams have missed the
NCAA Tournament the last two Big East to use replay in 2005 season
PROVIDENCE, RI. - Add
years. Indiana's 14-15 record during the 2003-04 season was the the Big East to the list of conferschool's first losing season since ences that will use instant replay
for its league games in 2005.
1969-70.
Big East commissioner Mike
"I think that our non-conferannounced
on
ence slate and our success in Big Tranghese
Ten play have only helped our Wednesday that the use ofinstant
was
unanimously
basketball team to grow and replay
mature," Davis said in the school's approved at the conference's
statement "The future of Indiana annual athletic directors meeting.
"We have done significant
basketball is certainly bright, and
research and analysis into the use
I am excited to be a part of it."
of instant replay for our conference football games for the comLouisiana-Monroe beQins rare
ing season," Tranghese said 'We
search for new basketball coach
MONROE, La. - Louisiana- are pursuing what we. think will
Monroe is doing something the be the best possible system for
school has not done since the the coming season."
The Big Ten first used instant
1950s-conducting a search for a
replay for all televised games at
men's basketball coach.
Back in 1957, the school found conference stadiums in 2004.
Lenny Fant at East Texas Baptist Two months ago, the NCAA
College. Fant kept the job for 22 rules committee allowed the use
years. His assistant, Benny Hollis, of instant replay on an experiwas promoted from within in mental basis in all Division I-A
1979 and held the position for two conferences for the 2005 season
Last month, The Atlantic
years before becoming athletic
director. Next came the promo- Coast Conference announced it
tion of assistant Mike Vming; will use instant replay in 2005.
whose own term of24 years at his The ACC will base its system on
alma mater ended Tuesday with the one used in the Big Ten
During the 2004 season, play
his resignation Those three
coaches won a combined 761 was stopped in only 28 of 57 Big
Ten contests for a total of43 stopgames for the Indians.
and 21 overturned calls.
pages
"It has been an extremely long
The use of instant replay did
and productive legacy," ULM
president Jim Cofer said 'We're not significantly affect game
very pleased with that. At this times as the length of the 57
games utilizing instant replay
institution, it has served us well."
No'w, first-year ULM athletic in 2004 was only three hours
director Bobby Staub is charged and 16 minutes, compared to
with finding the new leader for three hours and 13 minutes in
the program. He said that he will all 2003 contests.
begin making calls immediately
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
and will attend the Final Four in

Defending champs up next
FROM

A8

drew within 3-1 using a leadoff walk by Kate Richards,
who came around to score on
a infield hit by Heather
Collins.
Best responded in the fifth
inning, blasting a solo shot
and making it 4-1. Best has tied
her season high for already
knocking 18 homers this season.
The Bisons used a walk by
Leigh Little in the seventh,
and scored on an RBI double
by Jessica Wilson for the final
·
margin of 4-2.
Game two was a different
story, as the Bisons manufactured the game's lone run in
the fourth inning on a two-out

open conference action this
RBI single by Shay Sullivan.
UCF had.chances to even . weekend in the Sunshine
the game in the fifth and sixth State. Only five teams are
inning, however, on both above .500 entering the weekoccasions left the tying run in end.
Stetson leads the standings
scoring position.
''We know that we have to with an 18-10 mark, while Troy
play better especially with a and Campbell are percentage
team like FAU on the hori- points behind. UCF and Lipzon," Best said. "They are scomb are the only other
going to get their key hits, and teams above .500. ·
Florida Atlantic has recovwe have to be able to do the
ered from a 0-7 start and has
same."
.
The doubleheader with the won 10 of their last 13 games to
defending A-Sun champion improve to 18-22.
Owls is slated for Tuesday at
Campbell and Gardnerthe UCF Softball Complex. Webb travel down for matchFirst pitch is set for 2 p.m.
ups with Jacksonville and
Stetson respectively, while
Around the Atlantic Sun
Lipscomb continues their
The A-Sun eases into .Florida road trip taking on
league play as five more teams FAU.

ae·a Hero to
Our Soldiers.
.D onate Plasma
Your plasma donations can
directly save the lives o·t our
troo.ps wounded in .combat.

Your plasma is manufactured into a derivative called
Albumin.This critical fluid is used to treat.battlefield
injuries including shock, burns and blood loss.

•

·Delay doesn't change momentum
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and he departed the game having faced seven batters without
recording an out. Derek Abriola
came in to clean up the mess.
Despite getting throttled in
Gainesville, UCF is still 23-5,
precisely at the halfway point
in the Season.
In his return to Gainesville,
Howell had a solid performance, going three-for-four with
three singles and an RBI. Matt
Ray had a· good night in the
leadoff spot, going 4 of 5 with a

double, two singles and his
first career home run, knocking in three RBI and scoring
twice. Bono also impressed
with a quiet 4 of 4, four-single
evening at the plate.
Darren O'Day got the win
for UF on the mound, throwing three-and-a-third innings
of relie£ The Gators improved
their all-time .record against
UCF to 16-11, and handed the
Knights their secorld loss in 18
games. Aside from Davis' 7RBI performance, Jeff Corsaletti went 5 of 5 with four sin-

gles, a double, a walk, four RBI
and three runs scored, becoming the first player to get five
hits off of UCF since Rick
Stegbauer of USF in 2001.
The Knights are currently
tied with Troy for first in the
conference at 5-1. UCF begins
the second half of the season
hosting a three-game set
against A-Sun foe Jacksonville
this weekend at Jay Bergman
Field. Tomorrow's first pitch is
set for 6 p.m., with a day-night
doubleheader scheduled for
Saturday.

Dolphins-looking
NUMBERS
at Williams again
INSIDE THE

Hits for softball in its first game of
a doubleheader with Lipscomb on
Tuesday. It won 4-2.

'

Earn up to $170 amonth dona.ting regularly..
When you donate plasma, you are helping save lives.
Take being ahero to another level. Donate Now! .
•

••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••
New and *Return Donors: Bring this ad and receive
~n extra $5 on your·2nd and 4th donations.

•

*not donated in over 6 months

DCI Biologicals Orlando,LLC.
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
Orlando, Fl. 32826
(321) 235-9100
www.dciplasma.com

•

•1
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Hits for softball in game two of its
doubleheader with Lipscomb on
Tuesday, which it lost 1-0.

..

Does This Sound Like You?
• Feeling down or sad
• Have difficulty making decisions

'\

• Feeling hopeless or worthless
National ranking of the baseball
team. The men moved up two
spots in the latest poll.

£,

• Can't sleep or concentrate
• Feel like crying

BEN MARGOT I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Barry Bonds might miss half the season for his knee or the whole season for his pride.
FROM
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guess the fans aren't the only
people at that ballpark familiar with the term: "clap" ...
Apparently all the votes
from Tuesday night's airing of
American Idol don't count
because the producers posted
incorrect phone numbers.
Honestly, I can't even think of
a joke for this garbage. Why is
this show still on? Why does
God hate me? If this show
could just end, I promise I'd
give up drinking and womanfaing for at least the next six
weeks ...
. The Miami Dolphins have
expressed interest in having
Ricky Williams return to the
team for next season. Apparently new 'Fins Coach Nick
Saban thinks that having a
pothead running back that
practices holistic .medicine
and hasn't touched a football
in almost two years will help
drag Miami out of the cellar.
!'ye changed my mind, leave
American Idol on the air. I'm
going to need something to
watch during the NFL season

Straight Guy, Pimp My Ride
and now Gastineau Girls. A
hot mother/daughter combo
who's loaded and dumber
than rocks. And I thought I'd
be searching my entire life- for
my third wife ...
NBA
Commissioner
David Stern officially ended
any possibility oflridiana Pacers goon Ron Art~st returning
to the l~ague this season, after
his suspension stemming
from the Pacers/Pistons
brawl earlier this season. I
guess its good for Artest
because he can still concentrate on producing a platinum
album. Only 999,999 more
copies to go, Ron! Keep up the
good work ...
Fantasy baseball is back,
and I plan on finishing fourth
in my league like I've never
finished fourth before ...
Finally, two weeks ago I
gave some small advice for'
people when they're filling
out their brackets. I was right
about Gonzaga, but I was
dead wrong on lny other two
points. UCF played it close,
but the Knights lost and my

since nothing will make me as

gut' gives good feelings like a

miserable as the Dolphins ...
OK, I know I make fun of
reality shows a lot. It's mainly
because it's the worst and
most offensive genre in the
history of television. However, occasionally a show comes
along that I actually like.
There's Queer Eye For the

hooker with braces. I'm never
filling out another bracket
again ... and by never again, I
mean I can't wait for next
year.
~hley Bums can be reached at

editor@UCFnews.com

Who's hot

• Low energy and no appetite

Softball's Stephanie Best. The shortstop ripped a3-run homer against
Lipscomb - her 18th of the season.

• Just don't enjoy things the way you used to

Who's not
UCF baseball vs. the Gators. The
Knights were pummeled Tuesday 176and are 11-16 all-time against UF.

Upcoming
Baseball starts a three-game series
with.Jacksonville at 6 p.m.
tomorrow and finishes the series
with a doubleheader Saturday
afternoon and evening ... Men's
tennis hosts Air Force today at the
UCF Tennis Complex ... Women's
track and field is participating in
the Florida Relays in Gainesville
today through Saturday ...
Women's rowing is in Fellsmere,
Fla. for the Petrakis Cup on
Saturday.

.'

You May Have Depression, A Very Real Disease

If you're between the ages of 18 and 65 and have taken
medication for your depression, you may be eligible.

Call CORE Research at 407-644-1165 to see if you qualify for .
a clinical trial researching an Jnvestigational drug for the treatment
of depression, sponsored by Bristol-Myers Sqµibb.

.
,,

People who participate in this study will receive study-related
medication, medic~I care, and lab work.

..

Call today! 407-644-1165.

..

Quotables
"Our program is giving UCF
excellent national exposure."
- WRESTLING COACH JOHNNY
ROUSE ON UCF WRESTLING

. "We seem to play down to the
average and below average
teams:"
- SO£TBALL'S STEPHANIE BEST
ON S~LITTING WITH LIPSCOMB

•

.

• •
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OUR STANCE

Orlando in·Dyer
need of mayor
0

• 'I

~\

rlando should change its
nickname from "The
City Beautiful" to "The
City in Deep Trouble."
If it weren't for the tourist
industry, there wouldn't be
much to keep this city afloat.
Chances are Orlando would be
just a glorified Sanford with a
history of bad minor league
baseball and hockey franchises.
Instead, Orlando is a vastly
improving city with a professional basketball team that totes
a bad history.
.Orlando needs that tourism
industry and it even needs that
bad NBA team. More than anything, Orlando needs a mayor.
Democratic Orlando Mayor
Buddy Dyer was indicted on
March 12 for election law violations, which included allegedly
paying political consultant
Ezzie Thomas to illegally collect
absentee votes.
Democrats are crying foul
because this "illegal" process
has been used by a number of
Florida politicians in the past,
including Republicans Mel ·
Martinez and Glenda Hood. In
fact, at least eight Florida politicians before Dyer hired consultants to collect absentee votes
and nothing has ever been done
before.
Is it a Republican conspiracy
against one of the only Democrats holding a ma:jor office in ·
Florida? It very well could be.

But why is it always a Republican conspiracy right off the bat?
Why is it that any time a
Republican politician like Gov.
Jeb Bush does something to a
Democrat it's immediately a
case of the ','evil empire" trying
to destroy the "good guys?"
Maybe for once Bush decided
he was tired of this kind of
activity in state politics, and he
wanted to make an example.
Even better, maybe Dyer actually did something wrong, and
he's hiding behind the clean
actions of previous politicians
to try and save face.
Only time and.plenty of
deliberations and testimonies
will prove if Dyer really did
break the law. In the meantime,
Democrats are doing what they
do best: They're taking it to
court. They're also delaying the
process of appointing a new
mayor and getting the wheels
back in motion on some very
important projects that Dyer
was working on.
There are things this city
needs. It does not need a political debacle with Democrats
screaming about Republican
agendas and head-hunting.
Bipartisan nonsense has no
business in Orlando's City Hall
when there is urgent work to be
done.
Orlando is in desperate need
of a new arena for the Magic.
Kansas City: is looking more

appealing to the NBA as each
day passes that no plans are
made for a new arena. NBA
Commissioner David Stem has
publicly stated that if Magic
management does not build a
new arena, he will push for the
franchise to move out of town.
The city also needs improvements to the Citrus Bowl. If
Orlando's largest sports venue
doesn't receive a major facelift,
then the city will lose two considerably high-profile NCAA
football bowl games. These are
revenue streams that businesses
throughout the city rely on
heavily.
More than anything, if Dyer
had one perfect thing going, it
was the restoration of down- ·
town. For the past decade
downtown Orlando has dwindled into a borderline eyesore,
but the indicted mayor's overhaul of the entire area has been
a breath of fresh air to residents.
This needs to continue. It
won't move along if everyone is
tied up in court for the next two
years talking about magic ballot
theories and how tyrannical the
Republicans are. Orlando needs
a mayor now. There should be
no interim in front of that title.
Whether it be a Republican
or a Democrat, someone needs
to step in and save this city. It's
about time the politicians stop
crying about conspiracies and
save "The City Beautiful.''
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Gadhafi Warns

Western.powers
L

ongtime American enemy
Libyan dictator Moammar
Gadhafi is once again stirring up controversy in the Mid.dle East. Algeria is hosting a
meeting of Arab ieo.uers to discuss future peace plans for the
region. But Gadhafi, not the
peace plans, was the center of
. attention on the final day of the
summit yesterday. Gadhafi blasted both Israelis and Palestinians
by calling t:p.em idiots for seeking
separate states and said they
should remain a single state, an
opinion that differs from many
Arabs.
The leaders of Algeria hosting
the two-day event gave the outspoken leader a keynote spot on
the final day of talks. Gadhafi
took this opportunity to express
at length how disgusted he was
with the international community and Arab relations. He continued on in his tirade and claimed
that the world should thank Syria
for maintaining peace in
Lebanon for so many years. On
the issue of Islamic terrorism,
Gadhafi claimed that the cultural
arrogance of the West was to
blame and that the United
Nations Security Council is also
a terrorist organization.
Gadhafi's opponents at the
summit, which included both
newly elected Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas and Iraqi
Foreign Minister Hosbiyar
Zebari, took the criticism lightly
and were overheard chuckling

during the hourlong rant. There
the Middle East. Over the past 20
was some support from other
years, Libya has been one of the
Arab leaders who share the same foremost supporters of terrorviewpoints as Gadhafi but have
ism, having established cells
never expressed them on the
throughout the world. Since taking power in 1969, Gadhafi has
international stage. Algerian
been trying to spread his ideoloPresident Abdelaziz Bouteflika
praised the speech by Gadhafi
gy in Europe, Asia and South
America by using terrorist
for its blatant honesty. "I believe
most of his opinions and ideas
attacks.
are real and correct but the difBeing that he is the longestference ... is that I am responsible serving leader in the Middle
for the state and the people,"
East, since the capture of SadAbdelaziz stated. "If an ordinary . dam Hussein and the death of
person [spoke those ideas] it
Yasser Arafat, Gadhafi holds a lot
of power in the eyes of Arabs. So
wouldn't matter, but I am
responsible and I do not want to
should all this recent talk from
harm my people."
Gadhafi be considered a threat to
This isn't the first time GadAmerican security? .
When America invaded Iraq
hafi publicly blasted the international community. Addressing
it knew more conflicts would
the Organization of Non-Aligned spawn because of it, and Libya is
States in September ofl986, Gad- not a country to be taken lightly.
hafi declared: "I will do every"Listen to us," Gadhafi said,
thing in my power to divide the
addressing Europe and the Unitworld into imperialists and freeed States. "If you ignore us, you
dom-fighters. Any violent action
will lose in the end ... If they
against one of the imperialist
want to combat terrorism, they
states is just and welcome. Those should respect the Arab world.''
perpetrating these attacks are
Spreading democracy is not a
not terrorists in Gadhafi's parlquick process. There are still
ance but rather "freedom fightAmerican troops in South Korea
ers,". because national liberation
p:i;otecting freedom, stemming
can only be achieved through
from a war that ended over 50
armed struggle. Any attempt at
years ago. With Bush's plan to
bargaining, negotiating or reach"free the oppressed" he has coming a compromise with the impe- mitted our nation to a struggle
rialist block is doomed to failure
that will go far beyond his lifeand will harm the Arab cause.''
time. Iraq is only the beginning
Libya has long been a thorn in of what will be a long-standing
the side for the United States in
American military presence in
dealing with peace relations in
the Middle East.
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Don't praise injustice
Democracy is the ideal that this country
was founded on. It only figures that this ideal
would of course be carried onto the student
government systems found at schools nationwide. We here at UCF have a great democratic system where senators are voted into their
titles and we even have a student body president and vice president who are voted in
much like the actual president and vice president of the United States. Just recently we
saw the awesome power of this school's democratic system in the recent presidential election. Fierce campaigning took place and the
debates and other informational forums
improved voter awareness. In the aftermath
of this election, two men still stood and they
were declared the winners of the election.
This is democracy at its finest. However, less
than a month later, the school has now been
wrecked with a great injustice to democracy
everywhere: The communist coup of Sean
Lavin, speaker of the SGA Senate.
In the March 21 issue of the Future, ["SGA
speaker resigns from post before impeachment vote"] the writer outlined the coup in
almost seemingly glowing praise. I send this
to you, Mr./Mrs. Editor, to outline the injustice that took place. Not only was this coup
un-democratic, but also it can almost be
declared as a communist takeover. The leader
was intimidated by his oppc!lents, pressured
to give up his position, a new firebrand was
somehow promoted into the Senate, without
any vote, and then raised to the highest position of the Senate: the speaker of the Student
Government Association. I ask you this: How
can this be praised?
The entire purpose of SGA is to represent
the students, not a small amount of revolutionary senators who think they know what is
best for the school. This so-called new SGA
speaker was never voted on and now controls
the most important deciding body of the
school, yet he is praised in the paper as some
sort of demigoq. What happened was an
injustice, not something to be praised. Give
Sean Lavin the appropriate praise he deserves

- DENNIS HENRY
MEMBER OF THE BURN ITT HONORS COLLEGE

Senate losing credibility

As a former senator, I am disgusted with
the events that transpired at the last Senate
meeting before Spring Break. It was one of
the most underhanded, calculated and
deplorable actions SGA as a whole has taken.
I have not seen such absurd actions since the
presidential election involving Brian Kirlew
and Brian Battles. Let me get this straight; the
Senate was so upset with the speaker's conduct that they were ready to raise a vote of no .
confidence in him. But there was no appro·
priate leadership within the Senate like, I
don't know, the pro tempore, to take over.
Instead, in one sweeping wave, they appoint
Nick Merolle to the Senate then elect him to
the vacant speaker position. I respect Merolle
and ·h is abilities, but this whole situation is
unacceptable. His talents were being utilized
as the comptroller and his entering the leg~
islative branch on a whim like that is sad. As
far as the Senate goes, it seems some things
never change. Merolle had his thumb on the
Senate while he was a senator and continues
to do so while not even a member of the
body. These are ·supposed to be .the leaders
that represent us as students; not mindless
drones that do as they are told. I think the
wrong person stepped down from their position. Any and every senator that supported
this move should be ashamed of themselves
PLEASE SEE
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The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and mu.st include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews:com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.comor fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4555.
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'What do you think of
Buddy Dyer's actions?'

FOSTER BENNETT

CATHLEEN RAFFETY

JOE ETTER

Business

Advertising and public relations

Legal studies

"I feel like some politicians cheat better than others, and Buddy was sloppy.
That's why he got caught.!'

(entral 1loriba 1uture

for being the rightful elected speaker of SGA
Senate. He was put in his position by the students and deserves to be there. Soon, if
actions like this are allowed to continue, we
might as well change our form of government
here at UCF from a democracy to a dictatorship, where the whims of the scaators
involved can do whatever they want, whenever they want and squander the money they
are allotted with no threat of action whatsoever. Something must be done now, and praising this communist coup is not the answer.

"It doesn't surprise me at all that he
cheated. It seems 99 percent of all
politicians are dirty."

"He shouldn't have hired someone like
Mr. Thomas.That move alone shows
his office was corrupt."

nie Central ftorlda Future is a free Independent c:unpus tlellspaper ser.ing the Uni1'er.iity of Central !1orida Opinions in the Fuh1re are those of the indMdual oolumnist and no< necesstrily those
of the editoti31 stall or the Uni""5ity Administration. All content is property of tlie Central ftorlda Future and may no< be repdn~ in part or in Miole 1~d1out permission from the publisher.
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"All politicians are slimy in general, so I
wasn't shocked at ail."

"All politicians should play fair or go
1
home."

"President Bush did the same thing,
only he has better connections."

READER VIEWS
FROM
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and step down from their
office. SGA is slowly going to
hell in a handbasket, and I for
one am glad that I am graduating this semester so I won't get
to see it hit rock bottom.
- OLU ADULOJU

Free the oress

I would like to challenge

your newspaper to a public
service that is long overdue.
Our beloved President Bush
has ended one of his endless
vacations to head back to
Washington, D.C., in an effort
to save Terri Schiavo. Doing so,
he cost the taxpayers of the
United States hundreds of

thousands of dollars in expenses, including tens of thousands
sp~nt on fuel. That OPEC and
the world oil barons have been
strangling the life from every
living being on our planet for
the duration of Bush's regime, I
believe it is time we all get the
attention Ms. Schiavo is enjoying. In addition to saving us all
money when we do routine
acts like heat our homes, fuel
our cars, fly our president
across coµntry on a public
relations opinion poll venture
and so forth, addressing the
world oil supply would work
toward the effort of ending terrorist business practices. We
are at war against terror, aren't
we? If the saving of one life 15
years after her heart stopped iS

worth millions in legislative
expenses, should we not lessen
the burden before crude hits
$100 a barrel? I ask the newspapers of our great country to
publicly urge through articles,
interviews and headlines, our
president and his advisors to
address an issue that taxes
people into poverty worldwide. If you, the free press,
decide the issue must be
addressed, the impact will benefit all of mankind. If you do
not, God help you unless you
are the next Terri Schiavo. I,
for one, am no longer holding
my breath. The time is now,
the issue is oil, the solution is
you. Will you help us?
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Hope should be re-inserted
for Schiavo's loved ones

COMMENTARY
NATHAN POEKERT
Staff Writer

Early Wednesday morning,
the 11th Circuit Court of
Appeals denied the pleas of
Terri Schiavo's parents to reinstate the feeding tube that
has kept Schiavo alive since
1990. The tube has been
removed for six days now.
Schiavo's parents will now
take their case to the U. S.
Supreme Court.
So much controversy surrounds this issue. The.media
has been unusually unbiased
in its opinions on the case.
There are two sides to the
issue. The first side believes
that because she is mentally
unable to have thoughts or

feelings, she is not actually a
being. The ability to reason
and to have feelings and emotions is what makes us
human.
The other side believes
that there is still hope and that
God will perform a miracle.
This side argues that Americans pay billions of dollars in
taxes every year, which allow
convicted criminals who have
been given life sentences to
live. They are not part of society, yet we allow them to live.
First off, I think it is inhumane to starve a living organism to death. Even thdugh
Schiavo can't think, her body
is still craving sustenance. If
they are going to permanently
pull the feeding tube, they
should give her a lethal injection and let her go peacefully.
Originally, I felt that Schiavo was not a human b~ing
because of her·inability to reason or to have emotions. Doc-·
tors are very confident that
she will never come out of her
vegetative state. I believe in a
God who can perform miracles. But I reasoned to myself

that after 15 years, this just
might be her time to go.
I debated this subject with
my parents a couple days ago.
They had a strong opinion
that she should be kept alive.
Then I talked to one of my
best friends. He felt that she
should be allowed to die.
Allowed to die. That is an
interesting phrase if you think
about it.
The problem in this case is
that her unfaithful husband is
the person who wants her
feeding tube removed. I had
an inner conflict when I saw
her redneck husband crying
on national television pleading with the courts to allow
his decision as legal guardian
to stand.
Terri Schiavo should be
allowed to live. There are too
many people in this world
who have faith that she will
come out of this state.
Nobody will be hurt or crippled in any way if the tube is
re-inserted. Why-not let her
friends and family have beliefs
and hope she will come back
to them?
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Most nurses spend their entire careers in the same hospital. In the United
States Air Force, ifs unlikely you'll even spend it in the same state or country.
You'll have the opportunity to practice nursing in as many as 20 different fields
in a variety of nursing environments. And you"ll feel a greater sense of shared
responsibility when you have the opportunity to actually lead your team.
Sound like the kind of career you"d like to have? Then call 1-800..:588-5260.
AIRFORCE.COM/healthcare • 1- 800- 588- 5260
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Preparing you for a future in medicine
')

If you 1re interested in a future in

succeed. You gain a broad knowledge of

Call 305-899-·3 123 today or visit us on

medicine consider Barry University's

anatomy, but you also gain valuable

the web at www.barry.edu/anatomy.

Master of Science in Anatomy program.

experience conducting original research

Get started on a career in medicine.

Whether you want to strengthen your

in a medical school environment. And

application to medical or dental school or

with full scholarships and a fully paid

build a career in research or academia,

assistantship in your second year we

Barry1s anatomy program can help you

make it even easier to reach your goal.

where you belong
,.

•}

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE MEDICAL SCIENCES

UNIVERSITY

11300 NE Second Avenue
Miami Shores, FL 33161 -6695
305-899-3123, or 800-756-6000, ext. 3123
mweiner@mail.barry.edu

www.barry.edu/anatomy
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Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time
Help Wanted: Full-Time
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: General
For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: Homes

Bartenders wanted.
$3\)0 a day potential.
No experience necessary!
Training provided. Age 18 +OK.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
'I

HIRING NOW
Preschool In Oviedo
Teachers, Assistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

AD RATES

Monday - Friday
· 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Pho:ne: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

(enftal :flotiba 1utuce Seminole Chronicle

375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services

500 Events
525 Events: Greek Life
550 Events: UCF
600 Travel
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 lost & Found

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

Real Estate/Office Help
Must be bilingual English/Spanish.
Proficient in Windows and MS Word.
Must possess Interpersonal' skills.
Fax resume to: 407-833-9604 or
Cail Annie@ 407-766-7632
GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS!
Earn $15-$125 and more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com

Tiiuana Flats Burrito Companv
Is Opening Their Newest Location At

The Shoppes of Oviedo
Wantalobina
•I

..

We are Searching for
FUN, ENTHUSIASTIC, MOTIVATED
employees to work both front &
back ofhouse.
•
•
•
•
•
•

FUN & LAID BACK
Environment??

Full/Part-Time positions.
Seivers
Kitchen help
GreatPayl
Flexible Schedules
Excellent Benefits

If you're looking for a great
Place to work join the Team at
Tijuana Flats Burrito Company!

..

Apply In person at our new
Shoppes of Oviedo Location or
at our Winter Springs Town
Center Location.

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VIS4, AMEX, Discover

{407l447-4SSS • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

CAMP COUNSELORS
gain valuable experience while
having the summer of a lifetime.
Counselors needed for Outdoor
Adventure, Arts, Aquatic and more In
the Pocono mountains of PA. Apply
onllne at www.pinetorestcamp.com

Sharks & Minnows Swim School
Swim Instructors - FT/PT summer
$11·$13/hr, Admin assistant FT/PT $8/hr near UCF,
Computer tech - PT, $8/hr.
407-699-1992 or 407-699-8103 fax
www.sharksandminnows.com

Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages+ tips & bonuses. 407-816-0915.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.

Accounts Payable Clerk

NOW HIRING FOR CINGULAR
WIRELESS
Training classes start April 25th
. Kelly Services is currently hiring
Customer Service Reps for part-time
positions at Cingular Wireless's UCF
Area
Call Cer.iter. Must Have a HS
Diploma/GED, 1+ year(s)
Call Center/Customer Service
Experience & be flexible
to work between the hours of 7 AM &
Midnight, 7 days a week.

busy lighting showroom looking for an
Accounts Payable Clerk who is
dependable and extremely accurate,
responsible for entering payables,
processing chec~s, and other clerical
duties. Background and drug tests.
$9-11/hr, 25-40hrs/week, Please Call:
407-896-7252 or Fax Resume to
407-896-6315

Now Hiring Firehouse Subs
FT/PT. Flexible hours. Competitive
pay scale. Career growth
·
c;>pportunities. Great work
environment. Apply at 12075A
Collegiate Way@ University/Alafaya

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

Location address:
1016 Lockwood Blvd., Suite 150
Oviedo, Florida 32765

Call or visit www.kellyservices.com
(407)648-9408

Willing to Educate
Highly motivated individual
for rewarding career In
financial services.
407-657-9572.
HELP WANTED at WATERFORD
SHOPPING CENTER.
Wanted: Server
Host or Hostess
Salad Person
Call Boon @407-382-8201

•·

• Ride Operator
•Lifeguard
•Food & Beverage:
Cooks and Cashiers

•Front Gate
•Merchandise Cashier
•Warehouse
•Security

Need Assistant or After-School
Teacher with experience.
UCF area. 407-340-4221.

***MARY KAY***
Want to be your own boss and set
your own hours while going to
school? Start your own Mary Kay
business today! For more career
Information contact Leslie Sherrill at
lesliesherrill @marykay.com.
Shop online at
www.marykay.com/lesllesherrill.
Delive·ry drivers, exp. servers wanted.
Wages plus tips. Cell phone, drivers
license and insurance a must.
Apply within @ Goodfellas Pizza
Corner of Alafaya/50 (Publix Plaza)
5 MOTIVATED PEOPLE NEEDED
Work from Home
Earn $500-$5,000 PT/FT
866-355-5476
thenaturallifestyle.com
Hiring All Restaurant Positions
Apply in Person Between 2-4PM M-Th
@Lazy Moon
12269 University Blvd.
in University Shoppes Plaza
(across from UCF)

Summer Jobs
• $2100
·Co-Ed Camp
• Seven Weeks
• Room and Board Included

Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp
(FEYC) needs male and female
Summer Camp Counselors ages
18 and up. FEYC is an overnight
camp located off of Highway
450 in Umatilla, FL. The camp
runs June 6 - July 23. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673 ext. 250 or
352-669-9443 ext. 250.

Call

407-295-0080

or visit www.circle-f-duderanch.com
for more information

OPENING MID APRIL

NOW HIRING
ALL POSITIONS
IJOJB-l l9-lO'fP
811118-9il'fP-l " "

....__________________________
...____ ii
OVIEIX> MARKETPLACE

~1ow1u~J1V f~!f.!WJ:/.J~ddo f."1~1M~?vtePrV

GET HIRED TODAY!

· ;r?.At~

n"I- :H vi"t-7-t:?t:/\ 9'3~:!
tPtP-eT "+- d n fv1"Lr.57.. "4141.:?? -y;>Ie5
~r>{$$$1f v1J~~

APPLY IN PERSON
<NEXT TO WET SEALl

--..'.-
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Appy ,in person at the
Human Resource Department
6200 International Drive
Orlando, Fl 32819
Or Call Melissa@ 407-354-2085

RED BULL GIVES YOU WlllNGS.
Red Bull is on the lookout for a Student Brand Manager (SBM). An
SBM is a reliable and motivated student whose responsibilities include brand
dev~lopment

• Classified lin'e ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle
• Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
• Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
· • Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

Have afantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in lake Wales, FL. Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, May 31 and
leaves Wednesday, August 3.

6200 International Drive
Orlando, FL 32819
Orlando's BIGGEST & BEST
Water Theme Park
is accypting applications
for the following entry-level jobs:

UCF's award-winning newspaper Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
published twice-weekly.
distributed every Friday.

Weekend Helper Needed
To work with twin 5-year-old boys. Must
have experience with children.
Call 407-599-7127

- $10.00/hour
- UCF area Location
- AM & PM Shifts Available
- Part-Time Schedules
- Paid Training Provided

So APPLY Today!

.\

PAYMENT METHODS

on campus, market analysis and having a great time.

Our expectations from you are the following:
•You're going into your second year or higher at this school.
•You have a good knowledge of when/where things are happening.
•You're interested in marketing and have good communication skills.
• You have an entrepreneurial spirit and are outgoing.
Does this sound like you? If so, go to: www.redbullu.com.

$8.00 ~ $15.00/Hr
100 Openings .
Weekly.Paychecks
Paid Training
Flexible Schedules
AM & PM hours available!
Two Locations
.Orlando 407-243-9400
Winter Park 407-673-9700
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Two Men And A Truck is seeking an
experienced FT customer service
representative. We offer great starting
pay, bonuses, benefits and a casual
work environment. Please e mail resume
to todd@tmtorlando.com.
or Call 407-852-1777

SECRET SHOPPERS

Or(ando's On{y 'llysca(e Veaas Sty{e Lounae ·

NOW HIRING
ALL POSITIONS
Looking for High Energy, Customer
Service Oriented Nightclub Staff
·Bartenders*
~ Security Staff*
• Cocktail Servers
·Shot Girls
Part time (rilin=2 ni~hts) and
Full time (min=4 nights) shifts available
All shifts are from 9:00PM to 3:0~M
We are open 7 Days a week

407-273-£1.UB (258
Leave a message with:
·Your Name
• Yoar Phone Number
· The Position you are int rested in
·Full or Part time
·Nights you are available

.

PLATO'S CLOSET
Sell your cool clothes - get money!
407-855-9950
NOW HIRING!

Drivers
Light pick up and delivery. in Orange
County. Should have economical vehicle.
Neat appearance a must.
Please Call: 866-660-6933

49 PEOPLE NEEDED
to lose 5-15 pounds.
Dr. recommended. 100% guaranteed
Call Bonnie @ 209-524-9795
Pegasus Pointe, UCF Affiliated Housing,
is seeking motivated, high-energy
student applicants for the Lifeworks
resident assistant program tieginning
ASAP. Fax resumes to (407)384-9060
attn: Brandon Dixon or submit in person
at Pegasus Pointe.
Now Hiring for VyVary International
Inc. Minutes from UCF & Valencia.
Seeking 50+ customer svc & sales
agents. Potential earnings up to $15
per hour. Call for interview:
407-249-3443.

*Experience required

Please call

Needed for evaluations of
Local Stores, Restaurants, and Theaters
Flexible Hours, E-Mail Required
Call 1-800 585-9024 ext 6339

You will be contacted with a time to pick up an application.
No applications will be accepted without an appointment.
Thank you!

Personal assistant/Nanny for schoolaged children. FT, Flex schedule. Must
be free after 3 PM daily. Must have
reliable car. Live-out only, Winter Park
area, Exp. only. $) 600/mo. Must give 1
YR. commitment. Contact 407-925-5218
or swimpark@ aol.com.
HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421

-

TALL, STRONG ENERGY
DRINK SEEKS
bright, outgoing, energetic person
for good times around town. Must
enjoy meeting new people.
Knowledge of local geography, a
clean driving record and a passion
for life required. Bilingual a plus.
Become a member of the Orlando
Mobile Energy Team. As part of
the team, you'll seek out people in
need of energy, and introduce them
to benefits of Red Bull.
If interested in joining the
Red Bull team, apply at
www.recruit. redbullmet.com.

,

Swim Instructor
Positions Available for City of Kissimmee
award winning Aquatic Center. PIT.
position responsible for teaching swim
classes to children. Weekends off.
$12/hr American Red Cross WSI
required. Call 407-870-POOL or visit.
www.kissimmeeparksandrec.com.
------=....,,---~--=---:-- t

$200/wk. College Age Counselor
Wanted. FFGC Wekiva Youth Camp. We
are a Camp for Boys and Girls ages
8-14. All Room & Board included.
Contact mj.meherg@worldnet.att.net

,
•

Red Bull'
~

~

Customer Service/Inside Sales
PT/FT positions avail. Must be happy
and intelligent. Good communication
and computer skills. Fun place to work.
401 k and health plan.
Resume to (407) 679-1699 or
jobs@rewonline.com

~,

Florida Bearings Inc.

'

Hiring for all positions ASAP
Sales, Engineering, Management
Excellent Salary-Room to Advance
Call us! (800)441-1741
Bmarchetti@Florldabearlngs.com

ENERGY DRINK

NOW HIRING SERVERS ** ALL SHIFTS
Busy Nature's Table Cafe in ATT bldg.
12150 Research Pkwy. Must be friendly
with great attitude and worl< well under
pressure. Open M-Sat 6AM-8PM. Apply
in person before noon or after 2PM.
SUMMER POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE
The City of Winter Garden Rec. Dept. is
now accepting applications for Summer
Staff. Positions include Day Camp
Counselors, Day Camp Director, Art
Instructor, Swim Instructors, and
Lifeguards. Please pick up an application
at City Hall (251 W. Plant St.), at the
Recreation Office (1 Surprise Dr.) or at
http://www.cwgdn.com
For more info, please call 407-656-4155
Seeking outgoing creative individuals to
fill air brush tattoo and caricature
positions at Universal. Any level of
experience welcome. Flexible scheduling.
Contact Tony at 407-925-7989

.sears in Fashion Square Mall now
applying for all positions. PIT only. M/F
Apply online at www.sears.com
or in-store. EOE
LOOKING FOR PROGRAMMER
FOR PAID INTERNSHIP
Wit h skills in Visual Basic,
HTML, asp.net, o r .net.
Flexible hours, Mon-Fri.
407-339-2626 send resumes to
davem@consolidatedlabel.com or
dave@o nlinelabels.com
--~~~=-==~~=,.,.----- '11
COLLEGE STUDENTS!!
$3K to $5Kimo plus bonuses
Work your own hours PT/FT/Flextime
Fast growing Orlando based
Construction company looking for sharp, '
well spoken individuals to offer our
services to homeowners with hurricane
damage. Fax resume to Attn : Anna
407-771 -4431

(entral 'loriba 'uture -

PUT YOURSELF
IN THE FUTURE

Curious. Disciplined. Determined. Aperson with aflair for writing or a desireto develop one.
Someone who can ask tough questions and not be discouraged by lame answers.
Fitthe bill?Then there's a job waiting foryou at the Future.
UCF's year-round award-winning student newspaper is searching for:
NEWS REPORTER• SPORTS REPORTER: Responsible for writing at least one story per
week and attending weekly writer's meetings. Positions at all levels are open now
and throughout the spring semester. Full/partialscholarships available.
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR: Responsible for covering one sport regularly, as well as
assisting the sports editor in layout duties twice aweek.Scholarship position.
There's a place for everyone at the Future! Ideal candidates are those who want to grow with the
newspaper. Applications for paid positions as managing editor and sports editor are rurrently being
accepted. E-mail inquiries to Dana Delapi at newsroom@UCFnews.com.

Sign-On.
Bonus!

{

J)

Do you want

.}

Great Pay
Flexible Hours
Casual Environment
Relaxed Atmosphere
co·n venient Location

,c
1•

..

)

.)

:l)

7

lm1nediate Nevv Positions Available!
Day, Evening, And Weekend .shifts
Average Pay $14 Per Hour
.Walking Distance To UCF

~

~

Inbound & Outbound Sales Agents
Sell-advertising· in our publications
Set photographer appointments
For more information call Chris

407-896-0124 ext. 2259
407-709-3524 (cellular)
or stop by our office at
3451 Technological Ave #7
Orlando, FL 3281.7

•

•

·crossword
•

•

,,

Leasing agent needed
for The Gatherings.
20-25 hours per week & weekends.
Fax resume to 407-998-3787.
3961 Gathering Dr.

10 MINUTES TO UCF
F roommate wanted. $325/mo plus
1/4 utll. Quiet 4/2 furnished house.
All house privileges. Pet and smoke
free. Lease. Call 407-319-3751 .

M or F needed for bd & ba in 412.
$455/mo incl all utll, ethernet, w/d,
shuttle. $20 In your pocket upon
signing of lease. Call 407-538-9655.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT

UCF/OVIEDO AREA
N/S female seeks same. Clean, quiet,
beautiful room wt private bath.
New W/D, cable. $400 + 1/3 utilities
Call 407-971-6805

Summer lease. 4BD/4BA Huge walk in
closet, W/D, cable, ethernet, valet trash.
3 great roommates brand new furniture
$490/mo. Call John @ 321-217-5264

Small business entrepreneur needs
helpl I am looking for fun, creative asst.
for light clerical & office duties. PT & very
flex daytime hrs avail. Duties include
filing, typing, answering phones, &
errands. Email Gina @
WanderingRootsFL@aol.com
Servers wanted PT/FT. No exp.
necessary. Energetic people with
positive attitudes. Only 20 min. from
UCf. Come in between 10 and 2.
The Briarpatch Restaurant ·
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651

•

3 Bedrooms, 2.5 Bathrooms.
Brand New Townhouse in a gated
community. Bright, spacious,
1700sq ft. All new appliances,
huge closets, 1 car garage.
Monthly Rent: $1500 plus utilities

Phone Sales
Experienced, Money Motivated.
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5·9p.m. Mon.-Frl.
$350 base + comm & other bonuses.
Call Nick 407-467-41 02.

Available: ASAP
For more information, call Belinda

" r·-·Iayout'ArtistNeecieci·-·1
for the Central. Florida Future 1O to .
15 hours per week. Tuesday's and
Wednesday's preferably. Must be I
proficient In Photoshop, Illustrator ·
and Quark. Please e-mail
publlsher@ucf news.com with a
resume and availability.

!

TUTOR WANTED
Tutor needed to work wit h 5 yr. old
autistic boy. Must have basic applied
·
behavior analysis knowledge.
Mornings, afternoons, and weekends
available. Weekly training with a
BCBA. Located in Baldwin Park. Call
·now 407-599-7127.
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net*..
' Call 407· 628-3844.

Child care needea in my home. Mondays
Wednesdays & Fridays, 9am-1pm for
4 and 1 year old children. $1 O per hour.
Call Angela at 407-927-0943
Looking for PT help
in optometric office.
10-1 2 hrs pe( week.
Must be able to work Saturdays.
Call 407-359-8016
TUTOR NEEDED!!!
High School Algebra,
some essay writing.
3 Hrs per week in UCF area.
Call Lindsay@ (202) 297-4479

YARD WORK:

•

..

mowing, tri mming, weeding, general
upkeep. Downtown Orlando private
residence. $10 an hour. Approx.
12-16 hrs per month, through fall
2005. Homeowner has all necessary
tools. Experience preferred. Call
407-898-8082.
Tutors Needed? Orlando Youth
Enrichment Program is looking for tutors
to provide in-home tutoring services to
Central Florida's kindergarten - 121h
grade students. Earn $10-$20/hr. Please
visit our website @ www.oyep.net to
register as an OYEP Tutor. You must
have reliable transportation.
Marketing Internships $10/hr plus
bonuses, PT/ work your own hours.
Fast growing Orlando based construction
·company needs marketing assistance.
Some of the activities you will assist with:
• Brand Building - Advertising
•, Direct Marketing
• New Market Development
• Marketing I Sales Liaison
•Expanding our commercial database
• Public Relations Initiatives
Fax resume Attn: Anna to 407-771-4431
Please indicate your college on .fax.
Are you looking for a Part-time job?
Looking to make some extra inco me?
Independent Contractor opportunities
Orlando and surrounding areas.
Must use own vehicle, Pass Drug and
Background checks, Clean MVR
1-877. 973.7447
Appointment Setters $8 - $10 per hour
plus bonus. Flex. days & hours.
407-376-8395.

TELEMARKETING SALES
Easy energy and gas programs.
Hourly plus commission. 5 miles from
campus. Mon-Fri, 9-4:30 shift.
Sat optional, 10-3. 407-618-3000
"Best breakfast In Orlando"
needs an experienced waitress. Great
pay! Early mornings, weekends a
must. Call 407- 365-5151

Regional Sales Representative
Needed Immediately I Salary + Comm
Access Control Systems
Email Resumes sales@actflorida.com
Fax 407-649-8352

La Nueva Mega 98.1 FM
Central Florida's #1 Spanish Radio
Station Is hiring qualified candidates
for Account Exec. for marketing
sales. BA degree pref. Looking for
enthusiastic and motivated people.
Exp. a plus. Please email resumes to
lanuevajob@megastations.net
or fax 516-349-4934.
Mega Is an EOE.
Live in Child Care. Cook, clean, and
help 5 boys with homework.
Off-duty: weekdays 8-3 plus some
evenings and weekends.
$250/week in cash. 407-898-0885

Outback Steakhouse on
Redbug and TuskaY{illa Rd. Now Hiring
for cooks, busboys, and dishwashers.
Apply within M-Th 1-3 p.m.or Call for
appt. 407-699-0900.

lr:TiTi'f FOR RENT:

Room for rent. 5 minutes from UCF.
Furnished house with pool, garage, and
yard. Cable & Internet included.
$425/mo + 1/4 power. Move in ASAP!
Call Brad at 407-808-8039
1 rm avail In a 4BD/3.5BA In a huge
beautiful lakeside home. 3000 sq. ft.
Avail In April $405/mo + 1/4 Utlls.
Right behind campus. Econ Woods
Contact Daniel @ 407·466· 1274
Female roommate needed for 3/2 house.
5 min from UCF. $475/mo, all utilities
included. Dogs allowed.
Plea:;e contact Renee @ 407-446-5422

1 ROOM AVAILABLE
Large Fully Furnished House
5 mins from UCF, prvt bdrm,
$525/mo all utlls Incl. Call Katie @
941·720-1886

TOWNHOM ES FOR RENT
2/2.5, $775 at Cambridge Circle
http://26274.rentclicks.com
3/2.5, $1,200 at Waterford Villas
http://55847.rentclicks.com
Call for details 407-310-6583

Awesome Brand New Home
Great rooms avail Jan, near UCF, pool,
tennis courts, lake. $500/mo, yearly
lease. Call Sherry/Todd @
954-753-3032 or 407-482-4969
Ashingt on Park 5 min to UCF
2 homes. Bot h 3/2/2 family rm, new .
paint, celling fans, all appliances ·
including w/d, built in microwave,
lawn maintenance. One with
hardwood and tile f loor, fireplace,
back facing pond - $1275. Other
with screen 'p orch facing pond$1200 call 407-568-7608
SAVE MONEY: No .need to buy gas or a
parking pass when you bike/walk from
UCF to your spacious 3 bed/1.5 bath in
beautiful Bonneville. Garden in your
backyard. $850/mo 386-795-1561

HOUSEKEEPER NEEDED
Mon-Fri, flex hours.
Call 407-599-7127

.

NEW TOWNHOME, GREAT LOCATION
312.5, $1500/mo plus utll.
Incl lawn maint enance.
Call 407·443·7340.

...

L..

..,

(561) 445-3482

Share a large 3 bedroom house 5 mins
from UCF with two other people (23 &
24). $500/mo + 1/3 util, pet fee applies.
Move in at end of March.
Call Jeremy at 407-277-9644.

4 BEDROOM IN NICE SUBDIVISION
Avail April 1st for responsibl e
females. Normally $475/mo per
room, if rented immediately,
$375/mo for April-July. Incl all utll,
appliances, w/d, and community
pool. Huge 6-bedroom house also
avail July 1st. 913-908-8185 or
rebeccaduke01@hotmail.com.
House for Rent Downtown Orlando
3/1 w/ w ood f loors, fenced yard,
deck: hot tub, and w/ d.
$1480/mo OBO. Call for
appointment (321) 277-871 7.
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1 295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.
Available August.
3/2 duplex in Sherwood Forest
-etose t o UCF. W/'f:l, dishwasher.
$900 mo. Call 407-496-0888

UCF AREA HOUSE
Huge 4BD 2.SBA w/ office. Wood
floors, fenced-in yd. Pets ok! Avail
03/01. Excellent Pricel!!
Call Nick @ 407-810-7622
UCF/Waterford/Oviedo area homes for
rent. Avail. for summer & fall. 3,4, .& 5
bedrooms with or w/o pools. $1600 to
$2500/mo. Please reserve yours today.
Call 407-737-8312 or email
info@ucfrentalhomes.coi;n Realty World.

Pegasus Connection.

UCF area • 10 mins. away. Female only.
$450/mo. including everything.
N/S only. Available in August.
Call 407-243-2630.

~QOM ON UCF SHUTTLE
Furnished BR, W/D, DSL,
312 home. Walk to Publix.
Furnished. $400/mo. Prefer
serious mature :tudent. n/s
I
Call 407-971-6748. leave msg

RT
Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mall your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com

FIRST TWO MONTH RENTS FREEll
Pegasus. Connection (Jefferson
Commons) sublease. $510/mo incl. util.
1 BR with private bathroom out of a 414.
Includes carport. 407-234-1324

VIiiage at Alafaya Club
Room avail In 313. $500/mo incl all
utll, w/d, fully furn. First mont h's
rent free. Rent negotiable, ready
Immediately. Call 786·302-0511

Female Roommate Wanted

... FREE RENTTILAPRIL..*
Bd & ba avail now in Pegasus Landing
313. Oversized room. $510/mo incl all util,
ethernet, cable, w/d, and shuttle.
Call 386-316-4908.

212, $500/mo incl util, w/d, cable, internet.
10 minutes from UCF. Non-smoking
Available April 1. 1st mo rent free.
Call Amanda@ 407-207-1439

UCF Area. Pre-leasing for summer & fall.
Large 4/3 house with 2.5 car garage.
Executive homes. All appliances.
Quiet Area. $425/rm/mo including all
utilities. 407-625-0238
2 Bdrms Avail in 3/2 UCF Area Home
$450 and $475/mo Incl all utll,
cable, and internet. Fenced backyard
w/ pool. A must see! Avail June 1st.
Call Tonya at 321 -277-3851

1ST 2 MONTHS RENT FREE
Pegasus Landing, 3BD/ 3BA, W/D,
pools, basketball courts, amenities,
all utils incl. $510/mo
Call Kachlna@ 561·573-7445

$100 Off 1st Mo Rent. No Fees
Female for 2/2 @ Pegasus Pointe.
Move in after April 30. $580 per mo.
Includes utilities, cable tv, ethernet, w/d,
ucf shuttle. Quiet roommate,
Call Sarah@ 407-620-7623
FREE MONTH RENT.
Sublease now through August 3.
1 Bd/1 Ba in 212 unit at Jefferson Lofts.
Furnished, all utilities. $600/mo
Call Lindsay@ (561)670-9619

UCF Cypress Bend
4-5 Two-Story Homes
Gated/Brand New 2005. Broadband
Internet. Prof roommates. Raotns for
$425-500/mo, $600-700/mo. with
private bathroom. Util. avg = $80.
Photo: Model home.
Call Leon at 407· 334-6658
Rooms In new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All· util. Incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561·212·6291.
2 rooms for rent, clean and well
maintained home, great pond view.
8 miles from UCF. $400/mo. incl. utilities
Pet and smoke freel Call 321-276-2373
JSAN3000@hotmail.com
Email me for pies!
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
for 2 BD 2 BA townhouse off Alafaya
trail, 5 mins from UCF. $500/mo incls
electric, cable & Internet. Fully furn if
needed. Call Stacy@ 407-754-4697

Room for rent In great 3/2 house
. with pool & huge yard. Single F
pref. Young prof. household with 2
quiet friendly dogs. 25 min from
UCF, but worth drive. $350 w/utll.
Please call 407-579-7590

Avalon/UCF Area. Just reduced. Almost
new 3/2 town home w/ 2 car garage.
Very spacious, great amenities.
Call 407-275-9595
Legacy Real Estate Group Inc.

Pegasus Connection Summer Sublease
Available May 1- August 30 Fully
furnished and private ba. $475 obo.
Utilities included. Full tennis and
basketball court. Call Rich @
850-525-0250

PEGASUS CONNECTION
Female needed for fully
furnished 2/2. $575/mo
Incl all utll. Free tanning.
Contact Laura 352·258·8980
laura_reddlsh@yahoo.com

1st two months free.

1 room Avail. in 4/2.5 house. Share utils.
Spacious bedrooms, liv. room, din. room,
kitchen, W/D, garage, sun room, lg. yard.
Individual lease. Near UCF off Dean Rd.
. $450/mo. Call Jen 561-351-8906
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF In
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, ·back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not_ Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all utll.
incl. 954-816-3127

DOWN
1 Store up
2 Weasel-like
mammal
3 Whimperer
4 Jacket arms
5 Cabinetmaker,
e.g.

C 2005 Ttlbun• Mtdl11 S•rvlcH, Inc.
AU right• rHerv.d.

6 Incinerate
7 Function
8 Bachelor bash
9 Stuff of wills
10 Opera director
Joseph
11 Emanations
12 Castle that
dances
13 Small
salamanders
21 RPM part
23 Allow to
27 Gluts
28 Lip flapper
29 Easy letters?
30 Old card game
31 May honoree
33 Flowed
35 "Born in the "
36 Hogan or 'Crenshaw
37 Used a chair
42 Sanctifies
43 Most in the pink?
44 Undermine
45 Racecar safety
device

$5001
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $5001 For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502

1993 Honda Elite SRSO
2400 mi. Very good condition.
Fully serviced In Feb 05.
$750 obo.
Call 407-339-4262
2001 MITSUBISHI MIRAGE
4-door, black w/ grey Interior, power
windows & locks. Good condition.
$7000 obo. Avail first week of May.
For more info call 407-758·1961.
For Sale: Convertible. 1999 Pontiac
Sunfire, 2 door, white exterior, 5 speed
transmission, new battery, SOK.
$6185.00 (407)977-1367, (407)929-5934
or menards@mailaka.net ·
1999 Suzuki SV 650 motorcycle, Blue
Excellent condition. Only 4,700 mill
Wife says "it goes, or I go"
Garage kept. $2,500 OBO
Call 407-221-5672
$5001
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $5001 For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502

Looking to sublease rooms in College
Station by April 5th. $470/mo everything
included. 4/4, fully furnished, internet
access, cable with 3 HBO, clubhouse
with arcade, tanning bed, gym &
computer center. On Alafaya Tr.
Contact Darlene - 407-625-6734

WWW.UCFREALESTATE.COM
Dedicated to UCF Students/Families
Real Estate Needs. Avalon Realty
Call Eric Voss 407-489-0877
Email: ucfrealtor@yahoo.com

SUBLEASE 3/3 APT
Jefferson Lofts apt avail May 14th-Aug
3rd. $580/mo per room incl all util, cable,
HBO, fully furnished. 5 mins from
campus. Call (407) 281-4590.
Summer lease at Jefferson Lofts
1 room in a 4/2, fully furnished, next to
pool, lake view, ethernet. Only 5 mins.
from campus. Util. incl $450/mo but
negotiable. Call Sarah @ 727-744-2533

MARCH FREE
F sublease, 1BD/1 BA in a 4/4 in
Northgate. $400/mo all inclusive.
No move in fees. Avail immediately
Call Sarah@ 321-501-1363
1/1 available in a 3/3 apt. for sublease in
Tivoli from May to July. $400/mo. W/D,
cable, appliances. Clean. M/F.
Call 321-765-1787

Tivoli Apts Room for Rent
Avail. May 1 - July 22. $485/mo. July
prorated to $355. Incl. cable, wireless
internet, security system. 2bd/2ba.
Very clean. Free shuttle to UCF.
Call Melissa 904-476-6266.

47 Ernie of the
links
49 Golf gadget
50 Reluctant
51 Harden
52 Pastry chef
54 Expiate

55 Campers'
shelters
56 Dada artist Max
58 Aspersion
59 Ollie's partner in
comedy
62 Birthday figure

Become a Certified Personal Trainer!
Certification workshop only $299.
When: Sunday, April 3rd, 2005, 9am-1pm
Where: Orlando Fitness & Racquet Club
Call 407-383-6965 for more information
Register online at www.ptclass.com

$600 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 In
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for a $600 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundralser with
CampusFundralser.
Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundralser.com

550
r.An:jQURNAT.isrifliilAJORS"!
! Multimedia job/internship fair. · I
! 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., M!>nday April 4.
Cape Florida Ballroom in the SU.
Come meet, network and Interview
with over a dozen media outlets in
•
Central Florida.

L-- ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·.I

Room for rent for male student at
Pegasus Landing. No move-in expense.
$495/mo. all util. incl. Must assume
existing lease. Call 407-332-0181 .

Male - professional seeks responsible
student roommates, 4/2.5 Waterford
Lakes home. $425/mo incl. cable TV,
W/D, kitchen, in-ground pool, & util.
Month to month lease. Tennis, basketball
& volleyball avail at rec center.
No pets, family cat on premise.
Call (407) 380-4893 or (407) 737-2871.

~Homes

..

SUBLEASE NEEDED
for May-mid August. Looking for
own bd and ba In a pet friendly apt.
Call Jackie @ 850-980-2267
and leave a message.

2-4 Female Roommates. 4/2 Home in
quiet neighborhood, 1 mi. from UCF
entrance. Fully furnished except bdrms.
$425-550/mo. includes utils, W/D, DSL,
Cable & phone. No lease reqd.
407-830-8775

1 Room Avail in Pegasus Landing 4/4
$495/mo incl all otil. Fully furnished
private room & bath incl central ac/heat,
full kitchen, balcony, w/d, ethernet, cable.
1st month free, lease begins Aug 1st.
Call Ian at 321-354-9479 or
631-965-1714.

1 roommate needed in nicely furnished 3
bedroom I 2 bath house.
Front/back patio. 2 miles from UCF.
Bedroom not furnished.
$415/mo. + util. Call 407-489-3075.

Building over pool
In Pegasus connection
All utll Included. Available In May.
Call 386-295-2506

Summer Sublease in Pegasus Landing
Renew Avail. 1 bed 1 bath in a 414.
Util Included. Across street from UCF.
$425/mo OBO
Call Oliver@ (954)240-5623

...2 ROOMS AVAIL IN 412 HOME..*
5 mins from UCF. $350/mo incl
water & electric. Clean & fully
furnished.
Contact John at 904-669-2640.

1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

1 BEDROOM APARTMEN1.

F N/S Roommate needed for 2/2 apt.
Own huge room and private bathroom
$550/month. Includes Cable, Road
Runner, phone, & electric.
Available 6/1. Call Jackie 407-678-6967

Downtown living for under $900/month!
Totally remodeled 1/1 with all new
appliances & flooring. Rent includes
water, DSL, & maintenance. Call to
reserve yours today! 407-468·0128

FREE RENT

IMMEDIAT~LY ! !!

One large bedroom w/ private bathroom
available in Arden Villas. M preferred.
Pool table in large living rooml Move-in
ASAPI $414/mo. + util. 407-492-8451

Master Rm & Ba Avail In Townhome
Female wanted. Drug-free and n/s.
All house privileges. Close to UCF.
$400/mo Incl all utll, cable, phone,
and Internet. Call 407-928--9123.

1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE 414 APT.
for sublease may-july or any portion
of that time. All utilities/wireless
internet incl. 407-595-7554 or
kristapeckyno@yahoo.com

READY

VIiiage of Alafaya Club. $500/mo,
lncls all utlls W/D, trash service, fully
furn. Glrl Only!! Great People. Call
Kate @ 503-341·3923.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY
Looking for 2 roommates In beautiful
4BR/3BA with pool. Includes
Additional Room, Pool table, 3 car
garage, wireless Internet, Cable,
Study & W/D. $500/mo. Close to
UCF and Waterford Lakes.
407-497·6919

Female apt. available beginning
summer term. 414, beautiful pool
area. 3rd fir, vaulted ceilings, great
location. Utll and Internet included.
W/D, no deposit, no parking fee, no
move in fees, no application fee.
$505/mo. Additional savings: $150
off 1st mo. rent. Call 407-352-2681

..*FIRST MONTH FREE...
Lease April-July. N/S F for furn Pegasus
Landing 3/3. Reduced $495/mo incl all
util and shuttle. No move-in fees!
772-778-0552 or 772-287-1983

Village @ Alafaya Club

ACROSS
1 Venomous
vipers
5 Ill-treatment
10 Primary
14 Heavy hammer
15 Oxidizes
16 Make well
17 Qualified
18 Tasty goody
19 Work gang
20 Stay.abed
22 Dashing
24 Waits on
25 Pokes fun at
26 Time periods
28 Himalayan
legend
29 Donations for the
poor
32 Nostrils
. 34 Small lumps
38 Vocalize
displgasure
39 Get some rays
40 Body of water
41 Toothed strip ·
43 Landlord's
revenues
45 Lose verbal
control
46 Tolstoy and
Durocher
48 Model T or H ird
50 Maligns
53 Arrive past due
57 Jackie's Aristotle
59 Slimmer
60 Northern
seabirds
61 Exhilarate
63 Former West
German capital
64 Elder or alder
65 Cane product
66 Picnic crawlers
67 Towel word
68 QB Diller
69 Catch one's
breath

Lawn Maintenance Spring Special
Hot weather Is on the way!
Stay cool, eliminate the hassle
Lighten the load & enjoy spare time
Call Picture Perfect Landscaping at
407-718-5412
MORTGAGE - 1st Time Home Buyers
100% Financing-No Income Verification.
Interest Only Option-No/Low Credit Ok
Refinance/ Home Equity/ Investment Ok
Call Rosie 407-616-8359 United First
Frustrated? Need Assistance?
Term Paper Help?
Call our professionals. With over 20
years experience meeting
your research and writing needs.
Toll Free 1·888-345-8295.
Jump start your job search here!!
www.college-resumes.com

MIRACLE EASTER SERVICE,
REV. DAVID JOHNSON SENDS AN
INVITATION TO ALL. MUSIC!
SINGING! MINISTERING!
MARCH 23RD 7PM & 27iH 1-4PM
JENKINS AUDITORIUM, MONTROSE
SI CLERMONT, FL INFO: 724-988-9453
www.81x.com/davidjohnson/acoustic

rm

MISCELLANEOUS

$101Computers, TVsl
Police Seized! From $10
For info call 1-800-749-8128 ext M383
Advertising Fictitious Names
Christmas Connection
Office address: 125 S. Swoope Ave. #109
Maitland, FL 32751
Rachmaninov Society U.S.A.
Mailing address: P.O. Box 381
Christmas, Florida 32709
2 non profits by Director Carol Bacha.

Att: Communication Majors
Win one of two $500 Scholarships
for the 2005 Spring Semester.
Pick up an application In
COMM238.
Final Deadline: March 31.

Best of Summer
POSTERS
For Depressed Walls
www.RightBrainTerrain.com

Europe

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?
TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
···-··www.BUYTVSNOW.CoM·····...
For Sale!
Designer Bags and Purses: LouisVuitton,
Dooney and Burke,
2000 Ford Focus $3500
Please call: 407-902.-8618

Bid on a sublease.
Call 866-837-1309
or visit www.subleaseauction.com.

Solid Teak Executive Desk
34"x60" and 30" high.
5 drawers, 2 writing surfaces, 1 hanging
file drawer. 407-923-7379.
mmackubin1@atlas.valenciacc.edu

No Deposit fees!! Room avail. in 4/3 @
Universi(¥ House. Lease till Aug, can
renew! $439/mo. Incl. everything. Shuttle
to UCF. Util. incl. Save money w/ no
deposit fees! Move in todaylll
Call ASAP 305-773-2522.

1600 Hip Hop/R&B Records/Vinyl
For Sale. All in excellent to mint
condition. Mostly 12" singles and albums
from 2001 and on. Best deal around. For
complete listing of titles: Spliff@tmail.com or 561 .306.4799. $3500 obo

Summer sublease avail. in Collegiate
Village Inn. 1 bed avail. in room. All util.
and meal plan incl. Ideal for
UCFNCC/Full Sail student. $1400 value
offered at$1100. Call Rinaldo at
(407) 781 -3768"'Jr (405) 623-8599.

Bedding Mart Mattresses
New/Used Starting Prices:
Twin $70,Full $80,Queen $90,King $100
Delivery Available! 9909 E. colonial
comer of colonial and dean
407-249-2649 open 7 days l!0-6:30pm
Sun. 11 -4pm

Eura ii
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Experience
College Life
with the 2 best
addresses near

UCF!

·•

'

·>

College Station Apartments offers the finest in student Jiving. Our friendly staff will take
extra care to make your busy life easier. Every detai I has been designed to help you
unwind from a hectic day of studying and classes. ln your free time you.can relax in the
sun by the pool or enjoy a game of air hockey or billiards. If the best is what you are
looking for, come to College Station ApartmeRts!

PREE SHUTTLE to UCF

HIGH SPEED INTERNET

l1IiWrirJJ~
!Jtm~

.ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED
Electricity, wcater, sewage, alarm,
security, trcash, pe$1: control

Bfflb[ffff[UJ{mrfj~

~imrfj~
~fillxumU

No need t~ drive when you
can ride. Runs every 15 minutes.

Service in all 4 bedrooms.
No other lntemet service required.

~. ·

CABLE TV with HBO
Service in all 4 bedrooms
with &O+ channels plus 3 HBO'$. ·

• <•e1) 213 ..s1s1 •

'

www.uhcollegestation.com

&lEASE

Get.$100 off your
.unty deposit
see office for details

•Internet included - Fall 2005

• Large ·walk-in closets

• Free cable with 3 HBO's
• Private telephone line

• State-of-the-art fitness center

·Full-size washer & dryer
• Private bedroqms and
bathrooms

• Basketball & sand volleyball
• Swimming poql with sun deck
• Less than one mile from UCF

THE

VILLAGE

AT

ALAFAYA CLU.B

Stop by or call today!

401•482•9990
3100 Alafaya Club Drive
Orlando, Florida 32817

www.thevillageatalafayaclub.com
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Shoes represent children up for .
~doption .:...._ but not by gays
·An indie show you
shouldn't dodge ·

UGF's piano protege

,~- Orlando

martini
fans get the blues

Alton Terry
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HAPPENINGS

Dodge dreary days with ·
a dose of the local scene
Dodger, Say Hi to Your Mom, yip-Yip, Bang of the
Name, The Crayons and On.Cassette all performing
CHRIS BOWERS
Staff Writer

I

t was by all standards a dreary week in
Orlando. The sunshiny connotations of
Spring Break were washed away by five
straight days of rain and sweater weather.
For those of us stuck here in town, perhaps
the time was spent making friends with the
girls from down the street and realizing you
'were the only three people left in a deserted apartment complex. Or maybe you
made it through the week playing board
games till three in _the morning, only to
wake up.the next afternoon to another day
of dark clouds and rain, realizing the new
day would again call for more ·exciting
rounds of Encore! or TI.ivial Pursuit Pop
Culture Edition. In times like these you
have no choice but to make the best of it,
and so that's just what we did We cheered
and hugged like drunken coeds on South
Beach when otfr teammates would correctly identify adrenoleukodystrophy, then we
put on our sweaters and raincoats and
walked home.
But now Spring Break is over, and just as
we were beginning to enjoy our isolation
and look forward to nights of what had
become a pretcy dam good kind of nothing
at all, the rest of the world came crashing
back. Spring break partiers struck hard and
sudden, arriving like an army in trucks that
stunk of Natural Llght and with their skin
toned to a crispy shade of bright pink. Each
armed with stories like "dude, bro, you just
... well bro, you'd iust never believe it ....
tµere were like these three girls and ... "

As a young Tom Hanks once said, '~
home-crapJiome:'
· But fear not, friends, for our time is now,
and our reward for braving the break
comes in the form of good live·music. .
This week, there are quality live shows .
thfoughout the dampened City Beautiful's :
many venues, the highlight of the weekend
taking plac~ on Saturday night. For a $5
. cover, you can catch local.favorite Dodger
play·its brand of indie-pop at 9 p.m. Saturday at Back Booth, along with the nationally touring Say Hi To Your Mom and other
familiar· names Yip Yip, Band of the Name
and The Crayons. The event is a release
party for another local up-and-coming
band, On Cassette.
The music of Dodger could be just what
we all need.eQ., a wake-up call from our .
dreary reverie, a sound that combines
smart lyrics and upbeat melodies in the
style of Of Montreal and Saturday Looks
Good To Me. Check out the band's Web .
page, http://dodgerandfriends.com, for a
diverse sampling of songs that are equally
good acoustically as they are with the addi-:
tion of electric pianos, string sections and
drum machine beats (and for some of the
hippest DIY concert flyers your likely to
.·
ever see).
So this weekend, re-imnu~rse yourself in
the local scene. These are all high-quality
musicians wb,o are playing because they
enjoy the spirit of what music is about and
the community that it brings together. So
get a friend and go join that community.
Don't worry, Trivial Pursuit will still be
.
•
COURTESY PAUL KOLNIK
there when you get back.
Get up close and personal with Dodger, above, and ma~y other band~ at 9 p.m. this Saturday at Back Booth for just $5. •

The indie is the Thursday arts and entertainment section of the Central Florida
Future, the free Independent campus newspaper of the University of Central
florida. Opinions ln the indie are those of the lndividual columnist only and not
neces.wily those of the editorial staff. All content is property of the indie and
may not'be reprinted ln part or ln whole without pemJission from the publisher.

EDITOR: 407-823-6397 x214 indie@UCFnews.com
SALES: 407-447-4555 x204 sales@UCFnews.com
FAX: 407-447-4556
Co-EDITORS: Brandon Hardin, John Thomason
STAFF WRITl!RS: Joe Anderson, Brett Bonowicz, Chris Bowers,

CP.
•
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Thanks to everyone ·who sent us
feedback recently about how _to .
improve the indie from the ·Future's
fi:ee ticket .giveaway. We apologize
for making you sit through The-Ring
1Wo (see the review on page il2) in
return for your benevolence.
This week, we have coverage of an
important expo at the Memory Mall
next week, as well as profiles of a
UCF piano wunderkind and one of
the best local indie rock shows.

We've also got a review for Orlando's Blue Martini Lounge, the latest
expansion of the Florida-ba5ed posh
martini bar system.
Be sure to check out next week's
Life section for a special surprise just
in time for April Fool's Day.
For those of you who enjoyed olir
"worst covers ever" feature, pick us
up next week for the start of our
more useful "best covers" series.
- JOHN THOMASON
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HAPPEN-NGS
..
CALENDAR.

SPOTLIGHT

THE QUEERS
There is a pretty good chance that a
small percentage-Of you out there went
through a punk-rajc phase in middle
school or high ~ool. You probably listened
to bands 1ikc Screeching Weasel, NOFX,
Pennywise and perhaps even hardcore
stuff like Minor Threat and The Gorilla
Bisruits. Well, maybe that's pushing it, b-ut
who cares? Re-rrve yollr days of old and go
see The Queers at WiU~ Pub. Yes, they are
alive and well, and still together as a group.
It will surely prove to be i! good time, just
like their fabulous 1993 album, love Songs
for the Retarded.
It seems that their love for Felix the
Cat has died down a bit, but their song
titles are stiH just as Cf«Jfty. In ~2rthey
released Pleasant Screams, which induded
such fine songs like"Geta Life and Live it
Loser''and"I Oon'tWan~You Hanging
Around." Asong lineup has yet to be
announced,.but we are hopil)g that the set
list indudes same of their finest hits of old,
Hke"I Can't St0p Farting,'"'! c:a0't Get
Invited to the Prom" and"Burger King
Queen."How greasy and disgusting that
sounds.

R~ption for artist Anschion E. Maiden

Mardi 24, 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m., free
Classroom Building 1
Rm.207
407-8i3-3544

Caribbean Concert

Marchl4, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m., free
live Oak Room (behind the Marketplace)
407-362-3317

UCF Concert Band

.

March 24, 7:45 p.m. to 8:45 p.m., free
Student Union ~egasus Ballroom
407-823-4832

Hip-hop Elements Culture Jam
March 25; 6 p.m. to 11 :30 p.m., free
Student Union
South Patio
407-823-4832

lntem.ational Fashion Show
March 25, 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.; free
Student Union
Pegasus·Ballroom
407-443-3953

Weinberg .

Rollins Dance XIX

March 28, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.; free
Lfve Oak Room {behind the Marketplace)
407-36273317-

March 26,8 p.m.,$10
·Rollins College··· ..
Annie R_ussell Theatre
1000 Holt Ave. ·
407-646-2145

GLBSU Advocates for Gay Adoption
Through Visual Display · ·

March 25,8 p.m. to 10 p.m., free
Rehearsal l:lall

Radio 4, Supersystem flndie)
March 24, 9 p.m., $10-$12
TheSoda1·
54 N. Orange A~.

~

. ~7-246-1:419

. Codeseven,The Snake the Cross the
Crown, Dedbully (alternative)
March 24, 8 p.m., $8
· Will'sPub
1850N.MillsAve.
407-89S:-5970

March27, 11 a.m.to5·p.m.,free
Bam~Park

4801 W. Colonial Drive
321-239-3691

Jeff Rupert Jazz Quintet, "A Night of the
Cookers" .
.

Large Number, Fashion Flesh, To Esme,
Yip Yip (eleCtronic) March 24, 9 p.m., $7

Short Film Slam
March 27; 5:p.m., $7
D.MAC
~
37 S. Magnolia Ave.
40?-992-1200

. March 29, 7:30 p.m. and 9 p.m., free
Rehearsal Hall
Rm.116
407-823-5411

March 30, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., free
Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom

March 24, 7:30 p.m., $19.50-$22.50- House of Blues
Downtown Dis~ey West Side
407-93.,:.~83
..:

Holi Festival 2005

March 29, 10 a.m; to 2 p.m-., free
.Health and Public Affairs I
Memory Mall
407-497-4986

UCF Spring Techn~logy Showcase
Jeff Moore Faculty Percussion Recital ·

Hi/Lo r.1m Festival

Late Night with Conan O'Brien'~ Max
~

_Dixie Dregs, The Steve Morse Band {rock)

· · March 26 and March 30, 9-JO p.m., $5 to S7
March 27, 7:30 p.m., $5 to $7
D.MAC.
3tS.Magnolia Ave.
1'07-992-1200

Screamers
360 State Lane
407-24!1-0i99

.Djgital vs.film,photograehy discussion
'

March 30;6:30 p;m.; free
PlanerDigital
1413 Haven Drive
407-89&-7326

·

·

March 24, 7 p.m., $30-$40
. Hard Rock Live
CltyWalk at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

Sugar Oaks [lndie)

SHOWS

EVENTS

Money &Politics: Are Elections for Sale
March 28 and March '29, various times, free
Student.Union .
Pegasus Ballroom .
407-823-2000

March 30, 6:30 p.m., free
Orlando Gty Hall
400 s. Orange Ave.
407-254-3265

March 30, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., free
Student Union
South Patio
407-823-4832

March 26~lp.m.to 7 p.m., free
Student Union
Pegasus Bal)room
407-823-0404

Purim Spectamlar!

The Rhythm Within

An Evening with the Due family

Block it Out with a Beat

·

March 24, 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m:, free
Visual Arts Building
Auditoriui:n
407-823-3243 .

Mint Conditi0n {R&B)

407-823-5557

Rm.116
407-823-6181

CAMPUS

·

Luna Beloved (rock)

March 24, 9p.m., free
Ballard & Corum
535 W. New England Ave.
407-539-171.1

March 25, 10 p.m., $4
The Peacock Room
1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-llB-0048

C-Style, Urban Lega(y, The Blood
Brothers, Lawless Warrior, Fuse One, 'Illy,
J. Parker, DJ Don Legend, DJ MSquared
·(hip-hop) _
March 25, 1Op.in:, $5
AKA Lounge
68 E. Pirie St
407-839-3_707

·~

Dirty Shannon (rock)
March 25, 10 p.m., free
Central Station Bar
lOOE.(entralAve.
407-426-8336

Six On Sunday, Fallen Heroes,
Fairweather (rock)
March 25, 7 p.m.# $7
0-ZoneCDs
1002W.Hwy436
407-862-1002

Stone Ryder, Swansinger (rock)
· March 25, 8 p.m., $3
Natura Coffee and Tea

.PffMf:.SEE CALENDAR ON i4
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HAPPENINGS

. SPOTLIGH11

FATBOY SLIM PREVIEW

CAl..ENDAR

From 1998's You've CDme ALong Way Baby to
his niost recent release Palookaville, Fatboy Slim
(giscovered way back by the Chemical Brothers) h~s
ventured his way into 0-Town for aperformance at
the House ofBlues.
Many long-time Fatboy Slim fans have seen
the transition that Norman Cook has made from his
ea~ier records to Palookaville.One of the most
recent catchy tunes is his "Wonderful Night" single,
which plays on numerous TV spots and commercial
ads running this season.
Fatboy Slim ,proves that dance music isn't
dead. Instead, it just might be making its
comeback. Different this time around, Fatboy Slim
isn't remixing traCks electronically an~ digitally
. exclusively on the computer. This time, he is
• remixing with actual human beings. •
See him tomorrow evening with the Crystal
Method and DJ Mark Sanchez. Tickets range from
$29.50 to $65. Doors open at 8:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAYS
Opan Mic tllaht
whhRamaz
THURSDAYS
Karaoke .
SUNDAY
Blues Jam. 5- 9 p.m.

, OKEE ~=~"

,...... ..........,,,.~.;,,_TAVEltN_.
.'
_.....
...... ....
_,

_.......

~········

~

FRIDAY
Brandon&
Gabriel Mountain
1Dpm-close
~~~$Jrova~~-

SATURDAY
Take-out & FriUZZWlki ·
1Dpm-close
~~~$3ro~r~~-

SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS A PLACE

. 401-211-1665 -

12727 East Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida

(At 408 & E. Colonial)
FROM

March 26, 6 p.m., $10

i3 ·

Screamers
360 State lane
407-2#-0299

12078 CollegiateWay
407-482-5000

Cadillac Recipe, Blue Collar Adcfact,
lnTension (rock)
March 25, 9 p.m., free
Holly and Dolly's
500E.SR436
407-834-0069

The Sleeping, Before Today, Fire on

Gorgeous (rock)

March 26, 10 p.m., free

Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Will's Pub, 1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

O.F. Beatdown, NOIR, Pain Prindple,
Bleeding Inc. (metal)

Jedi Mind Tricks, Living Legends, Pigeon
John (hip-hop)

March 26,, 9 p.m., $5

Mr. Piranha, No Harm Done, The Lush

Fatboy Slim, The Crystal Method (electronic)

(rock)
March 26, 7 p.m., $7
0-ZoneCDs
1002W.Hwy436 ·
·407-862-1002 ....

March 25,8:30 p.m., $29.50-$3250
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

The Adorables (rock)

Atmosphere, POS, Graysul (hip-hop)
·

54 N.Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

The Legendary J.C:s, Supervillains, Hindu
Cowboys (various)
March 26, 9 p.m., $7-$10
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave:
407-246-1419

The Hate Bombs (rock)
March 26, 9 p.m., $5
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5010

Voodoo Hodown (rock)
March 26, 9 p.m., $3
tlnderground Bluz UCF
12261 University Blvd.
407-482-4141

Against All Authority, Supervillains, The
Corks, Knup (punk)

The Queers, The Independents, Black
Halo, River City·Rebels, The Bones,
Dangerfield (punk)

Waitiki
.
26 Wall Street Plaza
407-849-0t71

The Haven
6700 Aloma Ave.
407-673-2712

March 25, 5:30 p.m., $7

March 25, 9 p.m., $15-$17
The Social

The Delusionaires (rock)

Slingapour's
25 Wall Street Plaza
407-849-9904

March 26, 8 p.m., free •·
Austin Coffee and Rim
929 W. Fairbanks Ave.
407-975-3364

Franchise (rock)
March 26, 10 p.m., $4
The Peacock Room
1321 N.MillsAve.
407-228-()()4&

Toni Brown, Ross Gaspard and the Grind,
Tony Hume Collaboration, Mohave,
Junkie Rush, Bluelegs, funkUs (rock)
March 26,4 p.m.-2 a.m., free
Wall Street Plaza
·
Wall and Court Streets
307-849-9904

Fantasie, Libyan Hit Squad, The Uptight
(rock)
March27, 10p.m.,$5
Back Booth
37W.PineSt
407-999-2570

funkUs (rock)
March 27, 9 p.m., free

March 27, 7 p.m., $10

March27,8 p.m.,$15
The Social
54 N. O,range Ave.
. 407-246-1419-

Inkwell, The Kick, Band Marino, History
(rock)
March 28, 8 p.m., $5
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Straight and Alert, The Tradition, Stop
This Fall, Funeral Home Fight (punk) .
March 28,5 p.m., $8
Back&oth
37W.PineSt
407-999-2570

The Eightfold Way, Sonic Playground,
Audible Effect (rock)
March 29, 8 p.m., free-$6
Hard Rock Live·
OtyWalk at Universal Orlando
407-3~1;5483

Our Divided Fortune, The Hour
Unknown, Us (rock)
March 30, 8 p.m., $5
The Social
,54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Nervous Breakdown, Fortitude, Anchors
Away, No Roses, On the Outside, Team
Effort (punk)
March 30, 5 p.m., $8
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

THURSDAY- MARCH 31 ST
L~VE

JAl·ALAI SEASON ENDS!
ORLANDO JACKPOTS MUST GO!
60-INCH HD TV TO BE GIVEN AWAY!
(REGISTER TO WIN EVERY PERFORMANCE·
SIMULCAST & LIVE •
STARTING FRIDAY Af1ERNOON, MARCH 25THJ

Park Ave CDs: Top 25 for
the 'week of March 13-19
1. Mars Volta
Frances the Mute

Striking the keys to·success

2. Death Cab for Cutie
John Byrd EP
3. Iron & Wine
Woman King EP
4.Jack Johnson
In Between·Dreams

5. Sam Prekop
Who's Your New Professor?
6.0penHand
· You and Me
7.Evens
Evens
'8.Stars
Set Yourselfon Fire
9.Kills
No Wow
10. Interpol
Evil
11. Kings of Leon
Aha Shake Heartbreak
12.Anbertin
Never Take Friendship Seriously
13. Frankenreiter/Johnson
Some Live Songs
14. Kasabian
. Kasabian
-15.Doves
Some Cities
16. LCD Soundsystem
LCD Soundsystem
17.Dungen
Ta D~tlugnt
18. Daft Punk
Human After All
19. Kaiser Chiefs
Employment
20.lvy
In the Clear
21. Blonde Redhead
Secret Society of Butterflies
22. Interpol
Antics
23. Green Day
Green Day
24. Postal Service
Give Up
25. Dishwalla
Dishwalla

KATE GOODELL/THE INDIE

Alton Terry strikes a choro in the Student Union recently. The 22-ye~r~old English major is preparing for the second-annual The Rhythm Within showcase tonight in the Pegasus Ballroom.

becomes a young Ray Charles, filling the
empty halls with his melodies. He's preparing for the second-~ual "The Rhythm
Within" showcase, which will be held
tonight at the Pegasus Ballroom. Not only
will the showcase close with his solo performance, but he will also manage the entire ·
KATE GOODELL
production .
Staff Writer
Three years ago, a piano had never been
n the quiet ~d secluded back comer of graced by his presence. While living in Ja9cthe thfrd floor of the Student union, sonville, he first heard singer/songWriter
·
afternoon sunlight pours in through the Alicia Keys and was awe~truck by her talent
windows and onto Alton Terry, a 22-year . and passion for ·music. Inspired by· her
old English major. He sits behind a black organization, From the Ground Up, he
baby grand piano in the Cape Florida Ball- turned her passion into his own and set out
room hallway, undisturbed by any intrusion to create Never Give Up Your Dreams Inc.
i.p.to his melodic world ·of ivory and black. at UCF. But his new fervor for music began
His face is concentrated while his strong with his desire to learn to play the piano.
hands float across the keys that produce a The problem was that he was without a
harmonious rlng ofchords. He's-playing out piano at home, so ·his grandmother drove
his own invention; "The Magnificent," a him to the University -of North Florida .to
find _access to one and seek lessons.
song he composed himself. ·
After reaching for his sunglasses, he
"fve always wanted to play the piano but

A self-taught piano player
has a 'Ma~cent' time
composing his own tunes

I

never had the chance and never had the
money," Terry said
Although he eventually gained access to
a piano at UNF, no one was willing to teach
him. This only made him try harder. He first
memorized a piece from.Beethoyen by listening to it and then locating the keys on the
piano, but then turned to resources on the
Internet for fundamentals and sheet music.
He learned how to identify some of the
notes from the sheet music and would write
the letter of the scale to the corresponding
note.
But after spending countless hours trying to read and practice other peoples'
music, he decided he wowd rather create
his own
"I played sunup to sundown I even took
a semester off to practice," Terry said ''I was
always hearing things..So I just tried to follow my mind lite~y _,....what lheard -and
PLEASE SEE
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INTERVIEW

Isn't it nice to have an incisive slice of talk with Thrice?

.

COOlilTESY DAM MOrtlCK

The members oflhrice (from left to right} Teppei Teranishi, guitarist/vocalist Dustin Kensrue, drummer Riley Breckenridge and bassist Eddie Breckenridge are preparing for their new DVD release If We Cou~d Only See Us Now this upcoming Tuesday.

The metal/pop/punk quartet is set to whet our media whistles with a DVD release ·
BRANDON BIEUCH
Staff Writer

T

he Irvine, Calif., rockers in Thrice
have packed hundreds of venues
large and small all over the world,
gaining the reputation of one of the most
successful indie-label bands around. In
2003, they hit mainstream with their
Island Records debut The Artist in the
Ambulance, which started at No.16 on the
Billboard Top 20 list.
After countless months of touring,
promoting and writing, the band is back
with a new DVD, If We Could Only See Us
Now, set to arrive in stores this Tuesday.
From out in California, working hard
on the follow-up to Artist,. bassist Eddie
Breckenridge was· nice enough to take
some time out of the studio to call and
chat about the new DVD and upcoming
record.
Brandon Bielich: You origincilly

came from the independent label Sub
EB: [Laughs] It's · just like studio
City records before signing to main- footage from when we were recording,
stream Island Records a couple years · live footage, footage of us hi a van, travelback. But I understand you still work ing and doing stupid stuff; us with other
with Sub City, donating proceeds from bari'.ds. Basically, like a history of where
your album sales to charity?
we're at and where we're planning on
E<;ldie Breckenridge: Yeah, ~ach of going, kind of.-1 was a little leary at first of
the- albums that we did with Sub City, actually doing a DVD since [we're only
which are Identity Crisis and The fllusion six years old]. Usua)ly people do it a little·
of Safety ... both of those, for as long as bit later, but I think the thjng that makes
they sell them, they donate five percent it better is the fact that it's not just [a retof the retail costs- to the charities that rospect], it's also showing where we want
we've chosen for those albums. And it to go.
lasts as lOng as ·they're releasing those
albums. So hopefully, if people are still ·
BB: Guitarist Teppei Teranishi has
buying them in 10 years it will still be rais"'.' recently been seen fusing keyboards into
ing money for those _charities ... Island your new material. Is this something
did the exact same thing [with The Artist you've wanted to. add all along or did it
in the Ambulance].
just kind of develop this time around?
EB: we~ve ·always been scared to add
BB: What can we expect to see on the new instruments just because ies more
new DVD; I've heard you have sorted equipment on stage and all that. But I
through years of video footage to provide think we felt that on this next record, it's
the ultimate story of Thrice?
kinda stupid to limit yourself. If you

·wanna do something, you should do it
while you have.the chance, you know? So
. he's been playing like k~yboards and ..
piano and I've been playing·a little bit of
synthesizel". stuff; just kinda things to .add
texture and a new feel to the music. A lot
of the bands we love use keyboards too._
BB: Would you say the new CD will be
heavier or softer than your previous
work? EB: I would say it's probably spread
out even more like dynamically. There's
some stuff that's mellower than there was
on Artist in the Ambulance ... I think it's a
mix of the two extreme~. Like dynamically moving from something that's like really spacious and really quiet into something that "is really heavy; we've been
. experimenting a lot With .that ... It's a lot
more powerlul, I think.
PLEASE ~EE
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Piano player founds Never Give Up Your Dreams, Inc.
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I just searched for it on the piano
and put it together. Within two
months I had my first song. It's
called 'The Magllificent."'
Currently a · student at UCF,
Terry has found ways to play. Biit
still unable to read sheet music,
he plays by ear. First he began
using a piano at UCF's music
department, but because.he was
not a declared music major, he
was prohibited. to practice. Then
he heard about a piano that occupied a hallway ill the student
union, but because its purpose is
for special events only, the Student Union does not allow stu-

dents to use the piano. Terry
thought it best to seek pennission from the Student Union
Chairperson, Suzie. Halpin, who
- fortunately granted access to
Terry, in spite of the 'no student
access' rule.
. "The nice thing is that Alton
has respect for the piano, and he's
actually doing us a favor by keep;.
ing it in tune," Ed Luther, assistant director of the Student
Union said ''He's doing us a ser\rice without even realizing it."
In fact, Terry was in the Student Union so often that ·Luther
offered him a job working in
event services. On his down time
he was allowed to play.
"I practice everyday, and if I ·
could, all day.·It's my life, honestly. It's all I do, and all I really know
how to do,'; Terry said
· If Terry is not in the student
union, he can be found practicing
in the VISUal Arts Building auditonum. He was luckY enough to
make acquaintances with a
friendly custodian who prepares
the room so no one will bother
him, but it's no surprise that he
gets special treatment. He
becomes an instant friend to

•

everyone he meets.
Alone in an auditorium that
· seats 400, Terry sits at the piano
bench with his back to the room.
.A blue projector light shines
from the back, creating just
enough light for him to see the
white keys. This helps him concentrate on memorizing tl;te
motion rather than seeing what
he is doing. It not only helps him
become a better pianist, but these
private practices are a stark contrast to a busy university campus.
"I play alone at practice,"
Terry said "It's a way t-o get away
from reality. When people come,
they come for the same reason.
It's thought-p:rovokirig and
soothing."
He speak.$ of his followers,
those friends he has made over
the past few years at UCF who
have come to appreciate his raw
talent, his inspiring ambition and
his caring nature. If he is there, ·
they can be. found scattered
around the dark roo~ listening.
Marques Brantley, a 20-year-old
broadcast journalism major, is a
close friend of Terry's.
''I feel sorry for someone who
has never met Alton, 'cause he's
really an amazing person,'' Brantley said '~ything he can do to
help anyone out, ~e does, and
even sometimes goes above and
beyond that. · And that's just a
great person to have around,
period."
But what occupies most of
Terry's time is the organization
he founded at UCF this last fall
called Never : Give Up Your
Dreams, Inc. It was created to
inspire,·motivate and instill po~i
tive values in any given community at any given time. A large
part of the club's focus is centered on reaching out to the commuriity by giving people a chance
to display their talents through

I

KATE GOODELL/THE INDIE

Alton Terry plays a few notes recently at UCF. He founded an organization called Ne~er Give Up Your Dreams, Inc., created to inspire communities.

avenues like the talent showcase.
Some of the 14 acts to be featured at "The Rhytlnp. Within"
include Club Kreyol -· Dance
'froupe, Carl Hamilton's Qµintet
and Latin Rhythm. The event is
free to all, although donations are
welcome. Terry encourages people of all talents to particrpate,
although music is his personal
way of making a difference with
the vision that people will leave a
performance with a better perception of themselves.
''We use music as a tool to
inspire people because it's an
effective way of getting people to
listen," Terry said. '.' I try to evoke
peace in a way;'
As for the future, Terry only sees himself involved with music.
He was recently selected to study

abroad with the 'M Under-One.·
Roof" program at St. Petersburg
College in Italy, after submitting a
recording of his piano composi.;.
tions. He -is thrilled to see his
dream become a reality.
"I want to perform everywhere, especially Florence,"
Terry said "One of the professors
in the program want_s to train
with me as soon ~ possible, so
rve decided toleave at the end of
this semester. There's nothing
really holding me back. It's one of
my dreams."
Maybe someday Terry will
accomplish his goals in big way.
In his experiences, music has had ,
a huge effect on people, and he's
aware of how music can bring..
people t~gether. He wishe~ to do
the same with ·his own talents.

a

After watching the recent movie
Ray, which details the life of Ray
Charles, Terry appreciates the
way Charles transformed music
into his own style, even when at
first people were uncomfortable
with it "That is what art is supposed to do," Terry said "Make
people uncomfortable:'
But what he speaks of is the
artist's drive to be different,-and
to reach the audience.
''I love to play for people. I try.
to use it to inspire people the way
I was inspired," Terry_said. "It
sends a message in no other way
possible. Music is ~ometimes the
only· way- some things can be
heard. If I could have one day
where people just get along
because they listened to what I '
wrote, it would be worth it."

1brice planning tour supporting album
coming oil( in summer of fall
-

FROM
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BB: Now you and [drummed Riley
are brothers. Do you ever find it harder to
get work done o;- are you guys pretty
tight?
EB: No, we're super-tight ... I think it's
a lot easier actually, because I think me
· and him feel like it's really easy tQ be honest with each other on a critical level,
especially when we're writing music or
anything like that ... I can [give constructive criticism to] everybody else but it's a

lot easier with my brother.
BB: O)Jviousiy, the new album is a lot
of hard work, but can you give us a possible time period for its release?
EB: We're shooting for late summer
but maybe fall. I would probably say fall
because we're not going to be finished
recording it until like sometime in May.
What we've been doing scheduling-wise,
we've had a lot of songs, more than we
can even record. We have to figure out
how we're gom;ia choose what we're

gonna use. I hope it's out as soon as possible, but I would say probably sometime
in the fall.
•
BB: After the release of Artist in the
Ambulance, it seemed that Thrice toured
almost non-stop for a year and a half. Are
you planning a similar run to support
your new album?
·
EB: Yeah, I think that's the best way to
do it; especially since we've been off for
about, more than six months now [with]
writing this record. I just think it's really

-i mportant to get your music out there.
Especially because you can tour for two
months and [hit] a city in every state, but
that's only one show in each of those
states, so it's really good to get back there
... Then there's also Europe, Japan, Australia and Canada, and pretty much, it's
best to be on the road as much as possible.
Pick up the new DVD If We Could
Only See Us Now available everywhere
this coming Tuesday.

•
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BECK
Guero
Genre: alternative
Label: Geffen
Release date: March 29

THE DECEMBERISTS
. Picaresque
Genre: indie:.rock
Label: Kill Rock Stars
Release date: March 22

AMERICAN HI-Fl
Hearts on Parade
Genre: alternative
Label: Maverick
Release date: March 29

Somewhere down the road people will one hal.tnting line Beck again captured the yes. For with Gu~ro, Beck refuses to be
credit Beck Hanson with being one ofthe top .spirit of young people everywhere, who pigeonholed into just one genre.
From the opener, you realize Guero will
musical minds-of our generation. Through- were struggling to come to t~rms·with a war
. out the '90s an,d first half of this decade, they didn't want, a president they refused to be as fur froll\ Sea Change as Sea Chailge was
·
Beck's music bas served as a cultural barom- support and a country that no longer seemed from any of.Beck's earlier material.
"E-Pro": the album's opening track,
eter, -reflecting the overall attitudes of the tO have anyplace for them: 'Tm tired of fightyoung people who have grown up with him. ing./ rm tired of fighting I fighting for a fost bounces along with oddball lyrics and hiphop -beats, with breakdowns fused together
Beck first exploded on the scene with 1993's cause."
''Loser'', a song that became an anthem for
Three years later, Beck is again ready to to produce a song that rivals Odelay's .
middle and high school kids everywhere speak to a generation, with the release of "Where It's At" The title track, a colorful
who didn't quite feel they fit in anywhere. In Guero (Spanish for ~'white boy'). Gone are tnbute to the LA community he grew up in,
1996; he released one of the classic albums of the haunting me_lodies of Sea Change, for on is filled with recorded street sounds, such as
_ the decade, Odelay, which blended alterna- this album Beck takes us back to a better car horns, people hurrying by and.a Spanish
tive, R&B, hip-hop and soul in a way that time, back to Odelay. Again teaming with the man who yells "Eh, Guero!, Qµe Honda?"
· But the album is not all fast paced dance
wouldn't be duplicated or bettered until Out- Dust Brothers, who produced Odelay, Beck
Kast started ezj>erunenting with its own is back to doing what he does ·best, mixing it. sciiigs. ''Broken Drum" is the one song that
hybrid sound.
:up. IS Guero a hip-hop album an alterna- captures the heartbreak and emotion of Sea
When:the attitudes of Americans every- tive album? DC>es Beck make indie rock that Change, and on ''Black Tambourine," Beck ·
where changed after Sept ll, so did the m~ic mainstream fans can enjoy,· or mainstream produces his most staggering feat of genre
of Beck. In 2002, he released Sea Change, his mUsic ~t indie rock fans aren't ashamed to defiance yet
masterfully sad homage to lost love. With listen to? The answer to all these questions is
- CHRIS BOWERS

or·

An album's opening track is supposed short stories brought to life musically with wreck caused, apparently, by a vengeful
to set the stage for what is to come, to give the help of acoustic gmtars, accordions, an - whale. The two mariners, whom we soon
the listener an enjoyable, if not brief taste upright bass, various percussion and brass learn have a long violent, intertwined past,
of the soµnds that will soon be swimming instruments, violins, cellos and even a will soon wage one last fateful battle to the ·
around their ears. Add to this The Decem- hurdy-gurdy. Within the pages of Th~ death, inside the belly of a giant whale.
berists' knack for delivering indie-pop ver- Decemberists' newest epic we are intro'..
Picaresque expands the definition of
sions of old English sea shanties and inytjl- duced to a wide variety -0£ characters, all concept album, and it is as much of a masical tales of .phantom cabin boys (which eagerly awaiting the chance to share their terful literary work as it is a triumphant
have the ability to convince those who hear stories.
·
musical experience.
them that they are listening to music·
Early on we meet Eli, the Barrow Boy,
If you truly allow yourself to be
penned by some of classic literature's selling a curious variety ofhjs personal col- immet'Sed in the musical tales, soon you'll
greats and not songwriter Colin Meloy), lection including coal, corncobs and candle fmd yourself transported far from the land
and you get "The Infata." The opener of ·wax. Soon we come across a pm of sexual- of deadli,nes and final exams.
Picaresque, the newest full-length album ly excited criminal lovers in ''The Bagman's
Hitching a ride via ghost ship, ·you will
from the Portland hipsters, explodes into a Gambit" And in."On the Bus Mall," we are find yourself ultimately in ·a mythical,
tale of an elaborate parade of colorful char- introduced to a set of rµnaway prostitutes; romantic time that exis~ed one'e long ago,
acters proudly riding into town upon the - ~onvinced they can find a better life, hidden among the bookshelves of 18th cenmost elegant of animals to pay homage to among .t he castaways of the towns they tra- tury lighthouse towns, - and that still
the new born daughter of a king: "five . verse in their.coming-of-age anthem. ·
, remains captured in the dusty pages of
score pachyderm I all canopied and pasBut perhaps the most in-depth and ulti- 'Herman_Mel~e, James Fennimore Coopsenger'd," and that is just the opening track! mately most memorable characters are the er and Washington Irving.
WID;it follows is a collection of vibrant ·two soul survivors of a vast multiple ship-CHRIS BOWERS
Despite some previous trouble with
former record labels and poor promotion,
American Hi-Fi continues working hard
to prevent itself from becoming "just the
flavor of the week"
In its third release, the band combines
keyboards and synthesizers with some
- good old rock 'n' roll music to produce a
retro-rock record worth picking up.
However, there are some quirks worth
pointing out The single "The Geeks Get
the Girls" sounds similar to original hit
"The Flavor of the Week," and song "Hell
Yeah" seems to throw the listener off
track with random drum beats. At times,
ifs hard to tell if a song is ending or continuing. Whether that is good or bad is for
you to decide.
"Something Real" provides a change of
pace. Anice piano piece progresses into a
catchy chill song. Perhaps American Hi-Fi
should have stuck-to this format for the
othe~ ten songs.
- BRANDON BIELIGI

SUPERCHICK
Beauty from Pain
· Genre: gospel
Label: lnpop
Release date: March 29·

Creating an awkWard blend of anthem~like
.t ock ballads and poppy love songs, this fourth
album by Superchick is what happens when
.Simple Plan meets the Spice Girls ••. for the
fourth time.
Although Beauty Prom Pain will'hit stores
late March, the album is more of a re-release
of their first three discS than anything else.
To make matters worse, this sextet; composed of four.guy8 and.two girls, decided to go
even further than most generic boy/girl bands by attempting to incorporate religious under..
tones in the ~ with lines so cheesy that
Creed ~uld openly cringe at them: ''If ymire
out there/Put your hands in the air/Let the
Lord know that someone cares," sing 11icia
Brock and sister Melissa Brock, lead vocals, on
"Stories (Down to the Bottom):'
A Christian rock boy/girl band that raps,
sings, and dances? ~haps Superchickneeds a
friendly reminder that in-order to succeed in
the ~ic industry, you have to tfyto appeal to
a certain genre of music ... not all of them.
- NATALIE ZFAT
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MARKO A MANNO

Friend+
benefits=
attachment.

Give gays
a Chance ·
(to adopt)

It.is simply a matter
of cause ·and effect
NICHOLAS MARKOVICH

UCF's GLBSU holds
Kids Come First expo

StaffWriter

S

o I got this imaginary letter the
other day at the indie officeS. Allow
me to present some of the highlights. "Dear Nick. ... Love the column!"
(Thanks). "You are truly the greatest bl~

EMILYSCOTT ·
Staff Writer

I

f your heart bleeds every time you

ing to the written word since Gutenberg

walk into a Humane Society build-

developed the printing p~" (What can I
say?). "I have a question for ya:' (Ugh. Due
to your previous compliments, I may overlook your sixth-grade use of colloquial Ian. guage in my belo"'l:ed column). ''I have this
FWB (friend with benefits for the un-hip)
named Steve (Named changed to protect
the duped) that I'm starting to develop
feelings foi: What should I do?Thanx 4 the
advice (Wow).Your biggest imaginary fan

ing and see a plethora of homeless
pets, imagine walking into a DCF office
and seeing thousands of homeless chil- ..
COURTESY JOE SAUNDERS
· dren being shuftled around in the foster This bear represents one of the 2,000 children available for adoption and currently denied to the gay community. · ·
care system. Imagine if something could
be done about it, but that solution was gay adoption. "There are 4,000 kids in the latte;r organization's Web site states,
counted out on the basis of unapolo- the Department of Children and Faffii- they believe "Every child deserves a
getic discrimination.
lies system, 2,000 who are eligible for safe, loving home." This organization's
· If you stop imagining and happen to adoption," Saunders said. "They are Web site, http://www.faiiadoption.org,
wander out to the Memory Mall (the being denied stable, loving homes. features an area where advocates can
same site of both the Homecoming [Lawmakers are] hurting the very chil- contribute financially to the cause.
A main feature of this event is a huge
movie anq the Michael Moore ·rally last dren they seek to protect."
October) next Tuesday, you will come
Aside from just gay/lesbian/bisexual display extending between the Classto this very realization without encoun- Qrganizations; social work groups have room I and ·Health and Public Affairs
- tering a single foster child.
also gotten involved in the fight.·Of the ·buildings. It will consist of 2,000 items
The Gay, Lesbian ano Bisexual Stu- . perspeCtive that social work groups such as toys, articles ofclothing, shoes,
dent Union will facilitate an event titled bring to the cause, Saunders said, "They and things that ''you look at and see as
Kids Come First: Making a Brighter realiie that in terms of putting childre~ representative of a child," Saunders
said. .Each of these items represents a
Future for Florida's Families on Tues- first, this is hurting them."
day.Joe Saunders, president of the UCF .
This event is supp.orted by not just · child at the Department of Children and
GLBSU, stated that this event was creat- -the campus GLBT group, but _a lso the Families eligible for adoption. The toys
. ed in order to raise public awareness local American Civil Liberties Union
PLEASE SEE GU EST ON ill
about_the problem of Florida's ban on and the Coalition for Fair Adoption. As

Never take friend.ship seriously?
lbe po~r phrasing of
'friends with benefits' ·
MARILYN MANNO
Staff Writer

•

~Nick. Nobody's punching any-

R

body in the stomach, so don't get too
eXcited. In reference to this week's
oolumn, even though rd like nothing more
than to engage in another verbal sword.fight, this time I actually agree with you.
Plus, you called me ·pretty again, and rm
weak when it comes to flattery.
Well, I kind of agree with you. There are
a few things that didn't quite sit
L) Bad granimar doesn't banish you to a

life of idiocy, and I don't think Ashley is · when you say it like that, it kinda sounds
doomed to be somebody's Barbie.
like a friend with a Mercedes, and that's a
2.) Confusing yourself into believing different story.
that a relationship is what it isn't doesn't
It's right up there with "talking:' You .
make you an idiot either; it makes you know that "stage" right before you're actuhuman and in college. ally dating? We had to name it, and that was
3.) Frankly, "Two-Pump Chump" is the best we could come up with, even
exactly the right eX:pression for some though at that point, "talking" is just about
cases, and
·
·
the last thing you are doing with your
4.) The "friends with benefits" creator mouth.
doesn't deserve a blow to the crotch,
To Ashley and to everybOOy like her: Is
because I think we all know they were this guy really your. friend, or somebody
probably male, and I 9-on't know if bad that you get drunk with occasionally?
phrasing merits sterility.
There's a big difference. Just because the
guy you fooled around with in the bath''Friends with benefits" is a BS phrase. I room of a bar the other night happens to
don't care if you abbre'viate it or say. it
short, (ie. Friend's with Ben's). Although
PLEASE SEE SHE ON i11

'
- Ashley.,,
Thank you for the letter, Ashley. Good

I·

luck with your all ofyour future end~ors
as a trophy wife and continued purveyor
of poor grammar. To answer your question, the reason you fmd yourself in this
particular quandary is because you are an
idiot. When you combine sodium and
chloride, you get salt Mix flow; eggs, sugar
and milk together, and you get cake battei:
Add intimacy and romance to a friendship? Voila! You get ATTACHMENT.
Whoever came up with the phrase
"friends with benefits" should be punched
in the crotch. First of all, it's one of those
annoying not-as-clever-as-it-thinks-it-is
terms that makes me want jam a pencil in
my eye (see also "butter face," ''two-pump
chump," or half the dialogue on Sex and
the City).
Second, it's all a big lie. People (especially you girls) use this phrase to fool
yourselves into thinking you can separate
the sex from the intimacy. Guess what?
You can't. Well, MOST of you can't To
those who can: congratulations _now put
down the paper and invite your friend
over for some Marko-inspired lovemak-

ing.
It's bad enough that people aren't honest with others, but this is a case of someone lying to his/her own sel£ rm not saying you shouldn't add a little dessert to
your friendship cuisi,ne, just be cogni7.ant
of the extra calories that
along with
it Eat it proudly - and don't waste time
making excuses or justifying it to yotirself
or your gaggle of confidants. Friends make

came
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LIFE
LOUNGE REVIEW

A bar for the new·.Millenia
BLUE MARTINI LOUNGE
AT MILLENIA MALL

Genre: Martini Bar
Opening date: Now open

Mall's Blue Martini Lounge isn't cheap,
but jts high-class luxury is unparalleled

SHARON PARE
Staff Writer

W

Ij

I

I

·

-

est Palm has it, Fort Lauderdale

you party in a very refined and composed

has it, and Tampa .bas it It is no

atmosphere, the Blue Martini presents a

wonder Orlando decided that it
rieeded to do it "Vegas"-style as well and
add a particularly sophistiCated martini
lounge to its high-end Mall at Millenia..
No jeans allowed
If you partied too hard during spring
break, talce the time to redeem yourself at
this new and upsc~e Orlando venue. The
bar is evezything you might expect it to
be:-an mtimate·outside patio, a VIP area
and a stage room. Since Blue Martini just
recently :-opened, its line-up of events
consists of a-Monday Hospitality Night
and a Wednesday Ladies Night. Every
other ev~ning is the same, with respect
to the different radio stations or alcohol brands sponsoring the venue.
Driving toward this po~h cigar
lounge, you are waqnly welcomed
by the blue and purple lighting surrounding the· building. Once the
black-suited men open -and .close
the velvet rope as they greet you,
you are instantaneously invited into
the. ambiance of the loqnge, which
holds a soft red and, of course, blue
lighting .around the walls and bars.
.Admission is only $5 'after 7:30
p.m., and the line begins to get rather
lengthy betw~en 10 p.m. and ll p.m. If
you spe1:1t all your.money on booze during your break, there is no way your LoµiS
Vuitt9n wallet will afford the $11 per
~- (uruess you -go ,during happy hour,
which is from 4-7 p.Iil. weekdays, with $6
martinis).
~ Luckily; they serve your martini with
the shaker, which amounts to about a
drink and a half. Stand up after two glasses and you will have felt that you have
had-abOut
stiff drinks.
Ther~ .is a myriad of people in the
crowd, but your general demographic for
this atmosphere is· mid-20s to late-30s.
Though there are also enough 'rents who
think they are still hip. So whether you
are having a few drinks in a more prestigious place before heading downtownfor
the evening or showing your parents that

nicer environment from the typical
downtown bar.
· Currently, the Orlando Blue
Martini offers almost 30
different
premium
martinis. My personal favorite,

three

the Carmel
Martini,
was
one

I had
not
ordered but
inanaged to snag a
sampled· sip from a
friend, which-tempted me to
run off with her shaker and·nevet be
found again. I. did start my evening off
with a Cookies and Creme Martini,
which left me with a good impression of
the rest of their drinks.. It was rimmed
. with cookie crumbs, wonderful to crunch
on in the midst of sipping the drink.
Overall, the Blue Martini created a
good first impression, especially for the
high-class .Orlando inarket. The Blue

-
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Martini is even
situated on the second floor of , the mall,
which makes it seem like it is on a
pedestal.-The scene, food and drinks are
first-class. Check it out on the Web at
WWw.bluemartinil,ouilge.com.
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FUTURE FUNNIES

G~est speakers highlight event
FROM

The indie now has full access to the· Future's archives, so each week
we're bringing you an old editorial cartoon. Check out this one from
Jan. 7, 1992. The CentralFl.oridaFuture:_Your source for documenting
the rise and fall of Coinmunism:

i9

will be adorned with lavender

fabric to create · an -aesthetic
effect.
This design was alsoinspired by Eyes Wide Open,
a:nother traveling display that
used objects to create a lasting
image. This display occupied
the same spot on campus last
fall-and consisted of more than
i,ooo pairs of shoes, one pair for
each U.S. soldier that had been
killed in Iraq since the start of
the war in 2003 up to that point.
The Kids Come F~t display
· and general event schedule will
travel to campuses all across
Florida, "hopefully all the way
up Tallahassee and all the way·
down to Miami," said student
participant Danny Coeyman. In
terms of the name, "It p~etty
succinctly -gets . what we're
after."
The event, including a large
display and guest speakers, is
exactly what it claims: gay, lesbian, and bisexual.students and
other advocate~ hoping to raise
awareness of how gay adoption
helps families in the immediate
area.
According to Coeyman,
. Florida is currently the only
state with a constitutional
amendment that bans gay marriage. The Web site for Equality
Florida~ a politically-tinged
group seeking to ensure rights
of GLBT corrununity members,
states that
ban ~ passed
- over 25~ years ago: As per the
form-fill petition on the Qrgani-:,
zation's . Web site, fourid at
~-~rg, la~;:lkers said
that when ;these laws were
passed, they were "caught up in

this

REAL LIFE FOR REAL

COURTESY JOE SAUNDERS

Kids' dothing are among the items to be displayed this Tuesday to raise awareness.'

the hysteria· of the times" and
now regret their decision. Kids
Come FirSt comes at a convenient time as well, because the
state government is now at the
start of the open session the of
Florida Legislature.
''We'd like to have this· support," Saunders said. '~ lot of
people are upset with these
policies, a lot of people ·want to
see them changed"
In addition to the massive.
dlsplay,. there·-will be guest
·speakers starting at noon. They
- ~elude Orlando City Commissioner J?atty .~heehan, Equality
Florida Central Florida Field
C-Q_o idinator Vonp N~µ, Pre..si_;

Columnist finds self
bracing for impact . ~ ·
FROM. i9

great love interests. You already
find a majority of their personalities pleasant enough,..as indicat- ·
·e.d by the fact that.you~ friends
to begjn ·with. ·Add on the fact
that they are physk3.lly attractive, and WHAM! AS Marvin·
would say: "Let's Get It On." " .
YOUR WEEKLY FRIENDLY
. COLUMNIST .. WARNING:-

dent of the Orlando Gay Parent
Group Lisa Gray and attorney
with Florida Family Law
Michael Morris. A speaker
from the National Association
of Social Workers will also likely be present.
The event will take place
from 10 am. to 2 p.m. Tuesday.
Future events will be taking
place at the campus of FlQrida
State University in Tallahassee
and Florida International Uni.versity in . Miami by GLBT
groups at those schools. For
more information about the
.event please 'contact)ts ccxn:dinatoi's
at
kid~comefirst.
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agrees
with.Nick
for once

fact that you're· more comfortable

talking to ·Nick about it than with
him should answer your question
. Ifyou do care about each othe~

,then the fooling around ~ouldn't
be co~ing ~u.. Like.Nick said,
add ·some banging to the friendfriends with benefits can't always
ship,.and you're on4 your_ way to
go back to fi:ien0s )Vit:hou~ .bene-·
sometlili!g fun for the both of you.
fits,-·hiSt somethingyo!_l s4oIB:d
Sex and intimacy are easy to
remember. I shall now submit
-FROM i9
my ·opinions to the mercy of·
separate when·the intimacy does. . ..
Marifyn, ~woman sq lovely and :. . - _ ·knQW you better than the guy .at ·n't ~exist. - .
So let's be honest."friends with
. the door does~t make him yoqr
talented ¢.at sh.e coul9 m~t any
.friend.
benefits" is really Just "benefits" ...
objections that I would have to
With a friendship comes the With someone wl:i9m you call
the conce!>t of CWB '(colWJmists.
implication· that ..you both care your friend.
with benefits}. I am naw bracing
rm.not gonna giVe Ashley any
abOut each othei; arid ifyou're not
myselffor the iiicomfng punch in
~
sure that that's the case, then the a(fyice, because I hate doing that,
the stomach~··

but the ·first step to figuring out
what's happerung between you
and someone else is to be as bonwi~ yourself as Nick is p~d
ing with you to be.. Fooling yourself into thinking your relationship
is something that it's not is just
going to confuse you and blind
you from what's truly go~_on.
Even though Nick is riglit, and
"adding. dessert to the friendship
cuisine" isµ't necessarily ~ a bad- ·.
i<.~~ tll~ truth is .t hat wh~Ii you.:'re
so _called FWB-ing, you're skipping the meal _and going straight
for .d~ssert~· If you ha.dn't you'd
aGfu.aUy be dating now, wouldn't
you (or at leaSt: ''talking'')?
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This Ring

feels false
and does

not shine
ThesequelofthereITiake
fe.els just like the hollow
cash cow it was made as
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU .
Staff Writer

wo years ag~, The Ring graced
theatres ~d surprised many by
grossing a gross amount - of
money. And with that, a sequel was
born. Not. a. remake of the sequel of the
remake, but a wholly original sequel
COURTESY WARNER INDEPENDENT PICTURES
from the remake of the original,·
The Ring 1Wo sports the same screenwriter as ~e original film but changes strange son picking up and moving to a actually done wrong. While Samara's Rachel Keller (Naomi Watts) tries to protect her son Aidan
small town in hopes of escapmg the tape actions from the spiritual world may be (David Dorfman) from a vengeful Samara in The Ring Two.
d~ction in replacing Gore Verbinski
(who is busy forecasting The Weather that nearly destroyed their lives..As fate questionable (she does kill people ¢!er
would have it though, life is ·n ot so sim- all) she seems to only kill them with standing in even the smallest role, chews
Man with Nicholas Cage). .
·
the scenery wit~ a bored stare in ))er
Hideo Nakata, the director of the pie once again for Watt's Rachel Keller. images from her world.
Basically this sequel does its best to eye. Here she is used as a conduit for the
.original Ringu and its sequel, Ringu 2, Samara is back and she's pissed. At some
takes the reigns for this film, in which point early 41 the film Watts destroys the cash in on the same values and themes audience, much in the same way Samara
mood is central and logic takes a back- tape that once_plagued her and in doing of the original without stepping on wants to use her son.
While. The Ring had some good
so causes Samara to become uber-pissed exactly the same beats. Watts does have
seat.
a male cohort in the film, the boy still scares and a genuinely creepy atmosBut one can't let logic fall into the and go after Watts' son.
While the tape figured prominently calls .his mother by· her first name and phere, its sequel feels more like the cash
way of the mysteries of The Ring, for it
also had giant gaps 4_i _logic. If anything, in the first film, it is as pivotal as a stick the boy himself is still creepy in his cow it is.
,
·
Instead of following the story to its
The Ring 1\.vo just gives the audience of gum in this sequel. The filmmakers Haley Joel Osment-like stillness.
more of what it got in the first film, and · have decided to go the route of good verBut ili:e film's scares are few and far . next step, this film takes the story of
sus evil this time, pitting the good Watts . between, with .some of the most haunt- Watts' Rachel and places. h_er in situain that respect it delivers in spades.
The film picks up not too long after against the bad Samara. What's more ing moments coming from some of the tions that feel not only false but simply
~ first film, with Naomi Watts and her
interest~ng· is t-4-at neither person has acting. While Watts, who is usually out- out of plaoo.
·
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WUllTE5Y SOtlY PICTURES

Simon Green (Ashton Kutcher) and Percy:Jones (Bernie Mac) share an intimate moment in Kevin.Rodney Sullivan's racist Guess Who. Fore shame ••• yet another cheap homoerotic joke, and this movie wasn't even directed by Brett Ratner.

Guess what? Guess Who sucks. Guess why? Read on
You can bet that Guess Who's Coming to Dinner's Tracy
and Hepburn are·grave-spinning .at this revoltirig remake
the hour mark of the picture, so - Mac are surprisingly flat. While
does the ftlm..That's not to say it both leads are adequate in faciliwas actually entertaining or~ tating the roles, the timing is off.
or the first 40 ~utes of before thaf mark, just that it stops Jokes that should have a spark
. fizz, and setups that should pay off
Guess Who, one could trying after that
Ostensibly a remake of Guess (the NASCAR angle) go nowhere
come to the realization that
the characters are actUally living Who's Coming to Dinner, Guess at alarmingly casual rates. Mac
in an alternate universe, some- W1w tries to be the answer to a and Kutcher sleep together; they
thing straight out of another Ash-· ftlm that asked a question over 40 almost get arrested in little go-cart
ton Kutcher film, The Butterfly years ago. While the original ftlm type vehicles and they dance
Effect. In this alternate universe, , had social value, this ftlm has zero together ... but it never leads anyGuess Who takes the first 40 min- value.
where· but the obvious.
After some brief introductions
utes of Meet the Parents and
And that's what hurts the pie-·
replaces Robert DeNiro with to all of the characters, in which ture the most It always goes for
Bernie Mac and· Ben Stiller with the audience is meant to be the obvio\is joke. Director Kevin
Ashton Kutcher. Almost without brought to a brisk sizzle while it Rodney Sullivan, who previoU:Sly
fail, GUess. Who attempts to copy a waits for the moment black peo- helmed Barbershop_ 2: Back in
formula that works, and when pie and white people collide,_ the Business, does a poor job of makthat formula fizzes out just before· · interactions between Kutcher and ing the jokes and the situation

BRETT RYAN BONOWla ·

.
F
Staff Writer

believable~

trouble begins. But there's someKutcher once· again fails to thing wrong with that picture.
meet any acting prowess in a . The entire impetus of the film
thankless role that gives him is based on something that. is
range to flex no acting muscle. If · completely racist. And though
this film were comparable to a the original film was about
gym, Kutcher's performance breaking through the barrier of
would be comparable to a buSted racism, this ftlni actuaily
rowing maclline.
embraces its racist intentions.
While Mac has been funny in Sure, it's all played for PG-13
other roles, his motivation as laughs, and no one is ever "really
Percy, the father who apparently serious" about anything in the
just hates white guys who date his film, but lookfug past the surface,
daughter, doesn't make a whole did the- filmmakers really examlot of sense ~thout making him a ine what they're doing by revers-blatant racist To explain: Early in ing these roles?
the film Percy tells a co-worker
. Guess Who, while cute in
how he had checked into Kutch- premise, is overwrotJght with
er's finances and ·credit history problematic execution. It's lazy in
and that they were in-g reat shape; its examiriation of race relations
he· was happy with this guy on and careless in its intentions. It's a
· ·paper.· Once he meets him and humorless film with no color in it
discovers Kutcher to be white, the whatsoever.
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Trey Parker's cult classic
Orgazmo finally on DVD
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer ,

Ooser

One of the better films to grac~ the theater last year, Mike Nichols' film of Patrick
Marber's play, for which two of its four
stars earned.Oscar nominations, comes to
DVD as part of Columbia's la1ne Superbit
series - in which all extras are excluded
in favor of opti.Iilal audio and image. Closer comes to DVD with some trailers for
other films ... and that's it.

U.S. movie revenues for March 18-20
All dollar figures in millions

After the Sunset

RANK· FILM~ WEEKEND GROSS

GRO~ DATE· WEEKS IN RELEASE· SCREENS

1. The Ring Two-$35.1
$35.1 •One week· 3,332
2. Robots- $21.0
$66.1 ·Twoweeks•3,n6
3. The Pacifier- $12.S
$72.3 .. Three weeks • 3,181 .
4. Ice Princess- $6.8
$6.8 • One week • 2,501
5. Hitch- $6.5
$159.3 •Six weeks• 2,703

6. Hostage- $6.0
$19.S ·Two weeks· 2,183
' 7. Be Cool- $5.9
$47.3 ·Three weeks • 2,660
8. Million Dollar Baby- $4.0
$89.9•14 weeks• 2,210
9. DiaryOf AMad Black Woman-$2A
$47.7•Fourweeks•1,279
10.Constantine -$23
$70A .. Five weeks • 1,670

COURTESY NEW LINE ONEMA

Up-and-coming indie-film teen stars Erika Christensen, left, and Evan Rach~I Wood, right, star in The Upside ofAnger.

:.Kevin Costner's.Anger
· ftlm.has many upsides
ppside ofAnger a clever, witty, matur~ look at alcoholics
GINA SCANLON
Staff Writer

t.
SOURCE: AP

MOVIE TIMES

REGAL WATERFORD LAKES
541 N. ALAFAYA TRAIL,407-977-1107

·
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Be Cool (PG-13)
12:20 3:106:4010:1012:5()a

Constantine (R)
12:00 3:507:1010:00

Diary of a Mad Black Woman (PG-13)

"
·~

1~:103:106:409:40

Guess Who (PG-13)
12:201:001:302:503:504:107:00 7:308:109-lO
tO:OO 10:401 l'()()a 12:3Ga

,'

Hitch (PG-13)
12:301:20 3:404:106:507:409:4010-3012:3Ga

,

Hostage(R)
1:104:307:4010:1012:5()a

Ice Princess (G)
12:501:203:40 4:30 7:20 8:009'5010-.3012:2Ga .

Million DollarBaby(PG-13) •
12:504:50 8:10

Miss Congeniality 2: Anned and Fabulous
(PG-13)
• 12:1012:401:302:503:204:007:00 7:308:009'.30
10:0010:4012:1oa 12:4Ga
~.
PLEASE SEE

MOVIE TIMES ON i17

H

ell hath no fury like a fuming woman
wlio's had too many martinis. Whoever thought a film like The Upside of
Anger, starririg Joan Allen and Kevin Costner, which sizzles with contempt and female
rage, would be so much fun?
. · Terry Wolfmeyer (Joan Allen) is the
mother of four young women. When her
husband mysteriously disappears, she
assumes the worst and dives into a deep
depression Denny Davies (Kevin Costner) iS
a middle-aged, has-been baseball star who
befriends Terry while inquiring after her
husband They are both miserable· drunks.
The story is told through the eyes of Terry's
youngest girl, who is surround'ed by a shriveling, estrogen-do~t household and all
of its complications.
·
·
If you're wondering where the fun is,
there wouldn't be any if not for the clever
script by Mike Binder, who creates a character much like a melodramatic Blanche
Dubois (A Streetcar Named Desire) who has
tickled her funny bone. Allen and Costner's
parts are so well written that they are able-to
play off of one another with tension, humor
and compassion. Complete opposites, yet
both going through a mid-life crisis, they
come together by their love of the-bottle.
Binder's creatio!l of female characters is

impressive. They're strong, smart and real.
The balance of weaknesses between the two
sexes makes the .film believable. The. sup-:porting parts are well developed as well,
given numerous layers and plenty of flaws.
Allen puts forth one of her best performances, though she is always strong. Kevin
Costner is surprisingly endearing, .and the
part is perfect for him·The daughters, however, are strangely cast and aren't too believable as sisters. However, Evan Rachel Wood
turns out a compelling performance as the
narrator with her. wandering vulnerability
and perceptiveness on the chaos that surroundS her.
There are some interesting camera techniques and tricks that are cleverly estab~hed and make the film stand apart from
just another dramedy. The resolution is
bewitching, sharp and thought-provoking,
leading the audience fo rethink the entire
· film from its beginning, which is rare. .
Although the character development is
well-done, the plot structure is a little awk".'
ward at times. There are strange occurrences
that seem to be only used for shock value,
which are funny at first, but then leave you
wondering ·w hat you just Witnessed or more
importantly, how they move the-story along.
Despite a couple of bumpy scenes that
could have been cut, the story has a chemically balanced mixture of heart and humor.
The perfect tjn.ematic drink, if you will.

A terrible atrocity to both cinema history and to all involved in the_making of it,
After the Sunset is the latest act of genocide committed·by Brett Ratner. The film
masquerades as a harmless caper flick, but
in reality is a crude improvisation revolving around how many gay jokes Ratner
can squeeze into this fe~ture's running
time. The DVD, being released as a part of
the New Line Platinum Series (not .
Infinifim) includes deleted/alternate
scenes with optional director. commentary. And if one hasn't heard enough of
Ratner talking about why he cut or
changed his movie, there's a feature commentary with him. Always a must on a·
Ratner DVD, a blooper reel is included,
along with a far-too-cute-for-it's-owngood-titled documentatjr Before, During
and After the Sunset.

Orgazmo
After years of chatter on the Internet,
Trey Parker's little-seen masterpiece is
finally coming to DVD with the· special.;.
edition treatment leaking from its pores.
Orgazmo tells the quaint story of Joe ·
Young, a religious fellow who becomes
involved in pornography so he can pay for _
(among other things) his wedding. The
DVD includes no less then three audio
commentaries: Track one by stars Matt
Stone, Trey Parker, Dian Bachar, Stan Sawicki, Andy Kemler and Jason McHugh;
track two with crew Maki San, David
Dunn: Robyn Rabb, McHugh and Matt
Potter; track three with comedy all-stars
the South Park writing staff (Pam Brady,
Matt Pregger and Kyle McCulloch), Weird
Al Yankovic, Dave Foley, Bob Odenklrk
and David Cross, Kevin Smith and David
Zucker. Also included is the 40-minute
documentary The Book of Orgazmo Another Testament ofTrey Parker, 60 minutes of deleted scenes and outtakes: with
optional commentary. Rounding out the
-disc is a behind-the-scenes montage.
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Pixar continues to do DVD the right way

COURTESY BUENA VISTA

Housekeeping is a bit easier when you have the reach of Elastigirl. 1be lncredib/es two-disc set is loaded with extras, shorts and commentaries. Add to that a superb color and sound transfer to DVD, and you have yourself a winning selection.

Insightful commentaries, ~arious extr~ and a gorgeous transfer high:light 2-disc Incredibles set
MIKE FERRARO
Staff Writer

t only has Pixar mastered the art
f combining brilliant writing,
spectacular animation and a
shear understanding of inspiring imagination (hear that DreamWorks?), they
also know how to ·p roperly release a
DVD with only one attempt. This new
two-disc extravaganza is complete with
all the usual extras (trailers, making-of
docs and commentary), as well as other
great features to make it worth your buck
(deleted scenes, animated shorts, bloop·
ers and more).
Amongst the deleted· scenes is a sto. ryboardt:d alternate opening that, while
somewhat interesting, doesn't .have the
same "oomph" as the actual opening of
the film. Each of the deleted scenes
includes an introduction by writer/direc:..
tor Brad Bird, complete with explanations as to where he planned on going
with the scenes, and why they were ultimately taken out.
There are plenty of "making-of" documentaries on this DVD that chronicle
Bird's journey from hi~ first day at Pixar

to the film's actual completion. ~ey are
very insightful, especially when one considers the director's background. Prior to
The Incredibles, Bird wrote and directed
one of the most under-appreciated, traditionally animated films of all-time, The
Iron ·Giant. He mentions how odd of a
transition it was for him to enter this new
world of computer animation; and he
points out (and shows) just how different
those two worlds actually are.
·
The highlights of the extras, however,
are the animated shorts. The first one Jack-Jack Attack - illustrates what
exactly happened between the youngest
Incredible and the crazy brace-face
' babysitter, Kari The other - Mr. Incredible & Pals - is a perfect homage to the
cartomJ.s ·and comics of old. Shot like it
was made 50 years ago, it follows Mr.
Incredible, Frozone and .a little rabbit
sidekick, as they take down a few villairis
and save the city from a giant stalk of villainous corn.
.
The only disappointing thing about
seeing this film during its theatrical run
was the fact that no bloopers were
included with the end credits. Where
were the infamous outtakes we have all

The lncredibles
act out their own
form of family
dysfunction.

COURTESY BUENA VISTA

grown to love with Pixar films? Did they
really find the perfect animated cast that
never flubbed a line or tripped over a
prop? Of course they didn't. Incredi-Blunders is a very, very, short extra that has
about a minute of outtakes. This set pf
bloopers isn't as crafty or humorous as

the other Pixar films.
Aside from all ·of these supplements,
of course, is the actual feature. The transfer is amazing, as is the sound. If you find
yourself stumbling around the video
store looking for the ultimate cinema
experience, pick up The Incredibles.
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MOVIES
Two shades of
Ryan Gosling
BRETT RYAN BONOWICZ
Staff Writer

A

COURTESY NEW LINE CINEMA

Georg.e Lucas calls Revenge ofthe Sith a Faustian tragedy. And if anyone knows about making a deal with the devil ,it's George Lucas.

From a pompous director far, far away
G.eorge Lucas discusses-his latest Star Wars film; Revenge of the Sith
DAVID GERMAIN
The Associated Press.

T

wo decades ago, George Lucas pulled off the mask to
reveal the face of one ·of cinema's greatest bad guys.
Now, he's about to slip the~ back on..
Lucas offered a previeW Thursday of his final Star Wars
chapter, which spells out the last dark steps the once goodhearted young Anakin Skywalker ~es to become the villain
Darth Vader.
"It's not like the old Star Wars," Lucas told theater owners
at the ShoWest convention ''This one's a little bit more emotional. We like to describe it as Titanic in space~-It's a tearjerk-

er:'

-Opening May 19. Star Wars: Episode m - Revenge ofthe Sith
brings full circle the niammoth.sci-ti saga Lucas began in lW/
with the original "Star Wars," which shattered box-office
records and remains one of the top-grossing.movies ever.
Reaction was mixed on Episode I - The Phantom Menace
and Episode II -Attack ofthe CloneS, many fans grousing that
the first one was too much a kiddie flick and the second one
too sappy a love story. Calling the latest movie a. Faustian
tragedy, Lucas said he is unconcerned about whe1;her Revenge
ofthe Sith draws more barbs from Star Wars fans.
"I feel that rve made the movie the best I can and it turned
out the way I wanted it to be, so rm happy;' Lucas, 60,told The
Associated Press in an interview. "I never try to anticipate what
the world's going to think or even worry about whether they're
going to like it or not That's not my job, to make people like my
movies. They either like them or tho/ don't That's completely

out of my hands:'
The intensity ofthe action and themes in Revenge ofthe Sith
probably will earn it a PG-13 rating, Lucas said .T he first ·five
"Star Wars" inovies all were rated PG.
Lucas' entry at ShoWest was preceded by a parade of 21 Star
Wars stormtroopers in white armor, followed by an actor
dressed as Darth Vader.
.
Along with the trailei; Lucas showed the opening minutes
ofRevenge ofthe Sith, featuring the familiar'~ long time ago, iri ·
a galaxy far, far away_" catch phrase followed by the franchise's
rousing introductory music.
The film immediately launches into a space battle ~laborate
even by Star·Wars standards as Anakin (Hayden Christensen)
and his Jedi knight mastei; Obi-Wan Kenobi (Ewan McGregor),
lead a mission to rescue the kidnapped Palpatine, chancellor of
the Republic.
·
The trailer sets up the rest of the scenario, with the suspicious Jedi council assigning Anakin to spy on Palpatine after
his rescue, while the chancellor - the future evil Emperor qf
the original trilogy - plots to seduce the young knight to the ·
dark side of the Force.
''It's very dangerous putting them togethe~" warns-Jedi master Mace Wmdu (Sainuel L Jackson). ''I don't think the boY can
handle it"
Everyone w~o has seen the original "Star Wars" know's
Mace is right That film opens.in a dark, oppressive age a couple of decades after the action of Revenge of the Sith, when
Vader and the Emperor have conquered.the cosµios,_stamped
PLEASE SEE

LU KE ON i17

fter holding off on seeing it for what
seemed like an eternity, and at the behest
of my ex-girlfriend, I rented the film The
Notebook. Being the ~motional wreck I am, I
cried at the end, and so after the fi.l~ I decided
to instant message my ex and tell her that I
thought the film was good and her recommendation was indeed spot-on Her away message
said, "sleeping;' and I thought to myself at that
moment whether I was tired too. I decided no
and popped in another film I had rented: The
United States ofLeland.
·
I ~atched the film and thought it was OK; I.
had in particular enjoyed a song I heard during
one scene between Leland and the junkie girl I
de-eided I'd look it up on the Internet Movie
Database. They have a feature called "Sound- _
track Listing," in which the songs featured in the
film are listed When I went to The United States
of Leland page I discovered something rather
peculiar.
That rather peculiar thing had a name, and
his name was Ryan Gosling. You see; the thing
that was so peculiar was·that Ryan Gosling was
the star of The United States of Leland. He, in
fact, played Leland But what I didn't realize was
that-Gosling had ~o starred in The Notebook. ·
While both films were competently made,_
the most amazing thing about them was Gosling
and his-ability to seamlessly integrate himself
into each role. While an actor like Al Pacino or
Jack Nichols.on or Edward Norton might earn
accolades for being able to-integrate themselves
into obviously showy roles, Gosling had truly
done the actor's job and made it not about himselfbut about the character. He made both characters so their own that he became unrecogniz_able to the naked cineaste's eye.
These were true performances, and while
not recognized by the Academy (they probably
thought it was two different people), Gosling's
efforts did not go unnoticed by this young
·
·
cinephile.
Leland was a shy, introverted and thinner
spirit than his Notebook counterpart, who was a
a bit more buff - an extrovert oozing with
romance fr~ his fingertips. And iri each role,
Gosling is invisible. Unlike Brando or DeNiro,
the sho~ isn't about the actor but $e character.
In this post-B~nnifer world, it;s amazing to see
an actor acting instead of just living up the high
life by banging Jennifer Lopez and being best
.friends with Matt Damon
Sadly by the time I realized .this magical
movie moment had happened, it was nearly 4
a.m. I was alone in my apartment and I had had
an ~piphany about acting~ 'I opened up my
iTunes and downloaded the song l had enjoyed
("Undone" by·Imperial Teen). I listened to that
song alone for awhile, not knowing the next
iline a magical movie moment like. this would
happen again

•

MOVIES
Luke, Leia appear as infants in Lticas' Revenge of the Sith
FROM

i16 ·

moments.
Luke and Leia's characters will
appear as infants in Revenge-ofthe

out deinocratic rule and are hunting down the vestiges of a free- Sith.
. dom-fighting rebellion.
The trailer screened Thursday
Star Wars, The Empire Strikes showed what fans have been waitBack and Return of the Jedi ing for since Lucas began the
recount the rise of Anakin's farm- story- of Anakin's journey from
boy son, Luke Skywalker (Mark good toward evil in The Phantom
Hamill), who teams with his new- Menace and Attack of the Clones.
found sister Leia (Carrie Fisher) Namely, Anakin in the guise of
and brash smuggler Han Solo _ Vader: Black cioak; mask and hel(Hartj.son Ford) to take down the- met, an outfit rigged with life-supEmpire and ultimately redeem port devices for skfwalker, whose
Vader, bringing him back to the battle wounds have left him part
,flesh, part machine.
side of the good guys.
Luc;as knows many fans wantAmid the climax of 1983's
Retum of the Jedi, Luke takes off ed the prequel trilogy to introVadet's black mask so father and duce Vader early on rather than
son can see each other face to face trace Anakin's downfall from nice
in the elder Skywalker's dying · little boy to bratty teen to dark

knight of the galaxy. Revenge oftite
Sith presents Anakin in Vader's
black g~t-up only at the very end
of the movie, Lucas said
"Obviously, funs would love to
see a movie about Darth Vader
runnfug around killing people,"
said Lucas, who also was on hand
to receive a "galactic-achievement award" from ShoWest
organizers. "I'm not telling that
story, and I'm not interested in
that That's not what the movie is.
"This first trilogy is re~y
about the father, the struggles of a
father, or a man, basically, to find
himself; and at the same time fall
into a trap of wanting certain
powers, making a pact with the
devil and basically spending the
rest of his life regretting it"

•

COURTESY 20TH CENTURY FOX

Hayden Christensen stars as Ana kin Skywalker in the third volume of the Star Wars saga.

MOVIE TIMES
FROM i14

The Padfier (PG)
12:30 3:30 7:109-3012:20a

The Ring Two (PG-13)
12:40 3:50 7-JXJ 9-5012:40a

Robots(PG)
ii.-oo 1-JXJ 2:40 3:30 6:50 7-.20 9".20
10'.20 12:00a

REGAL WINTER PARK
510 N.ORLANDO AVE,407-628-0163

Be Cool (PG-13)
12:453:55no10:10

Bride & Prejudice (PG-13)
12:35 3:356:409:1512:00a

Constantine (R)
10'.20

·Diary of a Mad Black Woman
(PG-13)
1-.154:307:35

GuessWho(PG-13)
12-JXJ 1:101:40 2:40 4;104:40 5:10
6:557-.157:559-3010:0010'30
12:10a

Gunner Palace (NR)
12..i.o 3:105:.lo1:451a:os 12..i.oa

Hitch (PG-13)

11:50a 12:502:15 3:15 4:35 5:40
7'JXJ8:159".2010:4011:50

Sideways (R)

1:053:507:109-55 '

Hostage(R)

· 12:103:456:409".2512:15a ·

The Upside of Anger (R)

1:15 4:207:401&.25

Ice Princess (G)

1-JXJ 4:05 6:509:4012..isa

Robots(PG}

.

12:15 2:SQ.5-.208-JXJ10-35

Million Dollar Baby (PG-13)
12:554'JXJ7:1510:15

Miss Congeniality 2: Anned
and Fabulous (PG-13)
11:50a 1:302:304:15 5:15 7:05
8:059:4510:4512:30a

The Padfier (PG)
il:SSa2-.204:457:309:5012:20a

·The Ring Two (PG-13)

12:301:203:30 4-.15 6:45 7:50 9"35
10:45 12:30a

LOEWS UNIVERSAL
CINEPLEX
6000 UNIVERSAL BLVD BLVD.;407354-3374

Be Cool (PG-13)
1-.154'JXJ6:409:1511:55

Constantine (R)
3:509-.2012:00a

Diary of a Mad Black Woman
(PG-13)

1:404-.15 7:05 9:40 12-.1.0a

Guess Who (PG-13)
12:401-.20 2:10 3-JXJ 3:404:30 5-.15
6:15 7-JXJ 7:508:459-3010:15
11:1512:0Sa 12:40a

Hitch (PG-13)
12:50 3:35 6-.159:0511:45

Hostage(R)
12..i.o 2:40 5:157:4510-.20

Million Dollar Baby (PG-13)
1:056:35

Miss Congeniality 2: Anned
· and Fabulous (PG-13)
12:151:15 2:15 2:45 3:45 4:45 5-.20
6-.107-.107:558:559-5510-30
11:3012:30a

The Padfier (PG)
12-.20 2:25 4:50 7:109"5012:00a

The Ring Two (PG-13)
12:301'JXJ1:302'JXJ2:55 3-.153:55

. 4~05:305:556:306:558'JXJ8-.15

9:009-.1510'.2510'55

Robots(PG)
12-.1512:55 2:35 3:10 4:40 5:35
6:507:409:109:4511:2011:50

ENZIAN CINEMA CAFE
1300 S.ORLANDO AVE.,407-629-1088

The Sea Inside (PG-13)
3:156:309:45

D.MAC
39 S.MAGNOUAAVE.,407-9CJ2-1200

Guerrilla: The Taking of Patty
Hearst(NR)
Friday:3~05:307:309-JO

Saturday: 3:30 5:30 7:30
Sunday:3'JXJ9:30
All listed times are for the weekend and
subject to change.

. . .~,~LOEWS
MIDNIGHT SHOWS EVERY THURSDAY,
-CINEPLEX FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY!!
&
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RAMBLINGS
THE GEEK LIFE

NEAR-LIFE EXPERIENCE

Roinance from a .virtual-to a ieal.life· Thenext10

~ek a~e finds MySp~ce a place.for human race t~ soon ~eetface-to-face · .
adv.enture,:J began looking for a . and would_never be our friends pie·I meady thought were ·~l
ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ
were

Staff Writer

I

b.aVe an Int~met boYfriend

wea J suppose he isn't real-

ly an Internet boyfriend. I
mean, he doesn't ~ entirely
on the Internet, nor is he i:pade ·
of millions of zeros :;int\ ones.
He is a real-boy and we actually
see each other in. real life. We
just happened to learn of each
others' existence on the cyber-:

-

netiC.p~e.

··

When I was -preparing to
leave on my most recent_road

~
..
signed ori, perhaps s0me
place to blog my voyage. As--1 in a nlillion yearS.
researched, ~ ! · stumbled upon a
After. sfumbling across the ofthe people that dwell this vir- · ·
- strange _site called MySpace. Web site, i decided it might be tual reality meeting arena might
·You may have heard of it, being fun to set up a little profile. Just :. be worth meeting, at least on a
·as -how ifs rabid.Jy populai a ·few -pies· o~ me, a little bit ·chatting basis.
_ .
among-the under-30 -crowd of about myselt: basically the usual
.. With that ·in-$d;.I set out
slacker Gen Xers and below. It's drivel orie puts tip on $ch
~ to. encounter a few of th~se
.the next big.thing to Friend.stet; site. Before'! knew it,
get- ·folks. Some · of _them were
which lloathe. Now\Ve are.free ting
these "friends requests~ wretched, and others· just sad,
to enjoy the.excitement ofa ·sin~:. That I was prepared fo:r: What I while a bare fow were actual
gles· punchbowl Irµxer and a wasn't .prepared for was the- enjoyable and decent human
kegger with all otir college and number of friends I knew in the beings.who w~ ;wortb: speakljgh school friends, not to men- real world who ~ere already ._ ing. to.. While traveling, we
tion mir enemies and those kids -hooked. into this- freaky little _that were jtist too eool to ~ , network s_o, sin<;e so·g:ianypeo- . .
. ·-· eID:sE-·SEE 'NEr ON i19

.an

lwas

a

-·

~

Grail "Wasn't an actual chalice,

.
but Mary Magdalene herself (in - ·
.
that, she held the child -- and ·
ast Wednesday, Cardinal consequently the blood - Qf ·
Tarcisio Bertone (who _is, - Jesus <;;hrist in her womb). For
apparently, close to Pope one thing, I've· heard similar
John Paul) made headlines. hypotheses ·in the past · For ·
denouncing The Da Vf!ZCi Code anot4ei.-, ·. getting · ·mortally·
as a "sack full oflies against the offended when someone disChurch."
cusses the sex life (or non sex ·
My onfy response to·thatis:- lifo) of a dude who walkat
seriously? lt's taken this long for around 2,000 years ago seems a
bigwigs in the Catholic Church . bit silly, . but whatever floats
to officially come out against your boat, i guess.
this book? The book was pub· No, there are t:Wo . other,
lished in March -:- of 2003. I more important, reasons why
read it so loilg ago, I fo:rgot that rd encourage everyone to keep
the book even ~ed until _the YOU!' distap.ce from the book · .
good Cardinal brought it up
Llt'squitebadlywiittenand;
again. Has ·the Church always
2. It g0es against·the:entire - been this far behind the times? · premise.of Indiana·Jones andIf so .•. damn.
the Last Crusade.. ..
I have to make a confession
There aren't enoligh words
rm Strongly opposed to the car- · to describe how horrible an
dinal!s announcement. It's not author Dan Brown is. COde can crap.
_
because I want people to read quite accurately be described
· Sheer .crap. ~ere's no other
the book No, no. Qµite the con- _as Dawson's Creek . meets way to describe it, except to say
trary. I firmly .believe tQat if Nancy Drew,_ where Brown · that it ~t SUCKS, man.
..
there's one thing people should attempts to wow the· audience
Just ch~ out the first line:
do this spring; it's not read 1he with his "research" -into the ''Robert Langdon awoke slowP.a Vinci Code. H you haven't .Grail by combining it, with a Ij.r.'; Wow. Compelling. A Jew
.c;. ··alrea.dy read the ·book, just stay, mm:der mystery. Tiie result is · more chiipters ·o (TliA.T andrll
Staff.Writer

~

·H

a rtbrary. .

that (spoiler alert!) the Holy·

""""

MICHAEL LAWRENCE

StaffWriter -

·

. Wamiing up to a building of kn.owl..:
edge for an entire day? Mmrrtmm,
·sounds good to me. I don't even think I'd
go Oil.the ci>mputers. l'd go .to the eight. story library ~ downtown Fort I:aud. ei:dale and · go . section-by-section·
through the .diffe_rent books, trying to
learn as much: as I could in a single day.
The-.best place there: The hall of p~ten~~.
Rows upon rows of books devoted to
human ingenuity and cleverness. Viva le ·
knowledge!
·
,

For once, listen to . ~- isn't because rm
Catholic Church
stumied by the b0o1:c's assertion .

L

- This time it's. a trip-·from ·
the libraiy to jazz to
~- supervillainy and mor~

'°11. Spend awho1e day, from open to-dose, in

More like .The
· Da·Vinci Blows·_
DIANNA ZISMAN

before30'·
list 'o doom ·
ere are the next 10 entries iti my
"30 .b efore 3(P' list, ~ corupilation
of 301hings I must do before I hit
the age of30. ·
.
· - . _~ · .

CRAZED INDIE ROBOT

.

inth~'3p .

12. Make a 'states' mixtape, with so songs, ·
eaeh one representing a different state,
based on the-order in which they were _made __
a state.
· 1 once made' a "months" ·:mix (it was - ·
actwilly 14 tracks, ·bookended oy. differ- -..
· ent .v ersfons of '~s. Times Goes By''). Now onto celebrating my couii.try. in a
-creafiv~ non-jingoistic fashion:. Singer- _
·songwrit~r Sufjan Stev:ens plans: on .
~eleasing one •album per state, which is
qUi.te the task. Check out his first one,
Greetings FrQmLake_Mic;higa~ It's ~- .
ing. This ·is manageable enough for me.
.. Ex-cept rm already ·stuck on Delaware.
Why should I expect someone to write a.
- · song al;?out Pelaware in the· firsf place?
S~an, do Delaware next for me. Pleas~i

~,readyto go outside and~

at the lawn for a couple · of'
hours. And, in true ·back":"mystery fashion, Brown ends e\ieiy
cliapterwith-a "shocking-tWiSf'
_that is -~roven ·~eaningless
PLEASE SEE THE INDIANA ON i19

-. ·

.
.
.
13. Design a supervillain, compl~te with origin and backstory, and go on escapades
-.
throughout.the dty, in character with . .
costume.
. .
. · yvhat's the worst that can 'happen?
Ge~mg shot ~r jumped? Why; supe~-:
lains- have.no fear! l':r;n, ~eady ·anticipat-

inS;.SQin~ out to ea~ _and shouting ~gs
~ . -PlWESEE

GIVE ON.i19
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'I like big Bibles and I can not lie'
CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ
Staff Writer

H

igh school history books
totally taught us how
bad.ass propaganda can
be. Are you not using a car pool
on your way to work? You're riding with Hitler! Hyperbole can
convince people of anythill_g.
Even though we usually think of
propaganda as nifty artwork
from World,War 2, mganizations
· ranging froni the miniscule Elevator-Escalator Safety Foundation to the omnipresent Fox
News Channel continue the tradition today. Sometimes, they
even bring their fight to the Internet, where it becomes fair game
for our amusement here in Web
Less Traveled.

SafeTRider

http://www.safetrider.org/
Somewhere in the ·'80s, old
white dudes figured out that only
this crazy new thing called ''hiphop'' could influence the modem
youth. 'This strange common-law
marriage of hip-hop and corporate agendas resulted in such
~ic gems as ''Don't Copy That
Floppy," a ·20-minute rap about
software piracy. Google yourself
a copy if you haven't seen it Still
following the trend 41 1991, the
Elevator-Escalator Safety Foundation brought us another example, now with a cat named "Safe
T. Rider." He dresses like Kid Vid
. from the Burger King commercials and pauses every few
moments to dance along with the
beats and randomly changing
background colors. With lyrics
like "Remember, there's a safe
way to take the ri~e. Hold on to

the rail and don't touch the
sides," how could it not work?
The EESF even p~vides study
~ta proving its efficacy. When
the movie's over, don't fmget to
take the awesome ·quiz to see
what you've leame.d Just '
remember, ''We don't act silly ·
when we ride, because a safe
rid~r always keep safetyinmind"
Your efforts will earn you an
awesome certificate you can
print ·and hang on your wall to
show all yoi:lr friends, who will
doub:tlessly dub you the king of

cool

·

Baby Got Book
http:/!www.whiteboydj.com/babygotbook/index.html
.
Courtesy of DJ White Boy
and New Life Christian Church,
here's a version ofBaby Got Back
that manages to top even Jam-

ster's train wreck for sheer lunacy. Check these lyrics out·out, yo:
"I like big Bibles and I can not
lie/You Christian brothers can't
deey/That when a girl walks in
with a KJV/And a book mark in
Proverbs/You get stoked/Got
her name engraved/So you
know that girl is saved/Baby got
book.'' In this full-length parody,
not a single word of Sir Mix-aLot's ~ic is unmangled. Watch
the video, seriously. It's just plain
"lawl.'' On top of that, DJ White
Boy's site offers downloadable
wallpapei; lyrics, this movie on
DVD, and the ability to preorder
his upcoming album The Caucasian InvasioTL Since he bills his
work as a comedy album, at least
he realizes it's worthy of mockery. Thus, we don't have to feel
bad about laughing. Thank God
for propaganda.·

'Net boyfriends 'wave of the future'
FROM

i18

would stop so I could surf the
Internet and write this col~
as well as research our neXt: destination, I would log on to my
preferred
instant-messaging
service and chat with my newfound virtual friends.
One of them in particular, a.
.lovely young gentleman who
lived nearby to my current base
of operations, had a lot of interesting things to say. Before I
knew it,.!.was looking forward to
· his buddy icon and his text messages.

Then all of a sudden, I WaS ones this has happened to. There
back in town and there was the has ·been a strong demand for
terrifyiaj possibility of meeting computer dating services, in fact,
him in the corporeal world
for dating services in general,
We became close friends since the advent of human kind
rather quickly, and within the ·Matchmakers and the like have
next few weeks we were gpend- been popping up~ over human
ing a lot of free time together. history. It's only fitting that they
Things never seemed.to head in would evolve into the next step,
any other direction until much following technology's lead into
later. After three months ofbeing the electronic universe. ·
But is a place like
"just friends,". something happened, and everything changed myspace.com really a dating site?
and all of a sudden we were dat- · I didn't specifically join up so that
ing someone we met· on the · horny gtiys and girls could send
Internet
me naked pictures ofthemselves.
Naturally we aren't the only In fact, a lot of the people on

myspace.com are in relationships or eunuchs or o~erWise
dating incompatible. So what is
it?
Could it be that the world really is so small that contacts are
never lost? I still get random messages from-people l went-to high
school with asking me how my
life is.
Somehow, in some giant
mega-net, will everyone really be
able to meet everyone else?
Internet boyfriends could
quite possibly be the wave of the
future .•. Good thing I got in on
the ground floor.

The Indiana/ones trilogy: It's a way of life
FROM

i18

within ·a few pages: _
CHAPTER 25: Robert Langdon gasped, "Sophie - whatev:
er you do, don't rrwve."
CHAPTER 26: Sophie froze.
"What is it, Robert Langdon?
What's wrong?''
"fd like to take your picture·
now. Say 'Cheese!"'
CHAPTER 27: Robert Langdon gasped, in horroi; "Oh, my
God. Sophie, rve finally figured

it out"
CHAPTER 28:
Sophie ~
turned. "What is it, Robert Lang- ·
don? What's wrong?''
"Soylent Green - is people!"
It's bad It's real bad.
But, frankly, the thing that
trumps even the bad writing is
the fact that I live my life by
everything I learned in the Indiana Jones trilogy, so when the
Indiana Jones trilogy tells me
that the Grail is a cup well, then,
it's a cup, damn it

If we start saying that the
Grail . isn't that cool cup that
healed Indy's dad, then soon
we'll be saying that Harrison
Ford and Sean Connery ·can't
single-handedly go up agairist all
the Nazis - that Harrison Ford
can't outrun a giant ball o' doom
in Raiders ofthe Lost Ark - that
you can't keep your face from
melting off if you jUst shut your
eyes really, really tight - that ...
well, rve blocked out the basic
plot of Temple of.Doom except

for the monkey brains and the
dude who could rip your heart
out ofyour chest, but you get the
point
Frankly, a world · in which
these things can't happen isn't
the world where I want to raise
my future children.
So, please, Catholic Church.
Let The Da Vinci Code go in
peac~.

The more you attempt to
boycott it, the more it'll be read
And nobody Wcmts that.,
.
.
'

Give him ,.
waffles or
.you will die
FROM

i18

like "I demand waffles, or death!"
And then I'll steal some Equal packets while cacklirig.

14. Save a life.
I want to do something noble
and dignified ... don't we all? And
the good thing abotit this one is that
there are many different ways to do
this. For instance, I can ··destroy
someone's DVD of Superbabies or
not have sex with them. ·

15.Go.through a jazz phase.
I can't truly be ·pretentious ~til
I do. And I'm not talking aboqt
going to a few concerts or downloading a couple of albums, I'm
going for the all-out Harvey Pekaresque obsessive..:. LP-coll~ctor jazz
phase. Even if it only lasts a week or
two.
~ 6. Sneak out of a wedding.
My own swipe at the failed insti-

tution of marriage. One .of my good
friends was recentiy engaged, so
this might not be tc:>o far off ..•

17. Make out passionately in a
planetarium.
Love under artificial stars. "'ftlm.
There's that distinct place between
authentic romanticism and syrupy
swill, and somehow this act of
affection dangles daringly between
the two.

18. Get cell phone use banned in a
public place.
·
·
That's :dght, you bastards who
feel the need to push your private
conversations on the rest of us. I'm
· coming after you! Your rudeness
will be stopped! CAN YOU HEAR
MENOW?
'>.

19. Take a homeless person out to ·
lunch.
Not to some poophole like
Arby's, but to a decent, sit-down
restaurant. My own way of giving
back to the community. And
acquiring diseases.

20. Flirt with an obscure religion.
Hello Shakers, hello Jews for·
Jesus, what's up Scientologists?
Holler if you hear me! I want you to
want me. I'll end up ditching you
like you're a wedding, but ~e'll
have fun while it lasts.
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12913.E Colonial Drive
407-243-CLIP
www.ClipsSalon.com

.

_

Find out tttore infortttation .a bout Clips
and Career opportunities visit ·us at
www. ClipsSalon.cottt or e-tttall
Joit1Usfi>ClipsSalot1.cotlt ·
·
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· Come out and join us in .
our Grand Opening ~vent
on Saturday, March 26 _
from 9:00 AM - 3:00 PM
• Kids Photo with the Easter Bunny
• Hair Care Product Samples
• Hair Care Consultation
• Refreshments · . .
• $8.00 Haircut Special_
• Kids Easter Treats

,.. -

Colonial Drive (SR:-50)

- -- - -- ---------------,
· &rand Opening Special ·:
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Men, Women, & Kids Haircuts

. . .,.__ No Coupon Needed ·
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